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Abstract
In this thesis, we present a novel framework for the formal specification and verification
of computer algebra programs and its application to a non-trivial computer algebra
package. The programs are written in the language MiniMaple which is a substantial
subset of the language of the commercial computer algebra system Maple. The main
goal of the thesis is the application of light-weight formal methods to MiniMaple
programs (annotated with types and behavioral specifications) for finding internal
inconsistencies and violations of methods preconditions by employing static program
analysis. This task is more complex for a computer algebra language like Maple that
for conventional programming languages, as Maple supports non-standard types of
objects and also requires abstract data types to model algebraic concepts and notions.
As a starting point, we have defined and formalized a syntax, semantics, type system
and specification language for MiniMaple. For verification, we automatically translate the (types and specification) annotated MiniMaple program into a behaviorally
equivalent program in the intermediate language Why3ML of the verification tool
Why3; from the translated program, Why3 generates verification conditions whose
correctness can be proved by various automated and interactive theorem provers (e.g.
Z3 and Coq). Furthermore, we have defined a denotational semantics of MiniMaple
and its specification language and proved the soundness of the translation with respect to the operational semantics of Why3ML. Finally, we discuss the application of
our verification framework to the Maple package DifferenceDifferential developed at
our institute to compute bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomials using
relative Gröbner bases.

Keywords: formal methods, program verification, computer algebra software,
Maple, formal specification, formal semantics
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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir ein neuartiges Framework für die formale Spezifikation und Verifikation von Computeralgebra-Programmen und seine Anwendung
auf ein nicht-triviales Computeralgebra-Paket. Die Programme werden in der Sprache
MiniMaple geschrieben, die eine wesentliche Teilmenge der Sprache des kommerziellen
Computeralgebra-Systems Maple ist. Das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit ist die Anwendung
leichtgewichtiger formaler Methoden auf (mit Typen und Verhaltens-Spezifikationen)
annotierte MiniMaple-Programme, um interne Inkonsistenzen und Verletzungen von
Methodenvorbedingungen durch Einsatz statischer Programmanalyse zu finden. Diese
Aufgabe ist für eine Computeralgebra-Sprache wie Maple komplexer als für konventionelle Programmiersprachen, da Maple ungewöhnliche Typen von Objekten unterstützt und auch abstrakte Datentypen zur Modellierung von algebraischen Konzepten
und Begriffen benötigt.
Als Ausgangspunkt haben wir eine Syntax, Semantik, Typ-System und Spezifikationssprache für MiniMaple definiert und formalisiert. Für die Verifikation übersetzen wir automatisch das (durch Typen und Spezifikationen) annotierte MiniMapleProgramm in ein verhaltensgleiches Programm in der Zwischensprache Why3ML des
Verifikations-Werkzeugs Why3; aus dem übersetzten Programm generiert Why3 Verifikationsbedingungen, deren Korrektheit mit verschiedenen automatischen und interaktiven Beweisern (z.B. Z3 und Coq) bewiesen werden kann. Weiters haben wir eine
denotationale Semantik von MiniMaple und ihrer Spezifikationssprache entwickelt und
die Korrektheit der Übersetzung in Bezug auf die operationale Semantik von Why3
bewiesen. Schließlich zeigen wir die Anwendung unseres Verifikations-Frameworks auf
das Maple-Paket DifferenceDifferential, das an unserem Institut für die Berechnung
bivariater Differenzen-Differenzial-Dimensions-Polynome unter Verwendung relativer
Gröbner Basen entwickelt wurde.

Schlüsselwörter: Formale Methoden, Programmverifikation, ComputeralgebraSoftware, Maple, formale Spezifikation, formale Semantik.
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1. Introduction
Since the last couple of decades, software has been seamlessly integrated in almost
every technology that we use to facilitate our daily life activities. This phenomenon has
given rise to the critical question of whether the software is trustworthy and reliable
in order to avoid any undesired and unpleasant incidents/situations. To address this
question, software reliability has evolved as a major focus area of research in computer
science. In fact, behavioral errors of software are main threats to software reliability
and cost sixty billion dollars per annum to the US economy as claimed in a study by
NIST [146].
One approach to establish the reliability of software is by formal methods. This
approach allows to specify the behavior (requirements) of a system using mathematical
and logical notations which are then amenable to verification, i.e. to a formal proof
that the system’s implementation is correct with respect to its specification. Formal
methods have been successfully applied in various domains of computer science such
as the development of mission and safety critical systems software [9, 10, 60, 86, 87]. In
this thesis, we consider the special application domain of computer algebra.
Computer algebra is a branch of symbolic computation that manipulates mathematical expressions and other mathematical objects , e.g. systems of polynomial
equations in multiple variables. In contrast to numerical computation, which solves
such systems by iterative applications, the goal of computer algebra is to derive exact solutions of such systems (possibly expressed in symbolic form including formal
parameters) by symbol manipulation. A computer algebra system is a software that
implements computer algebra algorithms, typically within an interactive environment,
for the computation with mathematical expressions. There are various such systems,
e.g. AXIOM [121], Maple [111] and Mathematica [159] that are widely used for scientific computation in various fields of computer mathematics. The languages supported by these systems for implementing computer algebra algorithms have evolved
from simple scripting languages to full-fledged programming languages. However, they
have typically not been developed with the consideration of formal methods, such that
the correctness of computer algebra algorithms implemented in these languages poses
a serious problem.
In the past few decades, there has been a lot of research on applying formal techniques to classical programming languages, e.g. C [17], Java [71] and C# [14]; variously
also the application of formal methods to the languages of computer algebra systems
has been investigated, e.g. for AXIOM [56], Maple [37] and FoCaLiZe [145]. However,
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1. Introduction
there has not been significant attention paid to find practical applications of formal
methods to computer algebra software implemented in commercial systems such Maple
and Mathematica. While computer algebra algorithms and their implementations are
“essentially” correct, they often rely on some implicit assumptions, usually dependencies and side conditions which need to be considered, because otherwise the results
might be erroneous or misinterpreted.
Therefore, the main goal of this thesis was to design and develop a tool to find
by static program analysis behavioral errors in computer algebra programs that are
written in a symbolic computation language and are annotated with types and formal
specifications. Our focus was on commercial languages such as Maple and Mathematica, because the overwhelming majority of computer algebra software is written
in these languages. These languages are more complicated than computer algebra
languages developed in the academic context, because they have historically evolved
from scripting languages whose fundamental design was not subject to the application of formal methods. Already the task of type checking programs written in these
languages is complex as these languages support non-standard objects such as unevaluated expressions and polynomials and also allow dynamic type tests which direct the
control flow of the program at runtime.
More concretely, we have developed a verification framework for a well-defined subset of the language of Maple, which we call MiniMaple [91]. To be able to demonstrate
our framework in a real application scenario, we first studied various computer algebra packages developed at our institute. We then chose as a typical representative
the Maple package DifferenceDifferential [42] that was developed at our institute by
Christian Dönch without formal methods in mind. This package provides algorithms
for computing difference-differential polynomials according to the method developed
by M. Zhou and F. Winkler [163]. All steps of the development of our verification
framework were validated by the application to this package.
Figure 1.1 gives a general overview of our verification framework. First the MiniMaple program is parsed to generate an abstract syntax tree (AST). Then the AST
is annotated by type information and translated into a semantically equivalent program in the language Why3ML of the verification framework Why3 [21] developed at
LRI, France. From this program, Why3 generates verification conditions that may be
proved correct by various supported back-end provers. Throughout the whole process,
all components may generate error and information messages. Further details of the
project and software are available at https://www.dk-compmath.jku.at/people/mtkhan.
In more detail, to approach the goal of this thesis, we have first formally defined
the syntax of MiniMaple. As type safety is a prerequisite of program correctness,
we have formalized a type system for statically type checking MiniMaple programs
based on the type annotations which Maple has introduced for runtime type checking.
Then we have defined a specification language to formally specify the behavior of
MiniMaple programs [100,101]. The specification language allows to formally describe
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Figure 1.1.: A High-level Overview of the Verification Framework

mathematical theories (types, functions, axioms) and the behavior of procedures (preand post-conditions and other constraints), loops (invariants and termination terms)
and commands (assertions). The language slightly extends the syntax of Maple, e.g.
logical quantifiers use typed variables and numerical quantifiers (binders) use logical
conditions that filter values from the specified range of a variable. Moreover, the
language also supports abstract data types to specify abstract mathematical notions.
We have then formalized the denotational semantics of MiniMaple and its specification
language [93, 94].
To verify a MiniMaple program annotated with types and specifications, we translate this program into a semantically equivalent program in the language Why3ML of
the verification tool Why3. Based on the denotational semantics of MiniMaple and
the operational semantics of Why3ML [63], we have proved the soundness of the translation. The Why3 built-in verification conditions generator is used to produce a set of
verification conditions: the pre-conditions of called procedures, the post-conditions of
defined procedures, the initial establishing of loop invariants, the preservation of loop
invariants after every iteration and the decreasing of termination terms.
Finally, we have applied our verification framework to achieve our original goal:
the verification of the package DifferenceDifferential. We have type annotated the
package, formally specified, translated in Why3ML program and then generated the
corresponding verification conditions. Using automatic and interactive provers sup-
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ported by the Why3 back-end, we have verified all low-level procedures of the package.
However, in order to verify the high-level procedures of the package, we first had to
develop a strategy to formally specify and verify such procedures. The problem is that
these procedures are implemented using concrete data types but are specified with the
help of abstract data types. Based on our strategy, we were able to successfully prove
selected high-level procedures of the package.
The results of this thesis are original in that they represent to our knowledge the
very first attempt to verify real-life code that was developed in a commercial computer algebra language without formal methods in mind. We have for the first-time
formalized a type system, specification language and formal semantics for a subset of
the language of the commercial computer algebra system Maple. Our framework is
also innovative in that it supports the entire process to statically type check, specify
and verify such computer algebra programs. We have also formulated a novel strategy
for verifying high-level procedures in such programs and have successfully applied it
to a non-trivial example from a real-life application. The contents of this thesis are in
parts based on several conference and workshop publications [95,99–102] and technical
reports [91–94, 96–98].
In the following, we discuss the structure of the rest of the thesis: in Chapter 2
we sketch the state of the art of computer algebra systems, type systems, formal
semantics, formal methods and their relationship.
In Chapter 3 we introduce the syntax of MiniMaple and discuss the language by a
running example that will be subsequently used in the other chapters.
In Chapter 4 we first sketch the design of a formal type system for MiniMaple
consisting of various kinds of judgments and rules to derive these judgments. Then
we explain the formalization of the type system in more detail for several commands
and expressions of MiniMaple. Finally, we discuss the application of type checker to
our running example.
Chapter 5 introduces a specification language of MiniMaple whose core is a logical
formula language embedded into the syntax of MiniMaple. Then we discuss various
elements of the specification language, i.e. mathematical theories, procedure specifications, loop specifications and assertions. Finally, we demonstrate the use of the
specification language by specifying our example program.
The formal semantics of MiniMaple and its specification language are discussed
in Chapter 6. Here, first we present the formalization of some interesting semantic
domains and then give the semantics of selected commands and expressions of MiniMaple. Finally, we describe the semantics of the specification language, i.e. its core
formula language and other elements of the language.
Chapter 7 explains the various components of our verification framework. In particular, we discuss the translation functions of various constructs of MiniMaple and its
specification language to corresponding constructs in Why3ML and demonstrate this
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translation of our example program. Finally, we discuss the proof of the soundness of
our translation with respect to the formal semantics of MiniMaple and Why3ML.
In Chapter 8, we discuss the results of the application of our verification framework
to the Maple package DifferenceDifferential. First, we give an overview of the package
and then discuss the results on type checking, specifying and verifying the package.
In the final Chapter 9, we review our work and discuss possible future extensions.
In Appendices A and B we give the complete formal definition of the syntax of MiniMaple and its specification language, respectively. Appendix C gives the complete
type system for MiniMaple programs. The formal semantices of MiniMaple and its
specification language are defined in the Appendices D and E. In Appendix F, we give
the definition of the translation functions from MiniMaple to Why3ML. Finally, the
proof of the soundness of the translation of MiniMaple to Why3ML is discussed in
Appendix G. The complete contents of the appendices are not shown in the printout
but are part of the electronic version (attached CD) of this thesis.
This research was funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF): W1214-N15, project
DK10 in the frame of Doktoratskolleg “Computational Mathematics” at the Johannes
Kepler University, Linz.
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2. State of the Art
In this chapter we discuss the state of the art of computer algebra systems, formal
semantics, formal methods and the relationship among these topics. The rest of the
chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 introduces various computer algebra systems and their respective type systems. In Section 2.2 we first give an overview of
various approaches for defining the formal semantics of programming languages and
then describe the semantics of classical programming and scripting languages, computer algebra languages and their corresponding specification languages; finally we
discuss the semantics of various intermediate verification languages. Finally, in Section 2.3 we first sketch the role of formal methods in classical programming languages
and then discuss assertions checking in computer algebra languages, the application
of formal methods to such languages and the related integration of theorem provers
and computer algebra systems.

2.1. Computer Algebra and Type Systems
A variety of computer algebra systems has been developed, e.g. AXIOM [121], Magma
[26], Sage [156], FoCaLiZe [145], Mathematica [159], Maple [111], REDUCE [134],
Maxima [113] and GAP [147]. Among these the commercial systems Mathematica
and Maple are the most widely used ones. In the following, we discuss some of the
aforementioned computer algebra systems and their type systems.

Statically Typed Computer Algebra Languages
AXIOM [121] is a general purpose computer algebra system developed by NAG
Ltd. Based on the language Aldor [7], AXIOM (forked into FriCAS [68] and OpenAXIOM [120] since 2007) is a strongly typed system [59]. In an interactive (interpreter) mode of AXIOM, a function can be declared with the corresponding signatures
and defined by an assignment == as follows:
f0 : () -> List Integer; f1 : (Integer) -> List Integer
Type: Void
f0() == []; f1(x) == [x]
Type: Void

The types of the functions are known at compile time as shown by the corresponding
function applications below:
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f0()
Compiling function f0 with type () -> List Integer
[ ]
Type: List Integer
f1(6)
Compiling function f1 with type Integer -> List Integer
[6]
Type: List Integer
f1("12")
Conversion failed in the compiled user function f3 .
Cannot convert from type String to Integer for value
"12"

The last function application f1("12") indicates that type of the function application is tested against the compile-time type of the function.
The data types in AXIOM are called domains; a class of domains is represented by
a category. In detail, a category defines the exports of domains, i.e. which operations
are provided, while the domains implement the corresponding operations. The system
supports a hierarchy of parameterized domains and categories, e.g. ordered sets, rings
and finite fields. Based on Aldor, AXIOM allows to write programs by combining the
properties of functional, aspect-oriented and object-oriented styles.
FriCAS uses the programming language SPAD [7, 142] which is a variant of Aldor.
In the following example [142], we define a category in SPAD as follows:
)abbrev category MYCAT MyCategory
MyCategory: Category == with
1: %
nth: Integer -> %
_+: (%, %) -> %

The header specifies that constructor MyCategory is a category. The category declares signatures of three functions. The function nth computes the sum of integers
up-to a value of the given parameter. A domain MyDomain belongs to MyCategory
and thus implements the corresponding three exports of the category.
)abbrev domain MYDOM MyDomain
MyDomain: MyCategory with
coerce: Integer -> %
coerce: % -> Integer
== add
Rep ==> Integer
rep r ==> (r@%) pretend Rep
per p ==> (p@Rep) pretend %
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coerce(p: Integer): % == per p
coerce(r: %): Integer == rep r
1: % == per(1)
((m: %) + (n: %)): % == m + n
nth(j: Integer): % ==
r := 1
for i in 2..j repeat r := r + 1
r

In the domain definition, first two functions are declared in addition to the exported
functions of MyCategory and then the add part provides an implementation of the declared and exported functions. The symbol % refers to this domain which is MyDomain.
In the implementation part (add), first three macros (==>) define the underlying representation of the elements of the domain; then the two declared operations are defined
followed by the definitions of three exports functions of MyCategory.

Dynamically Typed Computer Algebra Languages
Magma [25, 26] is a dynamically typed computer algebra system developed at CAG,
University of Sydney, Australia. The design of Magma is based on algebraic structures and morphism such that every object has a type magma [25]. For an algebraic
structure Σ-algebra, Magma supports two-level classification of magmas:
1. a class of magmas that satisfies a set of relations Q is called a variety and is
written as Var(Σ; Q) and
2. a class of magmas that belongs to the variety E and shares a common “representation” R is called a category and is written as Cat(E ;R).
Here, a variety is used to specify generic functions which are independent of the representation of a magma, while a category realizes a magma in its concrete representation.
Sage [156] is a Python-based dynamically typed computer System for Algebra and
Geometry Experimentation with a customized interpreter. In [75] a prototype implementation for Sage has been adapted to a hybrid type checking scheme [90], i.e.
static and dynamic type checking. Though Sage has its own libraries for computations
in algebra, combinatorics and calculus, Sage mainly provides an interface to several
other well-known mathematical and computer algebra tools and libraries, e.g. the
combinatorics libraries of GAP, PARI [123] and NTL [139], the commutative algebra
tool SINGULAR [52] and the libraries of Maxima [113] for symbolic computation and
calculus.
As an example a dynamically typed Sage function, g is defined as follows:
sage: def g(x):
if x <2:
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return 0
else:
return x+"2"

The variable g has a type “function”. The applications of function g(‘‘test’’)
and g(1) compute valid results. However, the application g(5) gives a runtime error,
as an integer cannot be concatenated with a string value:
sage: type (g)
<type ’function’>
sage: g("test")
’test2’
sage: g(1)
0
sage: g(5)
Error in lines 1-1
Traceback (most recent call last):
...
TypeError: unsupported operand parent(s) \
for ’+’: ’Integer Ring’ and ’<type ’str’>’

FoCaLiZe [145] is a computer algebra environment based on the dynamically typed
language FoCal (formerly known as FoC ). The goal here was to develop a language for
the co-design of a program and its corresponding proof of correctness. The language
supports an object oriented modularity; code, specifications, and proofs are developed
together in the same files. The absence of inconsistencies and correctness of dependencies are analyzed at compile time before the code is translated into Objective Caml,
and the corresponding proofs are translated into Coq. Further details on the semantics and the verification framework of FoCaLiZe are discussed in the Sections 2.2 and
2.3, respectively.

Commercial Computer Algebra Languages
Mathematica [159] supports a wide range of packages for symbolic and numeric computations. Mathematica is a rule-based programming language for the manipulation
of supported expressions. Besides the availability of optional type annotations, the
language of Mathematica is not statically typed (however, in [69] the authors developed a static type system for a small subset of Mathematica). Moreover, the type
annotations in Mathematica can be used to select an appropriate rule at runtime.
Maple [111] is a commercial computer algebra software developed by Symbolic Computation Group, University of Waterloo. Maple supports optional type annotations.
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However, these type annotations can only be dynamically checked at runtime. Although there does not exist any complete static type system for Maple, various approaches investigated the applications of the type information in Maple for different
purposes. The Maple package Gauss [116] introduced parameterized types in Maple
and allowed to implement various generic algorithms in an AXIOM-like style. The
system also supported parameterized types and parameterized abstract types, however
these were only checked at runtime. At start, the package was introduced in Maple
V Release 2 and later evolved into the domains package. In [37], partial evaluation is
applied to Maple. The focus of the work was to apply the available type information
in Maple for generating specialized programs from generic Maple programs. The language of the partial evaluator had similar syntactic constructs (but fewer expressions)
as our language MiniMaple (see Chapter 3) and also supported a limited range of data
types e.g. booleans, floats, rationals, and strings.
In comparison to the aforementioned approaches, MiniMaple uses the type annotations provided by Maple for static analysis. MiniMaple supports a substantial subset
of Maple types in addition to user-defined named types as discussed in Chapter 4.

Scripting Languages and Computer Algebra Languages
The problem of statically type-checking dynamically typed computer algebra programs is related to the problem of statically type-checking scripting languages such
as JavaScript [8, 150] and Ruby [70].
Object-oriented scripting languages like JavaScript are also popular because of their
dynamic features such as the runtime modification of objects (e.g. addition/update
of fields or methods). Since static type checking of such languages is a complex task,
therefore dynamic typing is used. However, with dynamic typing some errors cannot
be detected until runtime, e.g. access to non-existent members (in JavaScript, such
errors are reported in a web browser).
On one hand, there are a number of studies on the design and development of
type inference algorithms for statically type-checking scripting languages [8, 79, 161].
In [161], an algorithm for type inference for a subset of JavaScript is presented. The
focus of the algorithm was on the inference of function types by keeping track of object/function extensions with the help of function calls and assignments. Moreover,
the algorithm allowed updates to objects through flexible and unrestricted (but permitted) extensions to objects. The algorithm offered explicit and implicit extension of
objects, i.e. with the help of “add” operation and of method calls, respectively. However, the goal here was to allow only legal access of objects, their defined members
and operations.
On the other hand, variously annotation-based type systems have been developed
for statically type checking scripting languages. For instance, in [107], Anders Hejlsberg at Microsoft developed the language TypeScript which is a typed superset of
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JavaScript that provides optional type annotations for JavaScript programs. Based
on these annotations, a static type system is developed which makes extensive use
of type inference to allow only legal operations and behavior of JavaScript objects.
The compiler translates a well-typed TypeScript program into a JavaScript program.
Furthermore, the language also supports some object-oriented features; e.g. classes,
modules and interfaces can be defined to understand the behavior of even already existing JavaScript components. However, the goal here was to design a language which
supports development and maintenance of large scale JavaScript applications.
In comparison to the above approaches, MiniMaple had similar typing challenges.
For example, Maple also has a polymorphic type system and does support some dynamic features, e.g. runtime type-tests which direct the control flow of a program at
runtime and thus makes static type-checking more difficult. Therefore, a type system for MiniMaple addressed aforementioned typing issues as discussed in Chapter 4.
However, still there are some fundamental differences due to the two different language
paradigms.

2.2. Formal Semantics
While the syntax of a programming language is formally defined by some grammar
(e.g. BNF), still not every syntactically correct program is well-typed: consequently
only well-typed programs are of value. Therefore, the semantics of a programming
language specifies a relation between a well-typed derivation of the program and its
meaning [50].
The formal semantics of a computer programming language can be defined in an
operational, axiomatic or denotational style [118]. Each style has been defined to
achieve a different purpose. For example, some styles make reasoning about programs
very easy; others make the meanings of programs accessible to a large audience and
some can be used to make the implementation of programming languages easier. In
the following, we discuss these approaches.

Operational Semantics
In the operational style introduced by Gordon Plotkin [127], the meaning of a program is described by specifying an execution of the program on an abstract machine.
Furthermore, this method specifies the execution of a program with the help of rules
which are directed by the syntax of the language. There are numerous variants of
operational semantics, i.e. small-step, big-step and modular operational semantics.
Gordon Plotkin originally introduced the small-step variant of operational semantics,
which is also known as structural operational semantics. The focus here was to define
the execution of a program in terms of the execution of its parts. The big-step variant
defines the semantics of a program construct as a whole by hiding the intermediate
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executions of parts of the construct. The modular operational semantics is a variant of
structural operational semantics: in this style the rules for a programming construct
are defined incrementally such that the rules do not need reformulation when new
constructs are added in the language. The goal here was to provide high degree of
modularity in the language which was the shortcoming of original structural operational semantics [117]. The examples of some variants of the operational semantics
are discussed later in this section.

Axiomatic Semantics
In the axiomatic style formulated by Floyd and Hoare [67, 80], the meaning of a
program is defined with the help of rules which specify the properties of the program.
The initial goal of the style was to explain the meaning of programs with the help of
“axioms“ (more generally inference rules). The rules specify how to prove properties
for a given program construct. After this reason, this style is known as axiomatic
semantics [50]. The rule for the axiomatic semantics of a typical conditional-statement
is:
{P ∧ B } C1 {Q}, {P ∧ ¬B } C2 {Q}
{P } if B then C1 else C2 endif {Q}
In detail, the rule says that execution of the conditional in a pre-condition P yields
a postcondition Q, iff
 either the execution of C1 in a pre-condition P and B yields a post-condition Q
 or the execution of C2 in a pre-condition P and ¬B yields a post-condition Q.
Here a boolean expression B has no side-effects and is thus identified with a logical
formula.

Denotational Semantics
In the denotational style devised by Scott-Strachey [143], the meaning of a program is
defined as a mathematical function that maps the well-typed derivation of the program
to its semantic value (denotation). The semantics of a syntactic phrase is formulated
in terms of the denotations of its sub-phrases. Thus, the corresponding proof of the
program’s correctness is typically based on the proof technique of structural induction.
The denotational semantics of MiniMaple is discussed in Chapter 6.
In the following, first we present various attempts to define the formal semantics of
classical programming languages: then we describe approaches to define the semantics of scripting languages, computer algebra and specification languages and finally
explain the semantics of intermediate verification languages.
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Semantics of Classical Languages
In the literature, the semantices of most popular programming languages have been
defined only informally. However, there have been also attempts to formally define
the semantices of subsets of a few widely used classical programming languages, e.g.
Ada [31], Scheme [135], C [122], Java [16, 84], C++ [40], Pascal [48, 133], Standard
ML [132], Cobol [112], Prolog [58] and Algol 60 [47].
The semantics and operational design of Ada were developed based on denotational
semantics of Scott-Strachey [31]. In the work, the static (compile-time) semantics was
formulated only for the sequential constructs of Ada. The semantics of the functional
programming language Scheme is also based on the variety of the denotational approach [135]. In [122], mathematical monads were employed to define the denotational
semantics of C. In order to achieve semantic respectively operational modularity and
readability, the work transformed monads into denotations.
In [24], based on transition rules of abstract state machines [23], the semantics for
a substantial subset of Java was formalized which however excluded visibility of Java
names and packages and class loading. Here the focus was to define the rigorous
semantices of Java programs which can help to identify the design inconsistencies of
the language and also can serve as the basis for the standardization of Java language.
For example, the transition rule for a Java conditional was formulated as follows:
if task is if (E ) C1 else C2 then
if val (E ) then task := fst(C1 )
else task := fst(C2 )
In detail, the rule states that in order to execute a conditional command, if evaluation
of expression E yields true then the task is to execute the first command of a command
sequence C1 otherwise, the task is to execute the first command of command sequence
C2 .
Later in [84], the formal semantices of object-oriented and concurrency features
of Java were defined in the styles of big-step and small-step operational semantics
respectively. The definition of semantics was based on informal Java specification of
Sun [72]. The semantics of Java were formalized in the Centaur system which is a programming environment where from the semantics of a language one can automatically
generate semantic tools, e.g. type checkers and interpreters. The semantics definition
results in a list of objects and threads, which denotes the behavior of a Java program.
For example, the rule for the Java conditional is defined as follows:
Assignment end:
–CS : Ident1 = Value1;
–C : ”assign“: makes assignment.
assign(ObjL1, ClVarL1, Env1, Ident1, Value1
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–>
ObjL2, ClVarL2, Env2)
—————————————————
ObjL1, ClVarL1, Env1, OThId1, ObjId1, Mode
|– assign comp(void(), Ident1, Value1) –>
ObjL2, ClVarL2, Env2, Value1, inst l[], nil;
In detail, the rule says that the behavior of an assignment statement ”Ident1 = Value1”
is formalized as:
 if in a given list of current objects (ObjL1), a list of class variables (ClVarL1), an
environment (Env1), an identifier (Ident1) and value (Value1) the assignmentphrase introduces a list of objects (ObjL2), a list of class variables (ClVarL2)
and an environment (Env2), then
 in a given ObjL1, ClVarL1, Env1, thread identifier (OThid1) and thread mode
(Mode) the execution of the assignment yields ObjL2, ClVarL2, Env2, value
(Value1), an empty list of running threads (inst l[]).
Here “nil” indicates that the assignment statement is a part of a sequential (nonthreaded) Java program.

Semantics of Scripting Languages
Also variously attempts have been made to formalize the semantics of scripting languages, e.g. the early work [8, 150] encoded the formal semantics of a small subset of
JavaScript in a corresponding type system. However, later a small-step operational
semantics for the complete language ECMAScript of JavaScript was defined in [106].
In fact, the semantics is a relational variant of structural operational semantics: here
each semantic function represents a corresponding semantic transition relation which
transforms a heap, a pointer to the scope, and the term into a new heap-scope-term
triple. Moreover, the evaluation of expression terms yields either a value or an exception, while the statements evaluates with a notion of completion. The completion is a
flag-value-identifier triple where
flag ∈ {Normal, Break, Continue, Return, Throw}
In the triple, the value represents the return or exception value while the identifier
represents the corresponding break or continue. The focus here was to analyze various
security properties of JavaScript based web applications. In the following, we show the
semantic rules for an exception statement and a ’@PutValue’ expression of JavaScript.
An exception statement has the following semantic rule
s

H,I,throw va; −→ H,I,<Throw, va, &empty>
which returns a completion with a flag ’Throw’ and value ’va’.
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The semantic rule for the specification of a ’@Put’ expression (which is used to set
properties of objects) is defined as follows:
H,I1.@CanPut(m)
m <> H(I1) H(I1.m=v1{}) = H1
e

H,I,I1.@Put(m,v) −→ H1,I,v1
The rule says that if the predicate ’H,l1.@CanPut(m)’ holds (which shows that an
object ’m’ is not ’ReadOnly‘), then the fresh properties are added with an empty set
of attributes.

Semantics of Computer Algebra Languages
There have been various attempts to formalize the formal semantics of computer
algebra languages: for instance, the formal semantics of the (former) language FoCaL
of the computer algebra system FoCaLiZe has been studied respectively formalized
in [62, 131, 144]. In [154], the semantics was formalized for the translation of proofs
into Coq. The denotational semantics is hard to maintain, particularly when new
features are added in the language, so the later work [55] attempted to formalize the
semantics in the λ Π-calculus.
In [119], the formal semantics of the language Lisp of the computer algebra system
Maxima was defined. In fact, the operational semantics was defined for the language
M-Lisp (Meta-Lisp) which was a subset of Lisp. For example, the operational semantics of a M-Lisp conditional was defined by the following two rules:
M1 −→ TRUE M2 −→ M
v

v

IFM1 M2 M3 −→ M
v

M1 −→ FALSE M3 −→ M
v

v

IFM1 M2 M3 −→ M
v

The former rule says that if the M-expression M1 yields value “TRUE“ then M2
yields value M which is the result of execution of the conditional. The latter rule says
that if the M-expression M1 yields value ”FALSE“ then M3 yields the resulting value
M.
In [35] an abstract interpretation is used to analyze whether a certain relationship
holds between the two semantic interpretations of a Maple program for a particular
property. One of the interpretations is used as a template while the other as its
abstract version with a certain property. The focus here was to exploit the operational
semantics of Maple against certain properties.
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The denotational semantics of MiniMaple (see Chapter 6) is different from the
aforementioned variants, as MiniMaple has some non-standard semantic domains, e.g.
symbol, union and polynomial etc.; moreover, it also supports a polymorphic type system with corresponding runtime type tests. In contrary to functional programming
languages, MiniMaple has expressions with side effects. Thus we have developed the
denotational semantics as a mathematical function which defines a relationship between pre and post-states to describe a program behavior. The MiniMaple semantics
is defined to formalize the runtime behavior of MiniMaple programs. So far, there is
no formally defined semantics of Maple and hence we consider the current implementation of Maple as a basis of our semantics.

Semantics of Specification Languages
Some approaches have also been investigated to formalize the semantics of specification languages. However, the task of defining the formal semantics of specification
languages is more complex because the underlying semantic domains are very different
from the conventional Scott-Strachey denotational domains. For example, in [115] the
semantic space of the specification language Z is modeled as the world of “theories“
and their corresponding meaning as the collection of all of its models. The semantics
of a schema (i.e. an abstract object with certain properties) and its related operations
is defined with the help of the notion of ”variety” based on the typed set theory and
relational algebra. For example, the semantic function sexpr is defined for the conjunction of the Z schema-expression SEXPR. The function maps schema-expressions
to varieties with a given environment:

sexpr : ENV → SEXPR →
7 VARIETY
...
sexpr (ρ, [S1 ∧ S2 ]) == combine(sexpr (ρ, [S1 ]), sexpr (ρ, [S2 ]))
...

The varieties corresponding to the schema-expressions S1 and S2 are put together
by the auxiliary operation combine. In principle, the combine function joins the
signatures sig1 and sig2 of the given varieties by another auxiliary operation join. In
fact, varieties correspond to the meaning/semantics of the schema here. Then the
function defines a class of models, which recovers a structure of those models which
satisfy the properties of the schema. The function combine is defined as follows:
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combine : VARIETY × VARIETY →
7 VARIETY
combine(θVARIETY1 , θVARIETY2 ) ==
µ VARIETY 0 |
sig 0 == join(sig1 , sig2 )
models 0 =
(M : Struct(sig 0 ) |
restrict(sig1 , M ∈ models1 )&
restrict(sig2 , M ∈ models2 ))
The denotational semantics of a specification language Meta-IV of VDM was defined
in [49]. The work was later applied to derive the compiler that translated VDM
denotations into Ada. The system allowed to generate an implementation through
design specification where the specifications were added incrementally. Each increment
to the specification generated corresponding proof obligations, which could be proved
for the correctness of the design. Later the semantics for the specification language
BSI/VDM SL was formalized based on a variant of denotational semantics [126]. For
example, the semantic function for the evaluation of expressions (Expr) has signature:
EvalExpr: Expr → MODEL → P(VAL)
where VAL is the semantic value and MODEL is a mapping of identifiers to denotations. The semantic function for the conditional statement (without side-effects) is
defined as:
EvalExpr(mk -If(t, c, a)(m)) ,
let ts = EvalExpr(t)(m) in
if ts = {T rue} then
EvalExpr(c)(m)
else if ts = {F alse} then
EvalExpr(a)(m)
else if ts = {T rue, F alse} then
EvalExpr(c)(m) ∪ EvalExpr(a)(m)
else {⊥}
In detail, the rule says that, if the evaluation of the expression t yields a singleton set,
then the corresponding branch of the conditional statement is evaluated. However,
if the evaluation of t yields a set with both values, i.e. T rue and F alse, then both
branches of the conditional are evaluated and the result is the union of the evaluations.
If the evaluation yields some other value, then the result is a set with an element
⊥. The semantic definition is the result of looseness of the expressions. The loose
expressions are demonstrated with the help of the following let-be-such expression:
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let x ∈ {3, 5} in if x = 3 then 2 else 4 .
The evaluation of the let-be-such expression results in a set {2, 4} because during
execution x can be chosen for the other value, i.e. 5: hence both branches of the
conditional are evaluated.
The formal semantics of an interface specification language of Larch was formalized
in [41]. The focus here was to formalize the semantics of object-oriented features of
Larch, e.g. specification inheritance. The semantics was defined as a modular variant
of operational semantics as a pre-requisite for modular reasoning about object-oriented
programs of Larch. Also the formal semantics of a specification language for Java
(JML) is defined in [27] as a variant of denotational semantics.
In comparison to the above semantics approaches, the semantic domains for the
specification language of MiniMaple has more complex structures, e.g. mathematical theories, loop and procedure specifications. Moreover, in addition to the basic
arithmetic and logical expressions, the specification language also supports guarded
numerical and sequence quantifiers. We have defined the semantics of the specification
language as a relational variant of denotational semantics in order to overcome the
complexity of its semantic domains and other non-standard constructs.

Semantics of Intermediate Verification Languages
There also have been various attempts to formalize the semantices of intermediate
verification languages, e.g. for Why3ML [63] and BoogiePL [155]. The operational semantics of Why3ML was defined in [63]. Each semantic function transforms a current
state and an expression to the new state and the value yielded by the evaluation of the
expression (the evaluation yields a special value void for the command expressions).
For example, an assignment statement has the following rule:
s, e −→ s 0 , c
s, x := e −→ s 0 ⊕ {x 7→ c}, void
which says that evaluation of an assignment statement (x := e) in state s yields a
value ’void’ and the post-state results by an update of value c (of expression e) to an
identifier x in state s 0 . For further details on the formal semantics of Why3ML, please
see Chapter 7.
The operational semantics for selected constructs of the intermediate verification
language BoogiePL of the verification environment Boogie was formalized in [155].
The single step semantics was defined by a function on states, i.e. σ ; σ 0 . For
example, the semantic rule for an assignment statement in BoogiePL takes a command
sequence x := e; c and store µ and results in command c and an updated store µ:
(x := e; c | µ) ; (c | µ, x 7→ e[ µ ])
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The focus was to prove the soundness of the verification conditions generator, i.e.
the corresponding weakest precondition calculus.
Our main goal was to formalize the runtime behavior of MiniMaple annotated
programs. Also the semantics is a pre-requisite of our translation to an intermediate
verification language where we show that the translation preserves the semantics (see
Chapter 7).

2.3. Formal Specification and Verification
In this section, we discuss the role of formal methods in classical programming languages, assertion checking in computer algebra languages, an application of formal
methods to computer algebra languages, and the integration of theorem proving and
computer algebra systems, respectively.

Formal Methods and Classical Languages
The interest of applying formal methods in computer science for modeling and reasoning has surged during last couple of decades. Thus on one hand, some programminglanguage independent specification languages have been developed, e.g. Z [160], Alloy [85], VDM [88], Larch [105], B [2] and Object Constraint Language (OCL) which is
part of the UML standard [103]; on the other hand, some specification languages have
also been developed to formally specify the behavior of programs written in classical
languages, e.g. the Java Modeling Language (JML) [71] for Java, ACSL [17] for ANSI
C, Larch/C++ for C++ [105], Spec# [14] for C# and Spark for Ada [14,83]. Based on
the recent developments in SMT (satisfiability modulo theories) solving [15, 140] various tools are making use of automated reasoning techniques [32, 38] by employing the
aforementioned specification languages. Moreover, various development environments
have been integrated with proving assistants for the specification and verification of
systems [19, 21, 83].

Assertion Checking in Computer Algebra Languages
In general, programming languages of most of the computer algebra systems, e.g.
Mathematica, Maple, Sage, and Maxima (to name a few) support assertion checking
to increase the reliability of programs. For example, Mathematica supports runtime
assertion checking only if assertions are enabled. The following example function has
an assertion Assert[c > 1] which is not violated at the first application.
In[6]:=
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testFunc[a_] :=
Block[{c},
c = a*a;

2.3. Formal Specification and Verification
Assert[c > 1];
]
In[7]:= testFunc[1]
Out[7]= 1

Then, the assertion checking is enabled by command On[Assert] and the subsequent function call results in the violation of the assertion.
In[8]:= On[Assert];
testFunc[1]
Assert::asrtf: Assertion c > 1 failed.

Sage also supports runtime assertion checking: however, here the assertions are
enabled by default. An assertion assert x > 0 is introduced in the example function
but function application shows the violation of the assertion.
sage: def g(x):
if x <2:
assert x > 0
return 0
else:
return x+"2"
sage: g(0)
Error in lines 1-1
...
AssertionError

The last line reports the error to be AssertionError.

Formal Methods and Computer Algebra Languages
Later also several pragmatic applications of formal methods to computer algebra systems have been investigated. Here, the focus was to develop a logical framework such
that the language of computer algebra system was equipped with a corresponding
formal specification language. For instance, [56] presents an integration of the behavioral specification language Larch [76] to the programming language Aldor of the
computer algebra system AXIOM. The methodology for the verification of Aldor programs was devised by defining abstract specifications for AXIOM (respective Aldor)
primitives and generating verification conditions which can be proved correct with the
help of the prover Larch [57,89]. Also, to define and prove the correctness of computer
algebra programs, the language of prover Coq was used such that executable OCaml
code can be extracted from the corresponding Coq definitions [74, 108–110, 149].
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As already mentioned, the FoCaLiZe (former FoCal and FoC) project [61, 130, 145]
has been developed to provide an integrated programming and specification based
environment for computer algebra to develop certified programs to achieve higher
reliability. The environment is based on its functional programming language FoCaLiZe (influenced by Ocaml) that additionally supports some object-oriented features
and thus allows to write both specifications (based on an axiomatic type language)
and proofs of programs together. For verification, the FoCaLiZe compiler extracts
the computational code to executable Ocaml programs and also generates verification
conditions in the language of an interactive prover Coq. The verification conditions
can be proved interactively in Coq; as a result, proofs are produced as Coq scripts
that can be verified by Coq.
In FoCaLiZe, a specie (domain) can be formally specified by its name and declarations of operations, values and properties. The environment supports a refinement
process from formal modeling of requirements to design and implementation: and thus
allows the incremental addition of more definitions of the domain. At any stage of
development, the corresponding proofs can be produced such that an implementation
meets the specification. Consequently, hierarchal development is possible in the environment, where the higher level corresponds to the specification while the lower one
correspond to implementation and every node in the hierarchy refers to a refinement
towards the goal.
Later, several new and powerful features were added to the language of FoCaLiZe,
e.g. patter matching, inheritance, parameterization and lazy binding. Also an automatic prover Zenon was integrated in the compiler which allowed to develop recursive
functions and checks for corresponding termination proofs.
Variously the applications of formal methods to Maple have been investigated. For
instance, Maple was integrated with provers to empower the reasoning capabilities
of Maple, e.g. [5, 73] provided a Maple-PVS interface where the validity of the Maple
procedure calls (i.e. preconditions and postconditions) can be checked with the help of
PVS. Also, [3, 4] focused on the verification of necessary side conditions of arguments
of the Maple procedures by invoking PVS which matches the entries to a symbolic
integral table.
Later, a mathematical description of the interfaces between existing Maple routines
was studied in [36]. The goal here was to study the actual contracts that are in use
by Maple routines. The contracts were statements with certain (static and dynamic)
logical constraints. In fact, the work was just focused on the collection of requirements
for the pure type inference engine for existing Maple routines. The work was extended
to develop the partial evaluator for Maple [37] as discussed in Section 2.1.
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Theorem Proving and Computer Algebra Systems
Various attempts have been made to enhance the role of formal methods in the computer algebra systems beyond runtime assertion checking: one of the earlier works [141]
provided a generic interface between the proof planing system Omega and computer
algebra systems. The focus here was to verify the computation results based on additional information computed by computer algebra systems. Also the integration
of reasoning and computation was discussed in, e.g. Theorema [29, 30, 148] which is
built on top of Mathematica and employs proving, computing, and solving method:
the method is an iterative proof heuristics. Similarly, the reasoning systems were
embedded into computer algebra systems as discussed in Analytica [18, 44] and REDLOG [54].
Later, on one hand some investigations focused on developing computer algebra
programs based on the principle of “correct by construction”. For example, the Atypical project [128, 129, 152] modified the type system of Aldor to describe propositions
and specifications of Aldor’s categories. Here, the goal was to modify the dependent
types of Aldor such that the category specifications become equivalent to axiomatic
data-type specifications [151]. Also a type theory based formalization of polynomial
rings and the Gröbner bases algorithm is discussed in [125]. On the other hand, several attempts focused on building computer algebra software on the top of proving
systems, e.g. [39] built a computer algebra system on top of HOL Light such that
rewriting proofs can be generated based on the computations.
Also, several projects attempted to enhance the computing capabilities of the theorem provers by interfacing provers with back-end computer algebra systems. For
instance, in [77, 78] the proving assistant HOL used Maple as a “canon” to find answers for some computational tasks which are later verified by HOL (checking an
answer is often much easier than finding it). Similarly an integration of Isabelle and
Maple was discussed in [12] where simply the answers are trusted to be correct.
In comparison to the approaches discussed above, the goal of our verification framework was not only to reason about the full correctness of a program but also to apply
light-weight formal methods to computer algebra programs for finding internal inconsistencies in the program such as violations of methods preconditions by employing
static program analysis. Furthermore, MiniMaple supports some non-standard types
of objects and runtime type tests, while the specification language of MiniMaple supports abstract data types to formalize abstract mathematical concepts; many existing
specification languages are weaker in this aspect. In contrast to the computer algebra
specification languages above, our specification language is defined for the commercially supported language Maple, which is widely used but was not designed to support static analysis (type checking respectively verification). The challenge here was
to overcome those particularities of the language that hinder static analysis.
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Based on our study and syntactic analysis of the Maple package DifferenceDifferential,
we have defined a substantial subset of the language of the computer algebra system
Maple, which we call MiniMaple. In this chapter, we discuss the syntax and various
other interesting features of MiniMaple. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1, we discuss the results on our study of various computer algebra
packages available at our institute. In Section 3.2, we highlight the challenges of static
program analysis in Maple and demonstrate them with examples. An overview of the
MiniMaple syntax is given in Section 3.3; this section also provides some examples of
selected syntactic constructs. Section 3.4 elaborates MiniMaple in more detail with
the help of an example.

3.1. Background Study
At the very beginning of our project, we studied various packages developed at RISC
by experts in the area of numerical and symbolic computation in general and algorithmic combinatorics, automated theorem proving and computer algebra in particular.
The goal here was to choose one of these packages as a test-case for our envisioned
verification framework. In the following, we briefly discuss the investigated packages
respectively.

Algorithmic Combinatorics
In the research area of algorithmic combinatorics, the Mathematica package HolonomicFunctions [104] was developed by Christoph Koutschan. The goal here was to develop
advanced applications of the holonomic systems approach, i.e. computations in Ore
algebras, non-commutative Gröbner bases and solving linear systems of differential
equations. Characteristically, this package
 was based on pattern matching,
 used more of an imperative style of programming,
 used abstract data types,
 on the one hand made use of customized Mathematica functionality and
 on the other hand did not use many Mathematica libraries.
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In essence, this package can mainly be considered as a procedural/functional Mathematica program with abstract data types.

Automated Theorem Proving
The Mathematica package STProver [157] was developed by Wolfgang Windsteiger
in the area of automated theorem proving. This package provides a prover based on
the Prove-Compute-Solve (PCS) strategy, i.e. proving by applying standard inference
techniques from the predicate logic, computing the facts by rewriting the formulas
using assumptions in the knowledge base, and finally solving by applying computer
algebra methods to solve quantified formulas in general and existentially formulas in
particular.
We identified the following characteristics of the package STProver as it mainly
made use of:
 pattern matching rules,
 implicit type definitions and a
 declarative style of programming paradigm.
This package is a Mathematica program based on pattern matching which is now
integrated with the Theorema [28] infrastructure.

Computer Algebra
In the area of computer algebra, the Maple package DifferenceDifferential [42] was
developed by Christian Dönch to compute bivariate difference differential polynomials
using relative Gröbner bases using an algorithm of M. Zhou and Franz Winkler [162].
As the main characteristics, this package:
 made use of limited types i.e. integers and lists only,
 was mainly standalone, i.e. did not made much use of Maple libraries,
 did not use destructive update of data structures and
 made use of imperative style of development.
In principle, this package is a Maple functional program. Further details of this
package DifferenceDifferential are discussed in Chapter 8.

Summary
Based on our study of the aforementioned packages developed in the most prominent
dynamically typed computer algebra languages, i.e. Mathematica and Maple, we have
chosen Maple for our subsequent study for the following reasons:
 Maple has an imperative style of programming which has a simpler semantics
than the rule-based programming style of Mathematica.
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Maple has type annotations for runtime checking which can be directly applied
for static analysis. There are also parameter annotations in Mathematica but
they are used for selecting the appropriate rule at runtime.
Still many of the results we derive with the static analysis (e.g. type checking) of
Maple can be applied to Mathematica, as Mathematica has almost the same kinds of
runtime objects as Maple. In the following section, we demonstrate various challenges
for this static analysis of Maple programs by examples.

3.2. Challenges
During our study, we found the following special features respectively challenges for
the static analysis of Maple programs (which are typical for most other computer
algebra languages):
 The language has no static type system. It allows runtime type checking by
type annotations but these annotations are optional.
 The language does support some non-standard objects, e.g. symbols and unevaluated expressions.
 There is no clear difference between declaration and assignment. A global variable is introduced by an assignment; a subsequent assignment may modify the
dynamic (runtime) type of the variable.
 The language uses type information to direct the flow of control in the program,
i.e. it allows some runtime type-tests to select the further execution path.
 The (dynamic) type system of Maple is kind of polymorphic [34]; since Maple
has a hierarchy of types in a sub-typing relationship, values of different types
can satisfy the same type test.
In the following, we demonstrate the aforementioned challenges for various Maple
language constructs by some example Maple programs.

Runtime Type Checking
As already explained, Maple has optional type annotations, which Maple uses for
runtime type checking. A Maple kernel routine kernelopts allows to change the mode
of type checker at different levels to check type assertions at runtime. To do so, one
needs to set the value of variable assertlevel of routine kernelopts to either 0, 1 or 2
where
 0 (the default value) means, no assertion checking at all,
 1 means, only calls of the ASSERT function are checked, and
 2 implies checking of calls of the ASSERT function and of assignments such that
these calls respect the type annotations of variable declarations.
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We demonstrate the runtime type checking in Maple by a simple Maple procedure
which takes an integer as an argument and returns an integer value. If the value of
the parameter is less than 10, then the procedure adds 10 to it and stores the result
in a local variable x , otherwise it assigns a string value “test” to a local variable x and
returns x .
> p := proc(s::integer)::integer;
local x::integer;
if s < 10 then
x := s + 10
else
x := "string"
end if;
return x;
end proc;
Now, we test the behavior of the procedure by a corresponding call with an integer
argument 12 as follows:
> p(12);
"string"
The call to the procedure p returns “string” because the parameter value is greater
than 10, which is clearly not a valid result as indicated in the procedure header, i.e.
the procedure must return an integer value. No checking of any assertion at all allows
this program to be executed without warnings, as the kernel routine kernelopts is
operating in the default mode, i.e. with a value of assertlevel.
Now, we change the mode of operation of the kernel routine kernelopts such that it
checks all the assertions:
> kernelopts(assertlevel=2);
0
To test the type assertions, we call the procedure p again with an integer value 12.
> p(12);
Error, (in p) assertion failed in assignment, expected integer,\
got string
>
In the body of the procedure, the else branch of the conditional is executed, where
an assignment is made such that a string value is assigned to an integer type variable.
This is a typing error and caught by the Maple type checker at runtime.
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Runtime Type Tests
Maple also supports some non-standard types of objects, e.g. union types, symbols
and unevaluated expressions. For example, the Or(integer, string) indicates that a
value may be an integer or a string. The type predicate type(e, t) allows one to test
whether a Maple expression e is of a given type t; it returns true if the expression e is
of type t, and returns the value false otherwise. Such type tests can be used to direct
the flow of control in the program, which complicates reasoning about the correctness
of the behavior of such programs.
For instance, type test is applied to the parameter x . The procedure calls show that
the corresponding conditional branch is executed depending on the type of the value
of the procedure parameter.
p := proc(x::Or(integer, string))::integer;
local y::integer;
if type(x, integer) then
y := x;
elif type(x, string) then
y := 10;
end if;
return y;
end proc;
> p(12);
12
> p("test");
10
As shown in Section 3.2, the type inference of such expressions (with union types)
is complex because in order to identify the correct use of such variables, one needs to
keep the track of their types.

Special Types
A symbol is a Maple name and stands for itself until some value is assigned to it. In
the following script, a is an unassigned variable whose runtime type is correspondingly
symbol . Subsequent assignments of values to a change its type to “string” and “integer”
respectively.
> a;
a
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> type(a,symbol);
true
> a:="test";
a := "test"
> type(a,string);
true
> a:=12;
a := 12
> type(a, integer);
true

Maple supports a subtype relationship among types such that Maple can satisfy
multiple type tests:
> a:=12;
a := 12
> type(a, integer);
true
> type(a, rational);
true
> type(a, anything);
true
Every expression in Maple is of type anything as anything is a the root of the type
hierarchy in Maple as Object is the root type in Java. This sub-typing and polymorphic
typing phenomena in Maple makes type inferences more complex.
Enclosing a Maple expression with unevaluated (right) quotes delays its evaluation.
Such expressions are called “unevaluated expressions”, which are correspondingly annotated with type uneval :
> type(’’2+3’’, uneval);
true
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An unevaluated expression can be evaluated as show below:
> eval(’’2+3’’, 1);
’2+3’
> eval(’’2+3’’, 2);
5
By default each evaluation strips off one quote from the unevaluated expression. An
operation eval is also supported to evaluate an unevaluated expression until a desired
level. The delayed evaluation of a certain expression increases the complexity to the
semantics and behavior of program using such expressions.

3.3. Overview of Syntax
Based on our previous investigations, we have defined a simple but substantial subset
of Maple, which we call MiniMaple. MiniMaple covers all the syntactic domains of
Maple but has fewer alternatives in each domain than Maple; in particular, Maple has
many expressions which are not supported in our language. The complete syntactic
definition of MiniMaple is given in Appendix A.
In the following, we briefly explain the major syntactic domains of MiniMaple and
their informal semantics, while the corresponding complete semantic details are discussed in Chapter 6. The grammar of MiniMaple has been formally specified in
Backus-Naur-Form (BNF) from which a parser for the language has been automatically generated with the help of the parser generator ANTLR [11]. The top level
syntax for MiniMaple is shown in Figure 3.1.
Commands
A MiniMaple program (Prog) is a sequence of commands (Cseq); commands are represented by the syntactic domain C. There is no separation between declaration and
an assignment. In addition to the classical while-loop, the return statement and one
and two-sided conditionals statements, MiniMaple also supports four variations of
for-loops.
For example, in the variation “for I from E by E to E while E do Cseq end do”,
the for-loop iterates starting from an initial bound to a terminating bound with the
steps as specified in the by clause. Additionally, the while expression condition is also
tested, before it executes the body Cseq of the loop. In this variation, to expression
is evaluated only once at the start of the loop and tested at each iteration for the
termination of the loop. The while expression is evaluated and tested before every
iteration. Using this variant of the for-loop, the code fragment
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Prog ::= Cseq
Cseq ::= EMPTY | C;Cseq
C ::= if E then Cseq Elif end if | if E then Cseq Elif else Cseq end if
| while E do Cseq end do
| for I in E do Cseq end do
| for I in E while E do Cseq end do
| for I from E by E to E do Cseq end do
| for I from E by E to E while E do Cseq end do
| return E; | return; | error | error I,Eseq
| try Cseq Catch end | try Cseq Catch finally Cseq end
| I,Iseq := E,Eseq | E(Eseq) | ‘type/I‘ := T
...
Eseq ::= EMPTY | E,Eseq
E ::= I | N | module() S;R end module;
| proc(Pseq) S;R end proc;| proc(Pseq)::T; S;R end proc;
| E1 Bop E2 | Uop E | Esop | E1 and E2 | E1 or E2 | E(Eseq)
| I1:-I2 | E,E,Eseq | type( I,T ) | E1 = E2 | E1 <> E2
S ::= EMPTY | local It,Itseq;S | global I,Iseq;S | uses I,Iseq;S
| export It,Itseq;S
R ::= Cseq | Cseq;E
...
Figure 3.1.: High-level Syntactic Domains
> s := "The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.":
> for c from "a" to "z" while searchtext(c,s) > 0 do end do; c;
"s"
iterates over the letters of the alphabet for a letter missing in s.
The assignment statement “I,Iseq := E,Eseq“ represents a simultaneous assignment
where first the expressions on the right hand side are evaluated and then the resulting
values are assigned to the respective variables on the left hand side:
> x,y := 1, 2;
x, y := 1, 2
> x,y := x+y, x-y;
x, y := 3, -1
An exception handling mechanism ”try Cseq Catch end” allows the execution of
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MiniMaple commands in a controlled environment, while the execution of command
sequence can be interrupted by a corresponding error statement:
p := proc(x::integer)::integer;
local y::integer;
try
if x < 10 then
error "invalid"
else y := x - 10
end if
catch "invalid":
y := -1; print("Exception caught")
end;
return y
end proc
In the example above, a procedure has an exceptional behavior such that when a
parameter has a value less than 10 it throws an exception “invalid”; this exception
is caught by an exception handler catch "invalid", which assigns −1 to a local
variable y and prints a message. Otherwise the procedure subtracts 10 from the value
of its argument, assigns this to a local variable y. In both cases, the procedure returns
the value of y.
This behavior is demonstrated by the corresponding procedure calls.
> p(12);
2
> p(1);
"Exception caught"
-1
Sometimes, when the names of types get too long, it is helpful to use an abbreviated
name. In the following example, by an assignment to variable ‘type/myList‘, we define
a new name “myList” for the type list(integer ):
> ‘type/myList‘:=list(integer);
type/myList := list(integer)
> l:=[54,23,98];
l := [54, 23, 98]
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> type(l, myList);
true

Expressions
MiniMaple supports almost all classical basic expressions, e.g. arithmetic (addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division and remainder computation) and logical operations (equal, less, greater, less equal and greater equal). Moreover, MiniMaple also
supports procedure and module expressions.
Syntactically, a procedure expression ”proc(Pseq)::T; S;R end proc;” consists of
a header and a body. The sequence of parameters (typed identifiers) Pseq and the
return type of the procedure T are part of the procedure header, while the body of
the procedure contains various (local and global) declarations S and a sequence of
statements R. The return type T is a type assertion, which in Maple is checked at
runtime when a procedure is called with the operational mode 2 of assertlevel in the
kernel routine kernelopts.
In the example program
> m;
m
> f := proc(k::Or(integer, string))::integer;
local n::integer;
global m;
if type(k, integer) then
n := k + 1; m := n
elif type(k, string) then
m := "test"
end if;
return m
end proc
the procedure f takes an argument k of union type of integer or string and returns
an value of type integer. After the header, there are local and global declarations.
Here, one can notice that the global variable m has no type information attached to it.
This is because of the fact that the global declarations respectively variables cannot
be type annotated in Maple and therefore values of arbitrary types can be assigned
to them.
In the body of the procedure, the local declaration respectively variable is type
annotated. In the body of the loop, we assign an integer or a string value to the
global variable m based on the evaluation of the respective type tests for integer
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1. status:=0;
2. sum := proc(l::list(Or(integer,float)))::[integer,float];
3.
global status;
4.
local i, x::Or(integer,float), si::integer:=0, sf::float:=0.0;
5.
for i from 1 by 1 to nops(l) do
6.
x:=l[i];
7.
status:=i;
8.
if type(x,integer) then
9.
if (x = 0) then
10.
return [si,sf];
11.
end if ;
12.
si:=si+x;
13.
elif type(x,float) then
14.
if (x < 0.5) then
15.
return [si,sf];
16.
end if ;
17.
sf:=sf+x;
18.
end if ;
19.
end do;
20.
status:=-1;
21.
return [si,sf];
22.
end proc;
Figure 3.2.: An Example MiniMaple Program
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(type(k , integer )) or string (type(k , string)). In any case, the procedure returns the
value of the global variable, i.e. m.
To test the return type assertion of the procedure f , we call this procedure with a
string value “s”, which results in an error because f expects its return value to be of
type integer, but returned ’s’.
> f("s");
Error, (in f) assertion failed: f expects its return value to\
be of type integer, but computed test
In addition to the aforementioned expressions, MiniMaple also supports other special expressions, e.g. constructors for list, tuple and set and also their corresponding
various operands, i.e. select, length, substitution etc.
In addition to basic types, e.g. integers, booleans, MiniMaple also supports composite and extended types, e.g. anything, union and unevaluated. Further details on
the type system of MiniMaple are discussed in the Chapter 4.

3.4. Running Example
For showing more details of the MiniMaple syntax, we introduce in Figure 3.2 an
example procedure, which we will use in the following chapters to demonstrate type
checking, specification and verification.
The program consists of a command followed by a procedure definition and an
application of the procedure. The procedure takes a list of integers and floats and
computes the sum of these integers and floats separately; it returns a tuple of integer
and float as the sum of respective integers and floats in the list. The procedure may
also terminate prematurely for certain inputs, i.e. either for an integer value 0 or for a
float value less than 0.5 in the list; in this case the procedure computes the respective
sums just before the index at which the aforementioned terminating input occurs.
As one can see from the example, we make use of the type annotations that Maple
introduced for runtime type checking. In particular, we demand that function parameters, function results and local variables are correspondingly type annotated.
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Based on the MiniMaple type annotations introduced in the previous chapter, we
have defined a language of types and a corresponding type system for the static type
checking of MiniMaple programs. In this chapter, we discuss a corresponding formal
type system for MiniMaple. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1, we discuss the motivation for the design and development of the type system.
In Section 4.2, we present various elements of the type system, while in Section 4.3,
we demonstrate the implementation of a corresponding type checker by its application
to our example MiniMaple program.

4.1. Background
A type is (an upper bound on) the range of values of a variable. A type system
is a set of formal typing rules to determine the types of variables from the text of
a program. A type system prevents forbidden errors during the execution of the
program. It completely prevents the untrapped errors and also a large class of trapped
errors. Untrapped errors may go unnoticed for a while and later cause an arbitrary
behavior during the execution of a program, while trapped errors immediately stop
execution [34].
A type system is a simple decidable logic with various kinds of judgments; for
example the typing judgment
π ` E :(τ )exp
can be read as “in the given type environment π, E is a well-typed expression of type
τ ”.
A type system is sound, if the deduced types indeed capture the program values
exhibited at runtime. For example, if we can derive the simplified typing judgment
π ` E :(τ )exp
and e is an environment which is consistent with π, then
[E ]e

∈ [τ ]

i.e. at runtime the expression E in environment e indeed denotes a value of type τ
([E ] describes the runtime value of E and [τ ] describes the set of values specified by
type τ ) as will be formally explained in the Chapter 6.
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4.2. Type System for MiniMaple
We have defined a typing judgment for each syntactic domain of MiniMaple. Logical
rules are defined to derive the typing judgments by using auxiliary functions and
predicates. In this section, we first sketch the design of our type system and then we
presents its corresponding implementation and application by an example. A proof of
the soundness of the type system is still a future task. The complete formalization of
the type system is presented in Appendix C.

4.2.1. Types and Sub-typing
MiniMaple uses Maple’s type annotations for static type checking, which gives rise to
the following language of types:
T ::= integer | boolean | string | float | rational | anything
| { T } | list( T ) | [ Tseq ] | procedure[ T ]( Tseq )
| I ( Tseq ) | Or( Tseq ) | symbol | void | uneval | I
The language supports various atomic data types (e.g. integer, boolean, float,
rational), sets of values of type T ({ T }), lists of values of type T (list( T )) and
tuples whose members have the values of types denoted by a type sequence Tseq ([ Tseq
]). Type anything is the super-type of all types. Type Or( Tseq ) denotes the union
type of various types, type uneval denotes the values of unevaluated expressions, e.g.
polynomials, and type symbol is a name that stands for itself, because no value has
been assigned to it yet. User-defined data types are referred by I while I ( Tseq )
denotes tuples (of values of types Tseq) tagged by a name I.
As discussed in the previous chapter, Maple supports a sub-typing relation (<)
among types, e.g. integer < rational < ... < anything, i.e. integer is a sub-type of
rational and anything is the super-type of all types. A Maple function subtype(s, t)
determines such relation between any two Maple types. The call subtype(s, t) returns
true, if type s is a subtype of type t and both types are Maple types and returns false
otherwise. In general, not every Maple type qualifies for this subtype test and hence
the aforementioned routine returns false. In the following example, a variable c has
an integer value assigned to it, which consequently returns true for various type tests,
i.e. for integer, rational and anything.
> c:=12;
x := 12
> type(c, integer);
true
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> type(c, rational);
true
> type(c, anything);
true
> subtype(integer, rational);
true
> subtype(rational, anything);
true
> subtype(integer, anything);
true

Also, a sub type test subtype(integer , rational ) returns true, which reflects our notion
of sub-typing as above. The other two sub typing tests, show that type anything is
the super type of both integer and rational .
In MiniMaple, we have defined the sub-typing relation by a predicate
matchType(τ1 , τ2 )
which returns true if the former type τ1 is a super-type of type τ2 . In the following we
define this predicate for selected types, for its complete definition, see Appendix C.
(
true if τ = integer
matchType(integer , τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
(
true if τ = boolean
matchType(boolean, τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
(
true if τ = string
matchType(string, τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
matchType(anything, τ ) ⇔ true


true if ∃ τ seq1 : τ = [τ seq1 ]
matchType([τ seq], τ ) ⇔
∧matchTypeSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )


false otherwise


true if ∃ τ2 : τ1 = {τ2 }
matchType({τ }, τ1 ) ⇔
∧matchType(τ, τ2 )


false otherwise
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matchType(list(τ ), τ1 ) ⇔



true


false

if ∃ τ2 : τ1 = list(τ2 )
∧matchType(τ, τ2 )
otherwise

matchType(procedure[τ ](τ seq), τ1 ) ⇔


true if ∃ τ2 , τ seq1 : τ1 = procedure[τ2 ](τ seq1 )
∧matchType(τ, τ2 ) ∧ matchTypeSeq(τ seq1 , τ seq)


false otherwise

matchType(I (τ seq), τ ) ⇔



true

if ∃ τ seq1 : τ = I (τ seq1 )
∧matchTypeSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )
otherwise



false


true if hasTypeAnything(τ seq)





true if ∃ τ1 ∈ τ seq : matchType(τ1 , τ )
matchType(Or (τ seq), τ ) ⇔ true if ∃ τ seq1 : τ = Or (τ seq1 )



∧ ∀ τ1 ∈ τ seq1 : ∃ τ2 ∈ τ seq : matchType(τ2 , τ1 )




false otherwise
(
true if τ = symbol
matchType(symbol , τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
(
true if τ = void
matchType(void , τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
(
true if τ = uneval
matchType(uneval , τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
(
true if ∃ τ : τ = I
matchType(I , τ ) ⇔
false otherwise
As shown above, in addition to the surface types the predicate matchType also defines
the sub-typing relationship for the structured types. The predicates hasTypeAnything
and matchTypeSeq are defined in Section 4.2.5.

4.2.2. Type Environment
In order to track the types of MiniMaple identifiers, we define a type environment π
as a partial function
partial

π : Identifier −−−−→ Type
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from identifiers to types. In the following, we discuss the problems arising from type
checking MiniMaple programs using the example presented in the previous chapter.
Type Tests
As already explained in the previous chapter, a predicate type(E,T ) (which is true
if the value of expression E has type T ) may direct the control flow of a program.
If this predicate is used in a conditional, then different branches of the conditional
may have different type information for the same variable. We keep track of the
type information introduced by the different type tests from different branches to
adequately reason about the possible types of a variable.
In our example program, the variable x has a union type Or(integer,float) and this
variable x is used in a conditional statement where the ”then” branch is guarded by
a test type(x ,integer), and similarly the other branch is guarded by a corresponding
test type(x , float).
The correspondingly inferred type environments are:
...
(a). # π={..., x:Or(integer, float), ...}
...
if type(x,integer) then
(b). # π={..., i:integer, x:integer, si:integer, ..., status:integer}
...
elif type(x,float) then
(c). # π={..., i:integer, x:float, ..., sf:float, status:integer}
...
end if ;
(d ). # π={..., i:integer, x:Or(integer,float),..., status:integer}
...
The use of type tests in the conditional expressions introduce more type information for the identifier x to direct the program control flow as depicted by the type
environments at lines (b) and (c).
By analyzing the conditional command as a whole, the type of variable x is combined
to Or(integer, float) as depicted at line (d ). For this purpose, we use the auxiliary
function
combine: Type Environment × Type Environment → Type Environment
combine(π1 , π2 ) ={(I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 : ¬ ∃(I : τ2 ) ∈ π2 )}
∪{(I : τ2 ) ∈ π2 : ¬ ∃(I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 )}
∪{(I : τ3 ) :∃ τ3 : (I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 ∧ ∃(I : τ2 ) ∈ π2
∧τ3 = orCombine(τ1 , τ2 )}
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that combines the identifiers of the former type environment with the identifiers in
latter type environment. The resulting type environment has the disjoint identifiers
with their corresponding types and the common identifiers with an or-type τ3 of the
two corresponding types.
The function orCombine is defined in Section 4.2.5.
Global Variables
As shown in our example program, global variables (declarations) can not be type
annotated:
...
global status;
...
therefore values of arbitrary types can be assigned to global variables as shown below
for a global variable status:
> status:=12;
status := 12
> status:="test";
status := "test"
> status:=[12,31,43];
status := [12, 31, 43]

We have introduced global and local contexts to handle the semantics of the variables
inside and outside of the body of a procedure respective loop.
 In a global context new variables may be introduced by assignments and the
types of variables may change arbitrarily by assignments.
 In a local context variables can only be introduced by declarations. The types
of variables can only be specialized i.e. the new value of a variable should be a
sub-type of the declared variable type, which is defined by an auxiliary function
specialize: Type Environment × Type Environment → Type Environment
specialize(π1 , π2 ) ={(I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 : ¬ ∃(I : τ2 ) ∈ π2 )}
∪{(I : τ2 ) ∈ π2 : ¬ ∃(I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 )}
∪{(I : τ3 ) : ∃τ3 : (I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 ∧ (I : τ2 ) ∈ π2
∧τ3 = superType(τ1 , τ2 )}
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that specializes the identifiers of former type environment to the identifiers in
the latter type environment w.r.t. their types.
Moreover, the sub-typing relation (i.e. matchType) is observed while specializing
the types of variables, which is correspondingly defined by an auxiliary function
superType: Type × Type
( → Type
τ1 if matchType(τ2 , τ1 )
superType(τ1 , τ2 ) =
τ2 if matchType(τ1 , τ2 )
that returns the super-type between the two given types.
Depending on the current context, the different typing rules will be used to constrain
variable assignments as shown in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.3. Typing Judgments
In this subsection we explain the typing judgments and typing rules for the boolean
expressions and commands of MiniMaple. These judgments use the following kinds of
objects (“Identifier” and ”Type“ are the syntactic domains of identifiers/variables and
types of MiniMaple respectively):
 πset: A set of type environments introduced by type checking the corresponding
syntactic phrase.
 c ∈ {global, local}: A context flag to check if the corresponding syntactic phrase
is type checked inside/outside of the procedure/loop.
 asgnset ⊆ Identifier: A set of assignable identifiers introduced by type checking
the declarations.
 expidset ⊆ Identifier: A set of exported identifiers introduced by type checking
the export declarations in procedure/module.
 set ⊆ Identifier: A set of thrown exceptions introduced by type checking the
corresponding syntactic phrase.
 τ set ⊆ Type: A set of return types introduced by type checking the corresponding syntactic phrase.
 rflag ∈ {aret, not aret}: A return flag to check if the last statement of every
execution of the corresponding syntactic phrase is a return command.

Boolean Expressions
MiniMaple supports various types of expressions but boolean expressions are treated
specially because of the test type(I,T ) that gives additional type information about
the expression. The typing judgment for boolean expressions
π ` E :(π1 )boolexp
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can be read as ”with the given type environment π, E is a well-typed boolean expression which generates a new type environment π1“. The new type environment
is produced as a fact of type test that might introduce new type information for an
identifier.
Commands
The typing judgment for commands
π, c, asgnset ` C :(π1 , τ set, set, rflag)comm
can be read as ”in the given type environment π, context c and an assignable set of
identifiers asgnset, C is a well-typed command and produces (π1 , τ set, set, rflag) as
type information”.

4.2.4. Typing Rules
In this subsection, we discuss the typing rules for selected boolean expressions and
commands. These rules use various auxiliary functions and predicates which are defined in Subsection 4.2.5.
Boolean Expression
The typing rule for type(I,T ) is as follows:
π ` I :(τ1 )id π ` T :(τ2 )type superType(τ1 ,τ2 )
π ` type(I,T ):({I:τ2 })boolexp
The phrase “type(I,T )“ is a well-typed boolean expression if the declared type of
identifier (τ1 ) is the super-type of T (τ ). The boolean expression may introduce new
type information for the identifier.
In our example program, the local variable x has a union type of integer and float
(as depicted at line a below), which is used in two corresponding type tests (at lines
b and c) in the conditional.
...
a: local i, x::Or(integer,float), . . .;
...
a0 : # π0 ={..., i:integer, x:Or(integer,float),..., status:anything}
b: if type(x,integer) then
...
c: elif type(x,float) then
...
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d : end if ;
...
By the above typing rule, the type test type(x , integer) is evaluated in a step-wise
way as follows:
 π0 ` x :(Or(integer,float))id,
 π0 ` integer :(integer))type and
 superType(Or(integer, float), integer) evaluates to true.
All of the above evaluations results in the conclusion/judgment
π0 ` type(x,integer ):({x:integer})boolexp
where a new type environment is produced, in which a variable x has a type integer.
Similarly the typing judgment
π0 ` type(x,float):({x:float})boolexp
can be derived for the second type test type(x , float).
Conditional Command
The typing rule for the conditional command, i.e. if E then Cseq Elif end if is given
below:
π ` E : (π’)boolexp canSpecialize(π,π’)
specialize(π,π’), c, asgnset ` Cseq:(π1 ,τ set1 ,set1 ,rflag1 )cseq
π, c, asgnset ` Elif :(π2 ,πset, τ set2 ,set2 ,rflag2 )elif
π, c, asgnset ` if E then Cseq Elif end
if :(combine(π1 ,π2 ),τ set1 ∪ τ set2 ,set1 ∪ set2 ,ret(rflag1 , rflag2 ))comm
The phrase “if E then Cseq Elif end if“ is a well typed conditional command if
the type of expression E does not conflict global type information. The conditional
command combines the type environment of its two conditional branches (if and elif ),
because we are not sure which of the branches will be executed at runtime.
For demonstration of this typing rule, let’s consider the following conditional code
snippet from our example program, which is manually type annotated (with corresponding type environment) for elaboration.
...
a: local i, x::Or(integer,float), . . .;
...
a0 : # π0 ={..., i:integer, x:Or(integer,float),..., status:anything}
b: if type(x,integer) then
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b0 :
b1 :

# π1 ={..., i:integer, x:integer, si:integer, ..., status:integer}
if (x = 0) then
return [si,sf];
end if ;
b2 .
si:=si+x;
b3 :
# π11 ={..., i:integer, x:integer, si:integer, ..., status:integer}
c: elif type(x,float) then
c0 :
# π2 ={..., i:integer, x:float, ..., sf:float, status:integer}
c1 :
if (x < 0.5) then
return [si,sf];
end if ;
c2 .
sf:=sf+x;
c3 :
# π22 ={..., i:integer, x:float, ..., sf:float, status:integer}
d : end if ;
d0 : # π3 ={..., i:integer, x:Or(integer,float),..., status:integer}
...
The above typing rule is evaluated with respect to its premises as follows:






π0 ` type(x , integer): ({x:integer})boolexp (as given π0 above)
canSpecialize(π0 ,{x:integer}) evaluates to true
specialize(π0 ,{x:integer}) results in a type environment π1
π1 , c, asgnset ` Cseq:(π11 ,{[integer,float]},∅,not aret)cseq, where Cseq represents the command sequence with labels b 1 and b 2
π, c, asgnset ` Elif :(π22 ,∅, {[integer,float]},∅,not aret)elif, where Elif represents
the command with label c.

The above premise evaluations results in the judgment
π0 , c, asgnset ` if type(x,integer) then Cseq Elif end
if :(π3 ,{[integer,float]},∅,not aret)comm
where π3 is an application of the auxiliary function combine and all other components
of comm are computed as derived by the typing rule. Moreover, this conditional command not always returns and also has no exceptions as depicted by the corresponding
values not aret and ∅.
Assignment Command
The typing rule for the assignment command I,Iseq := E,Eseq in a local context is
defined below:
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π ` I :(τ1 )id π ` Iseq:(τ seq1 )idseq isNotRepeated(I,Iseq)
π ` E :(τ2 )exp π ` Eseq:(τ seq2 )expseq
matchTypeSeq((τ1 , τ seq1 ),(τ2 , τ seq2 )) isAssignable((I,Iseq), asgnset)
π, local, asgnset ` I,Iseq :=
E,Eseq:(update(π, (I , Iseq), (τ2 , τ seq2 )),{},{},not aret)comm
In a local context, the phrase ”I,Iseq := E,Eseq” is a well typed assignment command
which updates the types of the identifiers only, if the types of the expressions (E and
Eseq) are the subtypes of the declared types of identifiers (I and Iseq).
isNotRepeated (I , Iseq) π ` E :(τ )exp π ` Eseq:(τ seq)expseq
π, global, asgnset ` I,Iseq :=
E,Eseq:(update(π, (I , Iseq), (τ, τ seq)),{},{},not aret)comm
In a global context, the phrase ”I,Iseq := E,Eseq” is a well typed assignment command
that allows to change the types of identifiers arbitrarily.
The rule for the global context can easily be practiced, so we demonstrate the typing
rule in the local context by considering the our example program as follows:
a: status:=0;
b: sum := proc(l::list(Or(integer,float)))::[integer,float];
...
c:
# π0 ={..., i:integer, x:Or(integer,float),..., status:anything}
d:
for i from 1 by 1 to nops(l) do
d0 .
x:=l[i];
d1 .
status:=i;
d2 .
# π1 ={..., i:integer, ..., status:integer}
...
Based on the assignment command labeled d1 , the premises of the corresponding
typing rule evaluates in the following order:
 π0 ` status:(anything)id as global variables cannot be type annotated and are
assigned the super type by default
 π0 ` EMPTY :(EMPTY)idseq, as it is not a simultaneous assignment
 π0 ` i :(integer)exp
 π0 ` EMPTY :(EMPTY)expseq
 isNotRepeated(I,EMPTY) returns true
 matchTypeSeq((anything, EMPTY),(integer, EMPTY)) returns true and
 isAssignable((status,EMPTY), asgnset) returns true because the identifier status
became available for assignment after its (global) declaration.
The above premises results in
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π0 , local, asgnset ` status := i :(π1 ,∅,∅,not aret)comm
where π1 is the result of the update function. Furthermore, an assignment command
is neither an exception statement nor a return statement and also not always returns
as represented by the corresponding values ∅, ∅ and not aret.
Further details on the typing judgments and rules for various syntactic domains of
MiniMaple are discussed in [91].

4.2.5. Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
In this subsection, we give definitions of the selected auxiliary functions and predicates,
which are used in the Subsection 4.2.4.
 orCombine: Type × Type → Type returns the general type (if there) between
the two (former and later type), otherwise returns the union of the two types.


if τ = integer
integer
orCombine(integer , τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (integer , τ ) if τ ∈
/ {integer , anything}


if τ = boolean
boolean
orCombine(boolean, τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (boolean, τ ) if τ ∈
/ {boolean, anything}


if τ = string
string
orCombine(string, τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (string, τ ) if τ ∈
/ {string, anything}
orCombine(anything, τ ) = anything


if ∃ τ2 : τ1 = {τ2 }
{τ }
orCombine({τ }, τ1 ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or ({τ }, τ1 ) if τ1 6= anything ∧ ¬ ∃ τ2 : τ1 = {τ2 }
orCombine(list(τ ), τ1 ) =


if ∃ τ2 : τ1 = list(τ2 )
list(τ )
anything
if τ = anything


Or (list(τ ), τ1 ) if τ1 6= anything ∧ ¬ ∃ τ2 : τ1 = list(τ2 )
orCombine([τ
seq], τ1 ) =

[orCombineSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )] if ∃ τ seq1 : τ1 = [τ seq1 ]



anything
if τ = anything

Or ([τ seq], τ1 )
if τ1 6= anything




∧¬ ∃ τ seq1 : τ1 = [τ seq1 ]
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or Combine(procedure[τ
](τ seq), τ1 ) =


procedure[τ ][orCombineSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )] if ∃ τ2 , τ seq1





: τ1 = procedure[τ2 ](τ seq1 )



anything
if τ = anything

Or (procedure[τ ](τ seq), τ1 )
if τ1 6= anything





∧¬ ∃ τ2 , τ seq1




: τ1 = procedure[τ2 ](τ seq1 )
or Combine(I
(τ seq), τ1 ) =


I (orCombineSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )) if ∃ I1 , τ seq1 : τ1 = I1 (τ seq1 )





∧I = I1



anything
if τ = anything

Or (I (τ seq), τ1 )
if τ1 6= anything





∧¬ ∃ I1 , τ seq1 : τ1 = I1 (τ seq1 )




∧I = I1
or Combine(Or
(τ seq), τ1 ) =


Or (orCombineSeq(τ seq, τ seq1 )) if ∃ τ seq1 : τ1 = Or (τ seq1 )





∧¬hasTypeAnything(τ seq)




∧hasTypeAnything(τ seq1 )
anything
if τ = anything





Or (τ seq, τ1 )
if τ1 6= anything




∧¬hasTypeAnything(τ seq)


if τ = symbol
symbol
orCombine(symbol , τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (symbol , τ ) if τ ∈
/ {symbol , anything}


if τ = void
void
orCombine(void , τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (void , τ ) if τ ∈
/ {void , anything}


if τ = uneval
uneval
orCombine(uneval , τ ) = anything
if τ = anything


Or (uneval , τ ) if τ ∈
/ {uneval , anything}
 matchTypeSeq ⊂ Type Sequence × Type Sequence: returns true (in most cases)
if every type from the former sequence of types is general to the corresponding
type in the latter sequence of types, i.e. the former type is a super type of the
latter type.
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matchTypeSeq((τ
1 , τ seq1 ), (τ2 , τ seq2 )) ⇔

true if ∃ τ 0 , τ 00 : τ1 = seq(τ 0 )





∧τ2 = seq(τ 00 )





∧matchTypes(τ 0 , τ 00 )





∧matchTypeSeq((τ1 , τ seq1 ), τ seq2 )





true if ∃ τ 0 , τ 00 : τ1 = seq(τ 0 )





∧τ2 = seq(τ 00 )





∧¬(matchTypes(τ 0 , τ 00 )





∧matchTypeSeq(τ seq1 , (τ2 , τ seq2 )))




true if ∃ τ 0 : τ1 = seq(τ 0 )





∧¬ ∃ τ 00 : τ2 = seq(τ 00 )

∧matchTypes(τ 0 , τ 00 )



∧matchTypeSeq((τ1 , τ seq1 ), τ seq2 )





true if ∃ τ 0 : τ1 = seq(τ 0 )





∧¬ ∃ τ 00 : τ2 = seq(τ 00 )





∧¬(matchTypes(τ 0 , τ 00 )





∧matchTypeSeq(τ seq1 , (τ2 , τ seq2 )))




true if ¬(∃ τ 0 , τ 00 : τ1 = seq(τ 0 )





∧τ2 = seq(τ 00 ))





∧matchTypes(τ 0 , τ 00 )





∧matchTypeSeq((τ1 , τ seq1 ), τ seq2 )




false otherwise


true if τ seq = seq(τ )
matchTypeSeq((τ, τ seq), empty) ⇔
∧matchTypeSeq(τ seq, empty)


false otherwise
matchTypeSeq(empty, (τ, τ seq)) ⇔ false
matchTypeSeq(empty, empty) ⇔ true
 canSpecialize ⊂ Type Environment × Type Environment: returns true if all the
common identifiers (in both type environments) have a super-type between their
corresponding types, i.e.
canSpecialize(π1 , π2 ) ⇔(∀ I , τ1 , τ2 : (I : τ1 ) ∈ π1 ∧ (I : τ2 ) ∈ π2
⇒ ∃ τ3 : τ3 = superType(τ1 , τ2 ))
 hastTypeAnything ⊂ Type Sequence returns true if any of the type is anything
in the given sequence of types.
hasTypeAnything(empty) ⇔ true
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/home/taimoor/antlr3/Test6.m parsed with no errors.
Generating Annotated AST...
...
**********COMMAND-SEQUENCE-ANNOTATION START**********
PI -> [
sum:procedure[[integer,float]](list(Or(integer,float)))
status:integer
result:[integer,float]
]
RetTypeSet -> {}
ThrownExceptionSet -> {}
RetFlag -> not_aret
**********COMMAND-SEQUENCE-ANNOTATION END************
Annotated AST generated.
The program type-checked correctly.

Figure 4.1.: Parsing and Type Checking Output

hasTypeAnything(τ, τ seq) ⇔ τ 6= anything ∧ hasTypeAnything(τ seq) . . .
The other auxiliary predicate orCombineSeq used above is defined in Appendix C.

4.3. A Type Checker for MiniMaple
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the type checker [91, 92, 99] and its
application by an example. As discussed in Chapter 1, the type checker annotates the
abstract syntax tree (AST) generated by the parser with type information respectively
it may generates warning and error messages. The type checker is operational and its
implementation consists of approx. 100 Java classes and 10K lines of code.
To type check the MiniMaple program shown in Chapter 3, we execute the command;
java fmrisc/typechecker/MiniMapleTypeChecker -typecheck Test6.m

where the file Test6.m contains the example program.
The output of the type checker applied to a file containing the source code of the
example program is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 shows that the file has been successfully parsed and presents the type
annotations for the assignment command. In the second part, it shows the resulting
type environment with the associated program identifiers and their respective types
introduced while type checking. The last message indicates that the program has type
checked correctly.
The current implementation has the following limitations:
 All the code must be contained in a single MiniMaple file.
 Procedure and module definitions must precede their application. In the future,
we may consider the following alternatives:
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– We can use forward declarations i.e. procedure/module prototypes embedded in comments in the MiniMaple program.
– We can use two-pass type checking. In the first pass we can collect the
procedure and module information and in second pass we can type check
rest of the program with the given procedure/module definitions.
 Procedure parameter(s) and return types have to be explicitly given in the MiniMaple program. In the future, we may use type inference (to determine the
parameter(s) and return types) by the applications of the parameter(s) and
procedure(s).
 Type checking terminates at very first error message, so one cannot see all the
type information flow if the type checking fails.
An application of the type checker to the Maple package DifferenceDifferential is
discussed in Chapter 8.
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Based on the formal type system discussed in the previous chapter, we have developed a formal specification language for MiniMaple. In this chapter, we discuss the
characteristic features of this language. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.1, we discuss the underlying formula language of the specification
language; in Section 5.2, we explain the main elements of the specification language
and in Section 5.3, we give a specification example.

5.1. Formula Language
The formal specification language for MiniMaple is essentially a first order logic, which
is mainly based on Maple notations but has been extended also by new notions as
shown in Figure 5.1.
Apart from atomic formulas, the formula language supports logical connectives
(and, or, implies, equivalent), various forms of quantifiers, i.e. logical quantifiers
(exists and forall), numerical quantifiers/binders (add, mul, min and max) and a
sequence quantifier (seq) representing truth values, numeric values and sequences of
values respectively.
In Maple, such quantifiers are computable expressions as:
> l:=[2,4,6,8];
l := [2, 4, 6, 8]
> add(k, k in l);
20
> mul(k, k in l);
384
> seq(k+k, k in l);
4, 8, 12, 16

where add and mul quantifier are used to compute the sum and the product of all
elements k in list l respectively. The seq expression generates the sequence of values
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spec-expr ::= spec-expr and spec-expr | spec-expr or spec-expr
| spec-expr equivalent spec-expr | spec-expr implies spec-expr
| forall(Itseq, spec-expr) | exists(Itseq, spec-expr)
| it-op(spec-expr, binding, (EMPTY | spec-expr))
| spec-expr Bop spec-expr | Uop spec-expr | type(spec-expr,T)
...
| ‘if‘(spec-expr1, spec-expr2, spec-expr3)
| LET Iseq=eseq IN spec-expr
| I | N | OLD I | RESULT
...
binding ::= I = spec-expr1...spec-expr2 | I in spec-expr
it-op ::= add | mul | max | min | seq
...
Figure 5.1.: Syntactic Domains of Formula Language and the Related Domains
k + k iterating over all the elements k of the list l .
The conditional operator ‘if‘ in Maple accepts three arguments, a conditional expression and two other expressions of the same type; based on the evaluation of the
conditional expression, it evaluates one of the other expressions and returns its value.
> x:=12;
x := 12
> ‘if‘(x*x<100, true, false);
false

In the specification language for MiniMaple, we have extended the Maple syntax,
e.g., logical quantifiers use typed variables and numerical quantifiers are equipped with
logical conditions that filter values from the specified variable range by a corresponding
property. Thus the following are legal specification expressions:
mul(k, k in l, k*k < 50)
seq(k+k, k in l, k < 8)
add(k, k in l, k < 5)
For example, the application of the last quantifier sums those elements k in the list
l , which are less than 5.
The specification language also supports the local definition of variables (by LETIN construct). The definition
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LET
l = [1,-2,3,-4]
IN
mul(k, k in l, k > 0)
locally introduces a list l which is used in the numerical quantifier.
For the complete syntactic definition of the formula language, please see Appendix B.
In the following section, we explain the use of the formula language for the formal
specification of various MiniMaple constructs.

5.2. Specification Elements
The formal specification language allows to formally describe the behavior of MiniMaple procedures by pre- and post-conditions and other constraints; it also supports
loop specifications and command annotations. The specification language also allows
the definitions of abstract data types to formalize mathematical concepts in general
and computer algebra concepts in particular; existing behavioral specification languages (such as the Java Modeling Language [71]) are weaker in this respect. For
specifying mathematical notions, the use of abstract data types is more simpler than
specifying with their underlying representation, i.e. by concrete data types. Also other
related facts of abstract concept can be formalized for better and easier reasoning.
The MiniMaple type checker also checks the correct typing of formal specifications. We have used the specification language to formally specify the Maple package
DifferenceDifferential, which demonstrates the adequacy of the language for the intended purpose. In the following, we discuss the main elements of the specification
language by examples.

5.2.1. Mathematical Theories
At the top of a MiniMaple program one can define mathematical theories by declaring
respectively defining mathematical functions, named types, abstract data types and
axioms. The syntax of specification declarations
decl ::= EMPTY
| (define(I(Itseq)::T,rules); | ‘type/I ‘:=T ; | ‘type/I ‘;
| assume(spec-expr ); ) decl
is mainly borrowed from Maple. For example, the mathematical function fac can be
defined using the Maple define construct as follows:
> define( fac,
fac(0) = 1
fac(n::integer) = n*fac(n - 1) );
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> fac(5);
120

However, as we believe type checking to be the pre-requisite of program correctness,
we demand type annotations in mathematical function definitions. In MiniMaple, thus
the factorial function is defined as follows:
define(fac(i::integer)::integer, fac(0) = 1, fac(n::integer) = n * fac(n -1));
Names data types can be defined with the phrase ”‘type/I ‘:=T“, e.g. in the following
declaration an identifier ListInt stands for the type list(integer):
‘type/ListInt‘:=list(integer);
The phrase ”‘type/I ‘” can be used to declare an abstract data type with name I,
e.g. the following example shows the declaration of an abstract data type “difference
differential operator (DDO)”:
‘type/addo‘;
Axioms can be introduced by the phrase “assume(spec-expr )“; the following example shows an axiom that an operator ’t’ is a difference-differential operator, if each of
it’s term is a difference-differential term:
assume(forall(t::list(ddoterm), d::ddo data, isddo(t, d) equivalent
forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<=nops(t) implies isddo term(d, t[i]))));
The abstract data type ”addo“ is used in the specification and verification of the
package DifferenceDifferential described in Chapter 8.

5.2.2. Procedure Specifications
A specification of a MiniMaple procedure consists of a pre-condition, the set of global
variables that can be modified (by an execution of the body of the procedure) and
the post-condition, describing the relationship between pre- and post-state. By an
optional clause we can also specify the exceptional behavior of a procedure. The
procedure specification syntax is influenced by the Java Modeling Language [71]:
proc-spec ::= requires spec-expr ;
global Iseq;
ensures spec-expr ; excep-clause
Figure 5.2 shows an example for the procedure specification. The specification is a
big logical disjunction to formulate two possible behaviors of the procedure:
1. when the procedure terminates normally and
2. when the procedure terminates prematurely.
The figure gives a formal specification of the example procedure introduced in Chapter 3. The procedure has no pre-condition as shown in the requires clause; the global
clause says that a global variable status can be modified by the body of the procedure.
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(*@
requires true;
global status;
ensures
(status = -1 and RESULT[1] = add(e, e in l, type(e,integer))
and RESULT[2] = add(e, e in l, type(e,float))
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<=nops(l) and type(l[i],integer) implies l[i]<>0)
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<=nops(l) and type(l[i],float) implies l[i]>=0.5))
or
(1<=status and status<=nops(l)
and RESULT[1] = add(l[i], i=1..status-1, type(l[i],integer))
and RESULT[2] = add(l[i], i=1..status-1, type(l[i],float))
and ((type(l[status],integer) and l[status]=0)
or (type(l[status],float) and l[status]<0.5))
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<status and type(l[i],integer) implies l[i]<>0)
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<status and type(l[i],float) implies l[i]>=0.5));
@*)
proc(l::list(Or(integer,float)))::[integer,float]; ... end proc;
Figure 5.2.: A MiniMaple Procedure Formally Specified
The normal behavior of the procedure is specified in the ensures clause.
The post-condition specifies that, if the complete list is processed then we get the
result as the sum of all integers and floats in the list; if the procedure terminates
pre-maturely, then we only get the sum of integers and floats till the index denoted by
the variable status. The variable RESULT is a keyword of the specification language,
which represents the return value of the procedure.
In the example, the numerical quantifier add sums those elements e of the input list
l that satisfy the given property, i.e. a type test type(e,integer) or type(e,float),
respectively.

5.2.3. Loop Specifications
The specification language allows to formally specify the total correctness of a MiniMaple loop by an invariant and by a termination term that denotes a non-negative
integer.
loop-spec := invariant spec-expr ; decreases spec-expr ;
An invariant is used to generate the conditions to verify partial correctness of the
loop; it must hold before and after each iteration of the loop body. A termination
term is added to specify the total correctness of the loops; it denotes a value that is
decremented by every iteration of the loop such that the loop eventually terminates.
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Figure 5.3 shows the formally specified loop from the example program. In analogy
to the post-condition of the procedure specification, the loop invariant is a big logical
disjunction which specifies the relationship among the variables that are modified in
the loop body
1. when the body of the loop executes normally and
2. when the loop terminates abnormally, i.e. with the execution of the return
statement.
In detail, the loop specification says that at each iteration of the loop,
 either si and sf equal the sum of the corresponding integer and float values of
the elements of list l until index status. Furthermore no integer of value 0 or
float of value less than 0.5 has been found before index status;
 or si and sf equal the sum of the corresponding integer and float values of the
elements of the list l until index status-1; at index status, either there is an
integer of value 0 or a float of value 0.5. Moreover, there is no integer of value
0 or a float value of less than 0.5 until index status-1.
The termination term (as specified by the decreases clause) decrements after each
iteration because the subtrahend of the termination term, i.e. the loop counter i
gets incremented after each iteration. After the last iteration, the subtrahend equals
one more than the length of the list l and hence the termination term still becomes
non-negative.

5.2.4. Assertions
Any MiniMaple statement can be specified by assertions. Semantically, an assertion
constrains the state of the execution at the point where it occurs. Furthermore, an
assertion splits the verification proof into two parts,
1. a proof obligation and
2. an assumption for the rest of the proof.
In the formal specification language of MiniMaple, an assertion has the syntax borrowed from Maple:
ASSERT(spec-expr, (EMPTY | “I“));
An assertion can be named by an optional identifier I as in
ASSERT(type(y,integer), ”y is not an integer“);
where, if the assertion type(y, integer) fails, the message ”y is not an integer“ is
printed.
In Maple, an assertion is checked when the variable assertlevel of the kernel routine
kernelopts is set to 1. For instance, in the example
> kernelopts(assertlevel=1);
0
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for i from 1 by 1 to nops(l) do
(*@
invariant (status <= i and
(si = add(l[j], j=1..status, type(l[j],integer)) and
sf = add(l[j], j=1..status, type(l[j],float)) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],integer)
implies l[i0]<>0) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],float)
implies l[i0]>=0.5)
))
or
( si = add(l[j], j=1..status-1, type(l[j],integer)) and
sf = add(l[j], j=1..status-1, type(l[j],float)) and
((type(l[status],integer) and l[status]=0)
or (type(l[status],float) and l[status]<0.5)) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],integer)
implies l[i0]<>0) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],float)
implies l[i0]>=0.5)
);
decreases (nops(l) + 1 - i);
@*)
x:=l[i];
status:=i;
if type(x,integer) then
if (x = 0) then
return [si,sf];
end if ;
si:=si+x;
elif type(x,float) then
if (x < 0.5) then
return [si,sf];
end if ;
sf:=sf+x;
end if ;
end do;
Figure 5.3.: A MiniMaple Loop Formally Specified
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> x:=12;
x := 12
> ASSERT(x>10);
> ASSERT(x<10);
Error, assertion failed
when an assertion is violated, Maple reports an error, otherwise it continues the
execution.

5.3. Example
The complete specification of the example program presented in the previous sections
is given:
status:=0;
sum := proc(l::list(Or(integer,float)))::[integer,float];
(*@
requires true;
global status;
ensures
(status = -1 and RESULT[1] = add(e, e in l, type(e,integer))
and RESULT[2] = add(e, e in l, type(e,float))
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<=nops(l) and type(l[i],integer) implies l[i]<>0)
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<=nops(l) and type(l[i],float) implies l[i]>=0.5))
or
(1<=status and status<=nops(l)
and RESULT[1] = add(l[i], i=1..status-1, type(l[i],integer))
and RESULT[2] = add(l[i], i=1..status-1, type(l[i],float))
and ((type(l[status],integer) and l[status]=0)
or (type(l[status],float) and l[status]<0.5))
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<status and type(l[i],integer) implies l[i]<>0)
and forall(i::integer, 1<=i and i<status and type(l[i],float) implies l[i]>=0.5));
@*)
global status;
local i,x::Or(integer,float), si::integer:=0, sf::float:=0.0;
for i from 1 by 1 to nops(l) do
(*@
invariant (status <= i and
(si = add(l[j], j=1..status, type(l[j],integer)) and
sf = add(l[j], j=1..status, type(l[j],float)) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],integer)
implies l[i0]<>0) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],float)
implies l[i0]>=0.5)
)
or
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( si = add(l[j], j=1..status-1, type(l[j],integer)) and
sf = add(l[j], j=1..status-1, type(l[j],float)) and
((type(l[status],integer) and l[status]=0)
or (type(l[status],float) and l[status]<0.5)) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],integer)
implies l[i0]<>0) and
forall(i0::integer, 0 <= i0 and i0 <= status and type(l[i0],float)
implies l[i0]>=0.5)
);
decreases (nops(l) + 1 - i);
@*)
x:=l[i];
status:=i;
if type(x,integer) then
if (x = 0) then
return [si,sf];
end if;
si:=si+x;
elif type(x,float) then
if (x < 0.5) then
return [si,sf];
end if;
sf:=sf+x;
end if;
end do;
status:=-1;
return [si,sf];
end proc;

We type check this program by executing the following command:
java fmrisc/typechecker/MiniMapleTypeChecker -typecheck Test66.m

which accepts the specified program as correctly typed. The application of the type
checker to the formally specified Maple package DifferenceDifferential is discussed in
Chapter 8.
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In this chapter, we define a formal semantics of MiniMaple programs as a pre-requisite
of our translation, which will be discussed in Chapter 7: this translation of a MiniMaple annotated program into a corresponding Why3ML program must be sound with
respect to the semantics. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1
highlights selected features of MiniMaple program’s semantics. Section 6.2 introduces
the background for the definition of the formal semantics. In Section 6.3, we discuss the
formal semantics of MiniMaple programs, while Section 6.4 and 6.5 sketch the formal
semantics of the formula language and of the specification annotations, respectively.
The complete definitions of the semantics of MiniMaple and its specification language
are presented in Appendices D and E, respectively.

6.1. Introduction
There is no formally defined semantics for Maple such that only the implementation
of Maple can be considered as a basis of our semantics definition which attempts to
depict the internal behavior of Maple. Based on this semantics, we can formalize the
question about the correct behavior of any MiniMaple program.
Our formal semantics of MiniMaple correspondingly shows the following features:
 MiniMaple has expressions with side-effects, which is not supported in functional
programming languages, e.g. Haskell [82] and Miranda [153]. As a result the
evaluation of an expression may change the program execution state.
 The semantics is correspondingly defined in a denotational style as a state relationship between pre- and post-states.
 Static scoping [114] is used to evaluate a MiniMaple procedure.
 MiniMaple and its specification language share various semantic domains of
values that have some non-standard types of objects, for example symbol, uneval
and union etc. These languages also support additional functions and predicates,
for example type tests i.e. type(E,T ).
In the following Section, we introduce some background notions which will be used
to define the formal semantics in the subsequent sections.
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6.2. Background
In this section, we discuss the structure of our definition of denotational semantics.
A denotational semantics is defined with the help of various semantic domains [1],
which represents sets of elements that share some common properties. A semantic domain is accompanied by a set of operations as functions over the domain. A domain
and its operations together form a semantic algebra [136]. A valuation function defines a mapping from an abstract syntax structure of a language to its corresponding
meaning which is an element of a semantic domain. A valuation function VF for a
syntax domain VF is usually formalized by a set of equations, one per alternative in
the corresponding BNF rule for the syntactic domain. The abstract syntax domains
for MiniMaple and its specification language are defined in Appendices A and B respectively, while the corresponding semantic algebras and the valuation functions are
defined in Appendices D and E.
The most important semantic domains are introduced in the following.

6.2.1. Semantic Values
A Value is a disjunctive union domain composed of all kinds of primitive semantic
values supported in MiniMaple:
V alue := M odule + P rocedure + F unction + List + Set + ... + U neval + V alue∗
Some of these domains, e.g. Module, Procedure and Function are explained in the
following subsections. Note that the domain Value is a recursive domain, e.g. List is
defined by a sequence of values Value* as discussed in the Section 6.2.5.

6.2.2. Module Values
A Module can be thought of as a collection of name bindings:
M odule := Identif ier Sequence → V alue∗
These bindings are accessible outside the module, once the module has been constructed. They are defined by the exports of the module.

6.2.3. Procedure Values
The semantic domain Procedure represents MiniMaple procedures. It is defined as
a relation on a sequence of (parameter) values, a pre- and a post-state and a return
value.
P rocedure := P(V alue∗ × State × StateU × V alueU )
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A Procedure is one of the values that can be stored in the Environment values as
discussed in Subsection 6.2.7. The domain State and other lifted domains StateU and
ValueU are defined in Subsections 6.2.8 and 6.2.9 respectively.

6.2.4. Function Values
The semantic domain Function defines and formalizes the mathematical functions
supported in the specification language as follows:
S
F unction :=
F unctionn
n∈N

where
F unctionn := V aluen → V alue
i.e. a value of type Function maps n parameter values to a return value. A predicate
is a special case of a mathematical function which returns a boolean value.

6.2.5. List Values
The structure of domain List is defined as a finite sequence of elements Value:
List := V alue∗
The semantic domain List is used as a building block for some other domains, e.g.
Tuple and Set. Furthermore, the domains List and Set are defined as a sequence of
values belonging to a single domain.

6.2.6. Sequence Values
The domain for a finite sequence of values V alue∗ is defined by two constructors
emptyV alue : () → V alue∗
cons : V alue × V alue∗ → V alue∗
which create an empty and the finite sequences respectively.
The formalism of our semantics does require some auxiliary semantic domains; the
important of which are discussed in the following sections.

6.2.7. Environment Values
The domain Environment holds for the environment of a MiniMaple program. Environment is formalized as a Cartesian product of domains Context and Space.
Environment := Context × Space
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where the domain Context is a mapping of identifiers to the environment values (Variable, Procedure, Function and Type-Tag):
Context := Identif ier → EnvV alue
EnvV alue := V ariable + P rocedure + F unction
The domain Space models the memory space
Space := P(V ariable)
as a pool of variables that are not assigned to any identifiers and can be used for
allocation of program variables.

6.2.8. State Values
This section defines the domain for the State of the program, which is composed of a
Store and a Data object:
State := Store × Data
A Store holds for every Variable a Value, while Data stores the control information
of a particular state.
Store := V ariable → V alue
Data := F lag × Exception × Return
F lag := {execute, exception, return, leave}
An Exception and Return domains give the corresponding exception and return values
based on the value of Flag.

6.2.9. Lifted Values
The evaluation of some semantic domains might result in an illegal state or an undefined value. To address these unsafe evaluations we lifted the domains of State and
Value to domains StateU and ValueU, which are disjoint sums of the basic domains
and the domains Error and Undefined, respectively.
V alueU := V alue + U ndef ined
StateU := State + Error
Undefined (:= {()}) and Error (:= {()}) are unit domains.

6.3. Semantics of Programs
Based on the semantic domains introduced in the previous section, we define the
valuation functions for selected syntactic domains of MiniMaple in this section.
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6.3.1. Commands
As the formal semantics of MiniMaple commands is defined as a state relationship, we
define the result of the corresponding valuation functions as a predicate. A valuation
function for commands takes the abstract syntax of a command as a value of type C
and results in a ComRelation:
[C ]:

ComRelation

where
ComRelation := Environment → StateRelation
StateRelation := P(State × StateU )
If we unfold the definition of the above valuation function signature can be rewritten
as follows:
[]:

Command → Environment → StateRelation

A valuation function for a command thus takes a command and an environment and
results in a power set of pairs of pre- and post-states of the execution of the command.
In the following, we give some examples for the definition of the valuation function
of a command.
Assignments
MiniMaple supports a simultaneous multi-assignment statement, whose semantics is
defined as a relationship between pre-state s and post-state s 0 as shown below:
:= E,Eseq ](e)(s, s 0 ) ⇔
∃ v ∈ ValueU , s 00 ∈ StateU : [E ](e)(s, s 00 , v )∧
cases v of
isUndefined () → s 0 = inError ()
[]isValue(v 0 ) →
cases s 00 of
isError () → s 0 = inError ()
[]isState(p) → ∃ v 00 ∈ ValueU ∗ , s 000 ∈ State : [Eseq ](e)(p, s 000 , v 00 )∧
cases s 000 of
isError () → s 0 = inError ()
[]isState(p1 ) →
IF undefinedSeq(v 00 ) THEN
∃ var ∈ Variable, l1 ∈ List, vars ∈ Variable ∗ , ln ∈ List ∗ :
[I ](e)(var , l1 )∧[Iseq ](e)(vars, ln )∧
s 0 = inValueU (update(p1 ,<var , vars>,<l1 , ln >,<v 0 , valSeq(v 00 )>))
ELSE s 0 = inError ()

[I,Iseq
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END //if
END //cases-s”’
END //cases-s”’
END //cases-v
Semantically, with the given environment e and a pre-state s, first the expression
sequence (E and Eseq respectively) of the assignment command is evaluated:
 if none of them yields an unsafe evaluation (i.e. an error state or an undefined
value), then
 the identifier sequence (i.e. left-hand-side) of the assignment statement is evaluated, and
 consequently, a post-state s 0 is computed by simultaneously updating the value
of identifier sequence to the corresponding values in the state p1 (computed by
the evaluation of the corresponding expression sequence).
If any of the evaluation is unsafe, then the post-state of the assignment command is
an error state.
Command Sequences
Also the semantics of MiniMaple command sequence states the relationship between
a pre-state s and a post-state s 0 as follows:
Cseq ](e)(s, s 0 ) ⇔
∃ s 00 ∈ StateU : [C ](e)(s, s 00 )∧
cases s 00 of
isError () → s 0 = inError ()
[]isState(p) →
IF executes(data(p)) THEN
LET e 0 = Env (e, C ) IN
[Cseq ](e 0 )(p, s 0 )
0
ELSE s = inStateU (p)
END //if
END //cases-s”

[C;

If the execution of a command C yields a post-state s 00 , then the execution of a
command sequence Cseq in a pre-state s 00 results in a post-state s 0 .
While-loops
MiniMaple supports the typical while-loop, whose semantics is given below:
[while
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∃ k ∈ Nat, t, u ∈ StateU ∗ :
t(0) = inStataU (s) ∧ u(0) = inStateU (s)∧
(∀ i ∈ Natk : iterate(i , t, u, e,[E ], [Cseq ]))∧
((u(k ) = inError () ∧ s 0 = u(k ))∨
(returns(data(inState(u(k )))) ∧ s 0 = t(k ))∨
(∃ v ∈ ValueU :[E](e)(inState(t(k )), u(k ), v )
∧v <> inValue(inBoolean(True))∧
IF v = inValue(inBoolean(False)) THEN
s 0 = t(k )
ELSE s 0 = inError ()
END
)
)
The semantics of the while-loop is determined by the two sequences of pre and post
states [137]. Both sequences are constructed from the pre-state of the loop. Any
ith iteration (execution of the body) of the loop transforms state pre(i) into state
post(i+1) from which the state pre(i+1) is constructed. No iteration is allowed from
the Error as pre state. The loop terminates when the guard expression E evaluates to
false or when the body of the loop evaluates to an error post-state. The corresponding
iterate predicate formalizes the aforementioned while-loop semantics, which is defined
as a relation on
 number of iterations i ,
 a sequence of pre-states t,
 a sequence of post-states u,
 an environment e in which the body of the loop (command sequence) has to be
evaluated,
 a valuation function for the loop condition expression E and
 a valuation function for the body o the loop (command sequence) C .
Here the pre and post-states refer to the corresponding pre and post-states of the
execution of the body of the loop.
iterate ⊆ N at × StateU ∗ ×StateU ∗ × Environment ×
StateV alueRelation × StateRelation
iterate(i , t, u, e, E , C ) ⇔
cases t(i ) of
isError () → false
[]isState(m) → executes(data(m)) ∧
∃ v ∈ ValueU , s 0 ∈ StateU : E (e)(m, s 0 , v )∧
cases s 0 of
isError () → u(i + 1) = inError () ∧ t(i + 1) = u(i + 1)
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[]isState(p) →
cases v of
isUndefined () → u(i + 1) = inError () ∧ t(i + 1) = u(i + 1)
[]isValue(v 0 ) →
cases v 0 of
isBoolean(b) → b∧C (e)(p, u(i + 1)) ∧ t(i + 1) = u(i + 1)
[] . . . →u(i + 1) = inError () ∧ t(i + 1) = u(i + 1)
END //cases-v’
END //cases-v
END //cases-s’
END //cases-t(i)
The predicate iterate is defined such that, at an arbitrary iteration i of the loop,
 if the pre-state t(i ) is a non-error state m, then
 if the state m is an executing state (i.e. no-exception and no return), then, with
the given environment e and a pre-state m, the loop condition expression E
evaluates to value v and results in the post-state s 0 , then
 if the resulting post-state s 0 is a non-error state and the value of expression v is
not undefined, then
 if the value of expression v is a boolean true value, then, with the given environment e and a pre-state p, the execution of the body of the loop C produces
u(i + 1) as a post-state, which is then transformed to the pre-state t(i + 1) for
the next iteration of the loop.
In the alternative of any of the aforementioned conditions, the post-state u(i +1) is set
to an error state, which consequently results in an error pre-state t(i + 1). However, if
the pre-condition t(i ) for any iteration i is an error state, then the predicate returns
f alse.

6.3.2. Expressions
The valuation function for the abstract syntax domain of expression values E is defined
as:
[E ]:

ExpRelation

where
ExpRelation := Environment → StateV alueRelation
StateV alueRelation := P(State × StateU × V alueU )
The valuation function for an expression takes an expression and an environment and
results in a power set of triples of pre-state, post-state and the value of the expression.
In the following, we give some examples for the definition of the valuation functions
of a MiniMaple expressions.
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Binary Expressions
MiniMaple supports various kind of binary operations, e.g. arithmetic and logical
expressions, whose abstract syntax is represented by the domain of value of type Bop.
The semantics of such expressions state that the evaluation of the binary operator
Bop (operating over expression E1 and E2 ) in a pre-state s yields a post-state s 0 and
a value v as defined below:

Bop E2 ](e)(s, s 0 , v ) ⇔
∃ s1 ∈ StateU , v1 ∈ ValueU : [E1 ](e)(s, s1 , v1 )∧
cases s1 of
isError () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isState(s11) →
cases v1 of
isUndefined () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isValue(v11 ) →
∃ s2 ∈ StateU , v2 ∈ ValueU : [E2 ](e)(s11 , s2 , v2 )∧
cases s2 of
isError () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isState(s22) →
cases v2 of
isUndefined () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isValue(v22 ) →
∃ v 0 ∈ Value :[Bop ](v11 , v22 )(v 0 )∧
s 0 = inStateU (s22 ) ∧ v = inValueU (v 0 )
END //cases-v2
END //cases-s2
END //cases-v1
END //cases-s1

[E1

Semantically, first the expression E1 is evaluated in a given environment e and prestate s, if
 the evaluation yields a value v1 , then
 the expression E2 is evaluated in a pre-state s11 (which is a yielded post-state
by the evaluation of expression E1 ) and if this evaluation yields a value v2 , then
 the application of the binary operator Bop to the values v11 and v22 computes
the result value v 0 which equals v .
Any unsafe evaluation results in an undefined value v .
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Procedures
As discussed earlier in Section 6.2.3, a MiniMaple procedure expression evaluates to
a Procedure value, which is defined as a predicate. Moreover, static scoping is used to
evaluate a MiniMaple procedure.
In the following we define the corresponding definition time valuation function where
a procedure expression evaluates to a procedure predicate value p. Here, Pseq, S and R
represent the parameter sequence (identifiers with corresponding types), declarations
and body (command sequence) of the procedure, respectively.
S ; R end proc](e)(s, s 0 , v ) ⇔
LET p ∈ Procedure, p(valseq, s0 , s1 , v 0 ) ⇔
LET e 0 = push(e, identifiers(Pseq))
∃varseq ∈ Variable∗, s 00 , s3 ∈ StateU ,
e 00 , e 000 ∈ Environment :[Pseq](e 0 )(e 00 , valseq)∧
[S](e 00 )(s0 , s 00 , e 000 )∧
cases s 00 of
isError () → inError ()
[]isState(s4 ) → ∃ s2 ∈ State, v 00 ∈ ValueU :
s2 = update(s4 , varseq, valseq)∧[R](e 000 )(s2 , s3 , v 00 )
END
IN cases s3 of
isError () → inError ()
[]isState(s5 ) →
cases v 00 of
isUndefined () →s1 = inError () ∧ v 0 = inUndefined ()
[]isValue(v1 ) →s1 = inStateU (s5 ) ∧ v 0 = inValueU (v1 )
END
END
END
IN s 0 = inStateU (s) ∧ v = inValueU (p) END

[proc(Pseq)

The valuation function for a procedure expression in a given environment e and a prestate s evaluates to a procedure value v , i.e. a procedure p(valseq, s0 , s1 , v 0 ), where
valseq is the sequence of parameter values, s0 and s1 are the corresponding pre and
post-states of the procedure, while v 0 is the return value of the procedure. Note here
that the evaluation of the procedure expression does not change the post-state of the
expression, i.e. the post-state s 0 is equivalent to the pre-state s.
Procedure Calls
In a procedure call, first, the argument expression sequence is evaluated; if any of
them yields an unsafe result, then the call-expression evaluates to an Undefined value
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and an Error as a post-state.
[I (Eseq)](e)(s, s 0 , v )

⇔

ValueU ∗ , s1

LET vseq ∈
∈ StateU : [Eseq ](e)(s, s1 , vseq)
IN
cases s1 of
isError ()→ s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isState(s2 ) →
IF hasUndefinedValue(vseq) THEN
s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
ELSE
cases [I ](e) of
isProcedure(p) → ∃ s3 ∈ StateU , v1 ∈ ValueU : p(vseq, s2 , s3 , v1 )∧
cases s3 of
isError () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isState(s4 ) →
cases v1 of
isUndefined () → s 0 = inError () ∧ v = inUndefined ()
[]isValue(v 0 ) → s 0 = inStateU (s4 ) ∧ v = inValueU (v 0 )
END //cases-v1
END //cases-s3
[] . . . → s 0 = inError ()
END //cases-[I ]
END //IF-hasUndefinedValue
END //cases-s1
END //LET
Otherwise, the environment e is looked up for the procedure named I with value
p(vseq, s2 , s3 , v1 ). This procedure p is applied to the argument values which yields a
command behavior; the post-state of the command sequence execution is set to the
post-state of the procedure call expression and the procedure call expression evaluates
to the value of the procedure.

6.4. Semantics of Specification Expressions
In this section, we first discuss the signatures of a valuation function of the specification
expression and then define the valuation functions for various interesting expressions
of the formula language.
The valuation function for the abstract syntax domain specification expression of
values spec-expr is defined as:
[spec-expr ]:

Environment → StateResultValueRelation
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where
StateResultValueRelation := P(State × StateU × V alueU × V alueU )
is a power set of a pre-state, a post-state, a (procedure) result value and the value
of the expression. Here, the post-state can be an Error state and also the evaluated
value can be Undefined.

Variables
OLD I is an expression that refers to the value of identifier I in the previous state.
[OLD

I ](e)(s, s 0 , r , v 0 ) ⇔ v 0 = inValueU (store(s)([I ](e))) ∧ s 0 = inStateU (s)

The semantics of the old expression is the value v 0 of the identifier I looked up in the
previous state s.
The expression RESULT refers to the result (return) value of a MiniMaple procedure expression and is defined as:
[RESULT](e)(s, s 0 , r , v 0 )

⇔ v 0 = inValueU (r ) ∧ s 0 = inStateU (s)

The value of this expression is provided as the third parameter of the predicate.

Conditionals
The specification language supports a conditional operator whose semantics is defined
as follows:
[’if ’(spec-expr1 , spec-expr2 , spec-expr3 )](e)(s, s 0 , r , v 0 )

⇔
∃ v1 ∈ ValueU : [spec-expr1 ](e)(s, s 0 , r , v1 )∧
IF v1 = inValueU (inValue(inBoolean(inTrue()))) THEN
[spec-expr2 ](s, s 0 , r , v 0 )
ELSE
[spec-expr3 ](s, s 0 , r , v 0 )
END //if-b1 = inTrue()

The semantics of a conditional expression says that the spec-expr1 is evaluated first,
if it yields true then the specification expression spec-expr2 is evaluated that gives the
semantic value v 0 , otherwise the specification expression spec-expr3 is evaluated to a
result value v 0 .
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Local Definitions
The specification language supports an evaluation of a specification expression with a
local definition (by the LET-IN construct).
Iseq = eseq IN spec-expr ](e)(s, s 0 , r , v 0 ) ⇔
∃ vs ∈ ValueU ∗ : [eseq ](e)(s, s 0 , r , vs)∧
IF hasUndefinedValue(vs) THEN
v 0 = inUndefined ()
ELSE
∃ e1 ∈ Environment : e1 = push(e, Iseq, vs)∧ [spec-expr ](e1 )(s, s 0 , r , v 0 )
END //if

[LET

First the local definitions (LET part) is evaluated and the specification expression
sequence is evaluated; then, if none of them yields the Undefined value, Environment
is updated with the identifiers (Iseq) mapped to the correspondingly evaluated values
(expression sequence). Then the specification expression spec-expr (IN part) is evaluated in the updated Environment, the result of the whole LET-IN construct is the
evaluated value of spec-expr.

Numerical Quantifiers/Binders
As discussed in Chapter 5, the specification language also supports numerical quantifiers (of the form IOp(SE1 , B , SE2 )) to apply a binary arithmetic operation to a
range of values those satisfy a certain property. For example, the numerical quantifier
mul(e, e in l, e > 0) computes the product of the those elements e of the list l
which are greater than 0; here mul is the quantifier’s name IOp, e is the base expression SE1 , e in l is the range B of the quantifier and e > 0 is the property SE2 to
be satisfied by the quantifier. The semantics of the numerical quantifier/binder is a
relationship among the pre-state (s), post-state (s 0 ), (procedure) result value (r ) and
the evaluated value (v ) of the iterator as defined below:
[IOp(SE1 , B , SE2 )](e)(s, s 0 , r , v )

⇔
∃vseq ∈ Value∗ :[B ](e)(s, s 0 , r , inValueU (vseq))∧
∃k 0 ∈ Nat 0 , e1 ∈ Environment, vs ∈ Value∗ :
e1 = push(e, getIdentifiers(B ))∧
( ∀i ∈ Natk0 0 : iterate(i , I , e1 , vseq, vs,[SE1 ],[SE2 ]) ) ∧
( k 0 < length(vseq)∧
( access(k 0 , vseq) = isUndefined ()∨
∀s ∈ State, r ∈ Value : ∃ v1 ∈ Value, n ∈ StateU :
[SE2 ](e1 )(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (v1 ))∧
inBoolean(v1 ) = inFalse() ) ∧v = inUndefined ()
) ∨ ( k 0 = length(vs) ∧ v = doIterate(IOp, vs) )
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Semantically, first the range B is computed to get the sequence of values; if none of
these values evaluates to undefined, then the environment e is iteratively updated with
each value in the range computed previously. At each iteration the (property/filter)
SE2 is evaluated; if it holds, then SE1 is evaluated and its value is collected. If all
these evaluations are safe, then we get a range of those values of SE1 for which SE2
holds. At the end we apply the operator IOp to these filtered values and compute the
result value. The corresponding auxiliary predicate iterate formalizes the collection
of filtered values. The relation iterate is defined on
 the number of iterations i (over the range of the quantifier),
 an identifier I , which is subject to a corresponding iteration in the quantifier’s
binding,
 an environment e,
 a sequence of all the values vseq of the corresponding bound expression (i.e.
quantifier/binder),
 a sequence of values vs that are filtered from vseq for
 an expression SE1 which satisfies
 the property formulated by the expression SE2 .
The corresponding definition of iterate is as follows:

iterate ⊆ N at0 × Identif ier × Environment × V alue∗ × V alue∗ ×
StateResultV alueRelation × StateResultV alueRelation
iterate(i , I , e, vseq, vs, SE1 , SE2 ) ⇔
∃ e1 ∈ Environment : e1 = push(e, I , access(i , vseq))∧
∀ s ∈ State, r ∈ Value :
∃ v 0 ∈ Value : SE1 (e1 )(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (v 0 ))∧
SE2 (e1 )(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (inBoolean(inTrue())))∧
v 0 = access(i , vs)

In detail, the relation iterate says that at any arbitrary iteration i ,
 a given environment is extended such that identifier I is assigned the ith value
of the value sequence vseq, then
 in pre-state s the expression SE1 evaluates to the next value v 0 such that
 in a pre-state s the expression SE2 (i.e. a property or filter) evaluates to true
and
 this value v 0 is in the filtered values of sequence vs.
In essence, this predicate describes the relationship of the filtered (sequence) range of
value vs from the given full (sequence) range of values vseq for a given expression SE1
and the corresponding property SE2 .
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6.5. Semantics of Specification Annotations
In this section, we define the semantics (correspondingly valuation functions) of the
specification annotations for MiniMaple. The main specification annotations includes
the syntactic domains of specification declarations, procedure specifications, loop specifications and assertions.

6.5.1. Specification Declarations
A specification declaration can be used to specify a mathematical theory and its
semantics; it produces a new environment that has the corresponding theory declarations and definitions. The valuation function for a specification declaration decl has
signature:
[decl ]:

Environment → Environment

The specification declaration introduces a new environment that contains the mathematical function declarations/definitions as defined below:
[decl ](e)(e 0 )

⇔

LET
(id1 , . . . , idn , T1 , . . . , Tn ) = getFunctionIdentifersAndTypes(decl )
(iseq1 , . . . , iseqn , Tseq1 , . . . , Tseqn ) = getFunctionParametersAndTypes(decl )
(i1 , . . . , in , Td1 , . . . , Tdn ) = getTypeIdentifiersAndTypes(decl )
(ax1 , . . . , axn ) = getAxioms(decl )
(r1 , . . . , rn ) = getRules(decl )
IN
∃ f1 , . . . , fn = Function n1 , . . . , Function nn , n1 , . . . , nn ∈ Nat 0 ,
tag1 , . . . , tagn ∈ Type-Tag, e1 , . . . , en ∈ Environment :
n1 = length(iseq1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ nn = length(iseqn )∧
[Td1 ](e)(inType-TagU (tag1 )) ∧ e1 = push(e, i1 , tag1 ) ∧ . . . ∧
[Tdn ](en−1 )(inType-TagU (tagn )) ∧ en = push(e, in , tagn )∧
e 0 = push(en , id1 , . . . , idn , f1 , . . . , fn )∧ [r1 ](e 0 ) ∧ . . . ∧ [rn ](e 0 )
∧
(∀ b1 , . . . , bn ∈ Boolean, s ∈ State, r ∈ Value :
[ax1 ](e 0 )(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (inValue(b1))) ∧ . . .
[axn ](e 0 )(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (inValue(bn)))
⇒ b1 = inTrue() ∧ . . . ∧ bn = inTrue()
) //END //let-in
In detail, first from a given declaration (decl ) all the function definitions (function
identifiers and corresponding rules), axioms (specification expressions) and type declarations (type identifiers and corresponding types) are collected and then
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the type of each type identifier is evaluated which introduces a new environment
where the type identifier is mapped to its corresponding type. The evaluation
of all the type identifiers produces the environment en ;
 the environment en is updated to the result environment e 0 with the function
identifiers mapped to corresponding Function values where each function is of
some arity which equals the number of its parameters;
 in the updated environment e 0 all the rules must hold;
 also in e 0 all the axioms evaluate to true.
For the above used auxiliary functions, predicates and the definition of the other
alternatives of the declaration domain decl, please see Appendix E.

6.5.2. Procedure Specifications
The valuation function for a procedure specification proc-spec has signature:
[proc-spec ]:

P(Environment)

The procedure specification holds in the given environment.
The semantics of a procedure specification is defined below:
[requires

spec-expr1 ;
global Iseq;
ensures spec-expr2 ;
excep-clause;
proc(Pseq) :: T ; S ; R end](e) ⇔
LET (iseq, Tseq) = getIdentifiersAndTypes(Pseq)
IN
∀ valseq ∈ [Tseq ], e1 ∈ Environment, s1 , s2 ∈ State, v , r ∈ Value, b, b1 ∈ Boolean :
e1 = push(e, iseq, valseq)∧
[spec-expr1 ](e1 )(s1 , inStateU (s1 ), r , inValueU (inValue(b))) ∧ b = inTrue()∧
∃ p ∈ Procedure, tag ∈ Type-Tag, tagseq ∈ Type-Tag ∗ :
[proc(Pseq) :: T ; S ; R; end ](e1 )(s1 , inStateU (s1 ), inValueU (inValue(p)))∧
p(valseq, s1 , inStateU (s2 ), inValueU (v ), tag, tagseq) ∧ isType(v , tag)
⇒ equalsExcept(s1 , s2 , Iseq)∧
IF exceptions(data(s2 )) THEN
[excep-clause ](e1 )(s2 , inStateU (s2 ), v , inValueU (inValue(b1 ))) ∧ b1 = inTrue()
ELSE
[spec-expr2 ](e1 )(s2 , inStateU (s2 ), v , inValueU (inValue(b1 ))) ∧ b1 = inTrue()
END //if-exceptions(data(inState(s2 )))
END //let-(iseq, Tseq)
In detail, if for any pre-state s1 and post-state s2
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we update the given environment e by mapping all the identifiers (from the
given parameter sequence Pseq) to their possible values (w.r.t. their types) and
 the precondition expression (spec-expr1 ) holds in the pre-state s1 and
 the evaluation of a procedure expression (proc(Pseq)::T; S;R; end proc;) in a
pre-state s1 evaluates to a procedure relation p and
 the procedure relation p holds for all the possible values of parameter identifiers
then
 the two states s1 and s2 are equal except for the values of identifiers Iseq and
 if the post-state s2 is an exception-state then the exceptional behavior of the
procedure excep-clause holds in the post-state s2 , otherwise normal behavior
spec-expr2 holds in the post-state s2 .
For the definition of various auxiliary functions and predicates (which are not defined
in this chapter), please see Appendix E.

6.5.3. Loop Specifications
The valuation function for a loop specification loop-spec has signature:
[loop-spec ]:

Environment → P(State × StateU )

The loop specification must hold in the given environment and in the pre- and poststates.
The semantics of a loop specification is defined as a relationship between the prestate (s) and post-state (s 0 ) of the loop. MiniMaple supports different variations of a
loop; for simplicity, we only discuss here the semantics of a while-loop specification.
[invariant

SE1 ; decreases SE2 ;
while E do Cseq end do;](e)(s, s 0 ) ⇔
( ∀b ∈ Boolean, r ∈ Value :
[SE1 ](e)(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (b) ⇒ b = inTrue() )
∧
( ∀i ∈ Integer , r ∈ Value : [SE2 ](e)(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (i )) ⇒ i > 0 )
∧
( ∀s1 , s2 ∈ State, r ∈ Value :
( ∀ b1 ∈ Boolean :
[SE1 ](e)(s1 , inStateU (s1 ), r , inValueU (b1 )) ⇒ b1 = inTrue() ) ∧
( ∀ j ∈ Integer :
[SE2 ](e)(s1 , inStateU (s1 ), r , inValueU (j )) ⇒ j > 0 ) ∧
( ∀ b2 ∈ Boolean :
[E ](e)(s1 , inStateU (s1 ), r , inValueU (b2 ))
⇒ b2 = inTrue() ) ∧ [Cseq ](e)(s1 , inStateU (s2 ))
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⇒ ( ∀ b3 ∈ Boolean :[SE1 ](e)(s, inStateU (s2 ), r , inValueU (b3 )) ⇒ b3 = inTrue() ) ∧
( ∀ k ∈ Integer :[SE2 ](e)(s2 , inStateU (s2 ), r , inValueU (k )) ⇒ k >= 0 ∧ k < j )
)
The semantics of an annotated while-loop says that:
 in a pre-state (s) an invariant (boolean specification expression) spec-expr1 evaluates to true and
 the termination term (a numeral specification expression) spec-expr2 evaluates
to a non-negative integer value and
 also for any arbitrary pre-state s1 and post-state s2 , if we make an iteration step
for the body of the loop (Cseq) where in the pre-state s1
– the loop expression E holds and
– the invariant spec-expr1 evaluates to true and
– the termination term spec-expr2 evaluates to an integer value that is greater
than or equal to zero
then (after iteration step) in the post-state s2
– the invariant spec-expr1 evaluates to true and
– the termination term spec-expr2 evaluates to an non-negative integer value
and
– the value of the termination term in the post-state s2 must be less than its
value in the pre-state s1
Based on the same idea, the corresponding semantics of the for-loop specification can
easily be derived.

6.5.4. Assertions
The valuation function for an assertion asrt has signature:
[asrt ]:

Environment → P(State)

The assertion holds in the given environment and a state.
The semantics of an assertion is similar to the semantics of a boolean specification
expression as defined below:
[ASSERT(spec-expr )](e)(s)

⇔
∀ r ∈ Value, b ∈ Boolean :[spec-expr ](e)(s, inStateU (s), r , inValueU (b))
⇒ b = inTrue()

The result of the evaluation of the boolean command-specification (assertion) expression spec-expr evaluates to true in the given e and state s.
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In this chapter, we discuss the formal verification of MiniMaple programs. For verification, we first translate an annotated MiniMaple program into the language Why3ML
of the intermediate verification tool Why3 [21] developed at LRI, France; then we
generate verification conditions by the corresponding component of Why3; finally, we
prove the correctness of these conditions by various automatic and interactive theorem provers supported by Why3 as back-ends. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows: Section 7.1 introduces the intermediate verification tool Why3. In Section 7.2
we give an overview of the translation of MiniMaple and its specification language to
Why3ML. In Section 7.3 we discuss the MiniMaple to Why3ML translation and the
verification of our example program. Section 7.4 sketches the structure and strategy of
the proof of the soundness of the translation in general and the proof of the soundness
of the translation of command sequences and while-loops in particular.

7.1. Why3
For the verification of an annotated MiniMaple program, we can generate verification
conditions either on our own (as in the RISC ProgramExplorer [138]) or by some
existing verification framework, e.g. Why3 [21] developed at LRI, France or Boogie [13]
developed by Microsoft. Based on preliminary investigations, we decided to use Why3,
which we discuss in this section.
Why3 is a verification tool for the programming language Why3ML whose core is a
verification condition generator as depicted in Figure 7.1. The generated verification
conditions are translated into a logical specification language called Why for which
translation to various back-end theorem provers is provided [65].
In general, Why3 provides an environment for deductive program verification [64].
The system was originally developed as a generic intermediate verification platform
supporting various front-end tools, e.g. Krakatoa [33] (for Java programs) and FramaC [46] (for C programs); currently the focus of Why3 is the verification of Why3ML
programs. Why3ML is a first order functional language influenced by ML that supports pattern matching, inductive predicates, algebraic data types and also supports
typical imperative constructs (loops, sequences, exceptions, etc.).
Why3 supports various automated provers (e.g. Z3 and CVC3) and proof assistants
(e.g. Coq). This wide range of proof support was one of the reasons why we chose
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Figure 7.1.: Overview of Why3
Why3, as we are, e.g. dealing with non-linear arithmetic which requires in general
an interactive prover. The existence of a formal semantics of Why3ML (first based
on weakest precondition [64], later operational [63, 66]) is the other reason for choosing this system, because one can precisely argue whether the generated verification
conditions are sound with respect to the MiniMaple semantics.

7.2. MiniMaple to Why3 Translation
In this section we discuss the translation of annotated MiniMaple to Why3ML. The
goal is to automatically translate a MiniMaple program into a semantically equivalent Why3ML program. Some of the main features respectively challenges of the
translation are as follows:
 MiniMaple supports a return statement which is not supported in Why3ML.
The return statement is translated with the help of the Why3ML exceptionhandling mechanism: where-ever return statement occurs, we assign values to
the corresponding exception-object and then raise an exception which is caught
by a corresponding handler in the program.
 In contrast to Why3ML, MiniMaple supports a multi-assignment command. We
translate this statement by a local binding in Why3ML.
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Why3ML supports very limited data types, e.g. integers, reals, strings, tuples
and lists. We axiomatize all other MiniMaple types and their corresponding operations. For example, type set(T) is axiomatized with the underlying Why3ML
list representations where the elements of the set are some permutation of the
list elements.
 The union type Or(Tseq) is defined as an algebraic data type with one constructor for each type in Tseq. The type tests for such types are translated
using pattern matching over the corresponding type constructor.
The formal definition of our translation has 40 valuation functions, approx. 50 auxiliary functions and predicates and contains 45 pages [97]. For further details on
the translation, please see Appendix F. In the following, we discuss the definition of
translation functions for the selected syntactic constructs of MiniMaple.

7.2.1. Commands
The translation function T for a command C has the following signature:
T [C ]: Envm × Envw × Declw × Thryw → Expw × Envw × Declw × Thryw
The function takes as arguments a MiniMaple type environment (Envm ), a Why3
environment (Envw ), Why3 global declarations (Declw ) and a Why3 theory (Thryw );
the function returns the corresponding translated Why3ML expression (Expw ) and
generates the respective extended Why3 environment (Envw ), global and theory declarations (Declw and Thryw ).

Assignment
The translation of a MiniMaple assignment command depends on the value of the
Context flag (local or global ) as determined by the type system.
In a global context, the translation function looks as follows:
T[I, Iseq := E, Eseq](te, we, mdecl , wt) =
<inWhy3 ExpU (I := w expr1 ; w expr3 ), we2 ,
combine(w mdecl2 , val I : ref w type1 , decls), wt2 >
where
<w expr1 , we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 > = T [E](te, we, mdecl , wt)
<inWhy3 ExpU (w expr2 ), we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 >= T [Eseq](te, we1 , mdecl1 , wt1 )
w type1 = getType(I , we1 )
<inWhy3 ExprU (w expr3 ), decls> = getAssignments(Iseq, we2 , w expr2 )
The translation function first translates the right hand side expressions E and Eseq to
corresponding Why3 expressions w expr1 and w expr2 , respectively. Then the ordered
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sequence of assignments is constructed. For example, if w expr1 is the translation of E
then an assignment I := w expr1 corresponds to the translation of I := E . However,
this assignment introduces a declaration val I : ref w type1 where w type1 is the
corresponding type of expression w expr1 . Similarly, the assignment of Eseq to Iseq is
translated to expression w expr3 with corresponding declarations decls. Additionally,
an extended Why3 environment we2 , declarations w mdecl2 and a theory wt2 are
produced.
The translation function for a local context is similar:
T[I, Iseq := E, Eseq](te, we, mdecl , wt) =
<inWhy3 ExpU (I := w expr1 ; w expr3 ), we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 >
where
<w expr1 , we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 > = T [E](te, we, mdecl , wt)
<inWhy3 ExpU (w expr2 ), we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 >= T [Eseq](te, we1 , mdecl1 , wt1 )
<inWhy3 ExprU (w expr3 ), decls> = getAssignments(Iseq, we2 , w expr2 )
However, here the variables in local context are already declared so we can just introduce a typical assignment.
The translations of assignments statements in the global and local contexts from
our example program are shown in Section 7.3.

For-loop
The translation of a MiniMaple for-while loop command is as follows:
T[for I in E1 while E2 do Cseq end do](em , ew , dw , tw ) =
(inWhy3 Exp(let I0 = ref 0 in
while I0 < op length(exp1w ) & exp2w do
let I =op nth(I0 , exp1w ) in
exp3w ; I0 :=!I0 + 1
done), e3w , d 3w , t3w )
where
<exp1w , e1w , d 1w , t1w >= T [E1 ](em , ew , dw , tw ),
<exp2w , e2w , d 2w , t2w >= T [E2 ](em , e1w , d 1w , t1w ),
<exp3w , e3w , d 3w , t3w >= T [Cseq ](em , e2w , d 2w , t2w ),
exp type1 = getExpType(exp1w , e1w ),
op length = access(“length”, exp type1, e1w ),
op nth = access(“select”, exp type1, e1w )
The MiniMaple for-while loop checks at the start of every iteration both loop conditions, i.e. I in E1 and E2 ; if any of them is f alse, the body of the loop is not
executed. Moreover, the identifier I is used in the body of the loop representing the
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ith (iteration) element of expression E1 . For a semantically equivalent translation we
proceeded as follows:
1. We declare a (locally bound) auxiliary variable I0 to track the iteration number
and initialize it with value 0.
2. We translate the member-based loop condition, i.e. I in E1 into a corresponding iteration-bounded condition I0 < op length(exp1w ) and combine it with the
while-loop condition (exp2w ) which we get from the translation of the corresponding MiniMaple expression E2 .
3. We declare I as a local variable and at the ith iteration (represented by I0 )
assign it the ith value of the translated expression exp1w .
4. We increment I0 at the end of the iteration.
The generic operation access(op, exp type, ew ) returns the name of the concrete operation op as generated by the translator for the type expression exp type in the
environment ew . In above example, the access function returns the names of the
concrete operations “length” and “select” of the expression type exp type1.
Our example program has a typical for-loop, which is simpler than the MiniMaple
for-while loop; thus the translation for the typical for-loop is pretty simple as shown
in Section 7.3.

Return
The MiniMaple return command is translated with the help of the Why3 exceptionhandling mechanism.
T[return E](te, we, mdecl , wt) =
<inWhy3 ExprU (raise I , w expr1 ), we1 ,
inWhy3 MDeclU (combine(w mdecl1 ,exception I )), wt1 >
where
<w expr1 , we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 >= T[E](te, we, mdecl , wt)
The translation generates a Why3 raise statement raise I , w expr1 , where I is an
auxiliary identifier denoting an exception and w expr1 is the corresponding handling
expression. Moreover, this translation extends the module declarations by an exception declaration exception I . The return statement is replaced by a corresponding
translated raise statement; by executing this raise statement, the corresponding catchblock returns the expression w expr1 and thus conforms to the semantics of MiniMaple
return statement.
The translation of the return statement of our example program is shown in Section 7.3.
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7.2.2. Expressions
The translation function T for an expression E has the following signature:
T [E ]: Envm × Envw × Declw × Thryw → Expw × Envw × Declw × Thryw
The translation function for E is similar to the corresponding function for command
C as discussed in Subsection 7.2.1 because both syntactic domains command C and
expression E are mutually recursive.

Procedure
A MiniMaple procedure is translated into Why3 let-in construct. The translation
function T for procedure first translates parameter sequence ’Pseq’ and return type ’T’
into w expr1 and w type respectively and then, translates the procedure declarations
’S’ and the body of the procedure ’R’ into corresponding Why3 expressions w expr2
and w expr3 respectively.
T[proc(Pseq)::T S;R end](te, we, mdecl , wt) = (proc expr , we4 , w mdecl4 , wt4 )
where
<inWhy3 ExprU (w expr1 ), we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 > = T[Pseq](te, we, mdecl , wt)
te1 = typeEnv (te, Pseq)
<w type, we10 , w mdecl10 , wt10 > = T[T](te1 , we1 , mdecl1 , wt1 )
<inWhy3 ExprU (w expr2 ), we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 > = T[S](te1 , we10 , mdecl10 , wt10 )
te2 = typeEnv (te1 , S )
<inWhy3 ExprU (w expr3 ), we3 , w mdecl3 , wt3 > = T[R](te2 , we2 , mdecl2 , wt2 )
proc expr = def ineP rocedure(inWhy3 ExprU (w expr1 ), inWhy3 ExprU (w expr2 ),
inWhy3 ExprU (w expr3 ), w type)
Finally, a resulting Why3 procedure expression proc expr is constructed with the help
of an auxiliary function def ineP rocedure.
Our example program contains a procedure definition; the corresponding application
of the procedure translation function is shown in Section 7.3.

Type Test
The translation function T translates a type test with the help of Why3 patternmatching construct.
T[type(I,T)](te, we, mdecl , wt) =
<match I with
constructors
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end, we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 >
where
<we1 , w mdecl1 , wt> = T [I](te, we, mdecl , wt)
<w type, we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 = T[T](te, we1 , mdecl1 , wt1 )
constructors = getT estConstructors(I, w type, we , wt )
The function, first translates the testing type T into a Why3 type w type then, the
constructors of the corresponding union type of the identifier I are extracted from the
given Why3 type environment we2 and the theory declarations wt2 . Finally, a match
construct is defined with the given constructors.
Please remember here that a MiniMaple union type is translated with the help of an
algebraic type with respective constructors. The example translation of our program
in Section 7.3 shows the translation function of the union type Or (integer , float) and
its corresponding type tests.

7.2.3. Specification Expressions
The translation function T for a specification expression SE has signature:
T [SE ]: Envm × Envw × Declw × Thryw → Expw × Envw × Declw × Thryw
The function takes as arguments a MiniMaple type environment (Envm ), a Why3
environment (Envw ), Why3 global declarations (Declw ) and a Why3 theory (Thryw );
the function returns the corresponding translated Why3ML expression (Expw ) and
generates the respective extended Why3 environment (Envw ), global and theory declarations (Declw and Thryw ).

Numerical Quantifiers/Binders
The translation function T for a numerical quantifier specification expression into a
corresponding Why3 specification/theory function.
T[IOp(SE , B, SE )](te, we, mdecl , wt) =
<function f unc name (w sexpr1 ) : w type = f unc def ,
we4 , w mdecl3 , wt4 )>
where
<(w sexpr1 , we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 )> = T [SE1 ](te, we, mdecl , wt)
te1 = typeEnv (te, SE1 )
w type = getQuantif ierT ype(SE , te, w sexpr , we , wt )
<(w sexpr2 , we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 )> = T [B ](te1 , we1 , w mdecl1 , wt1 )
te2 = typeEnv (te, B )
<(w sexpr3 , we3 , w mdecl3 , wt3 )> = T [SE2 ](te2 , we2 , w mdecl2 , wt2 )
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<f unc name = getQuantif ierN ame(IOp)
<f unc def = getQuantif ierDef inition(w sexpr , w sexpr , w sexpr )
wt4 = combine(wt3 , function f unc name (w sexpr1 ) : w type = f unc def )
we = wtypeEnv(we , f unc name, w sexpr , w type)

First, this function translates the corresponding elements SE1 , B and SE2 of the
numerical quantifier IOp into corresponding Why3 specification expressions w sexpr1 ,
w sexpr2 and w sexpr3 respectively. Then the resulting Why3 specification function is
constructed with the help of auxiliary functions. Furthermore, the translation function
returns an updated Why3 environment we4 and the theory declarations wt4 .
The translation of the numerical quantifier add used in our example program is
shown in Section 7.3.

7.3. Example
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the translator, the translation of
our example program and finally the verification of the translated program. The
corresponding translator is implemented in Java and contains approximately 80+
classes and 5K+ lines of code.
To translate the MiniMaple program shown in Section 5.3, we execute the command;
java fmrisc/typechecker/MiniMapleTypeChecker -translate Test6.m

where the file Test6.m contains the example program.

7.3.1. Translation
In the following, we show the example translation (manually modified for readability) of our example MiniMaple (discussed in Section 7.2) into a Why3ML program.
The translated program consists of a theory (specification) and a module (program).
For further illustration, the various code parts of the translation are annotated with
Why3ML comments (* ... *).
theory SumList
use
use
use
use
use

export
export
export
export
export

int.Int
real.RealInfix
list.List
list.Length
list.Nth

type or_integer_float = Integer int | Real real
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(* sum integers among the
function add_int (e: list
if j <= 0 then 0 else
match e with
| Nil -> 0
| Cons (Integer n) t ->
| Cons _ t -> add_int t
end

first j elements of e *)
or_integer_float) (j: int) : int =

n + add_int t (j-1)
(j-1)

(* sum reals among the first j elements of e *)
function add_real (e: list or_integer_float) (j: int) : real =
if j <= 0 then 0.0 else
match e with
| Nil -> 0.0
| Cons (Real x) t -> x +. add_real t (j-1)
| Cons _ t -> add_real t (j-1)
end
end
module SumListImpl
use import SumList
use import module ref.Ref
val status: ref int
exception Break
val get (n: int) (l: list ’a) :
{ 0 <= n < length l } ’a { nth n l = Some result }
let sum (l: list or_integer_float) : (int, real) =
{ true }
status := 0;
let si = ref 0 in
let sf = ref 0.0 in
try
for i = 0 to length l - 1 do
invariant { ( i = 0 /\ !status = 0 /\ !si = 0 /\ !sf = 0.0
\/
( i > 0 /\ !status = i-1 /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j <= !status ->
match nth j l with
| None -> false
| Some y -> match y with
| Integer n -> n <> 0
| Real r -> r >=. 0.5
end
end /\
!si = add_int l (!status + 1) /\

)
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!sf = add_real l (!status + 1))
}
status := i;
match get i l with
| Integer n -> if n = 0 then raise Break; si := !si + n
| Real r -> if r <. 0.5 then raise Break; sf := !sf +. r
end
done;
status := -1;
(!si, !sf)
with Break ->
(!si, !sf)
end
{ let (si, sf) = result in
( !status = -1 /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j < (length l) ->
match nth j l with
| None -> false
| Some y -> match y with
| Integer n -> n <> 0
| Real r -> r >=. 0.5
end
end /\
si = add_int l (length l) /\ sf = add_real l (length l) )
\/
( 0 <= !status < length l /\
match nth !status l with
| None -> false
| Some y -> match y with
| Integer n -> n = 0
| Real r -> r <. 0.5
end
end /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j < !status ->
match nth j l with
| None -> false
| Some y -> match y with
| Integer n -> n <> 0
| Real r -> r >=. 0.5
end
end /\
si = add_int l !status /\ sf = add_real l !status )
}
end

In detail, the corresponding Why3 theory defines the types and functions arisen
from the translation of the Why3 module and MiniMaple program; e.g. the MiniMaple union type Or(integer, float) is translated to an algebraic data type with
two corresponding constructors for integers and floats respectively. The module con-
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tains the declarations arising from the translation of the MiniMaple procedure, a
global variable status, the auxiliary exception Break, and the translation of the procedure sum itself. This procedure also contains a translation of MiniMaple for loop
to a corresponding Why3ML loop. The type tests of MiniMaple are translated using
the pattern matching feature of Why3ML: the match construct matches the ith element of the list with the corresponding constructor of the type of the list elements.
The MiniMaple return statement is translated into an equivalent exception-handling
mechanism by an auxiliary exception object Break, i.e. we throw the exception Break
whereever the return statement occurred and then catch this exception in the corresponding handler as shown in the with construct. Finally, in the handler we return
the value of the corresponding resulting tuple.
The application of our translator to the test package DifferenceDifferential package
is discussed in Chapter 8.

7.3.2. Verification
In this section we discuss the verification of the example program which was generated
by the translator in the previous subsection. For this purpose, we use the GUI-based
interface of Why3 to generate verification conditions and to prove them as shown in
Figure 7.2.
The Why3 GUI displays three columns:
1. The left column lists the configured theorem provers.
2. The middle column shows the verification conditions generated (respectively
required to be proved correct).
3. The right column shows the contents of the goals (verification conditions). Actually, the right column has two parts, the upper part shows the corresponding
Why contents of the selected goals, while the lower part highlights the corresponding Why3ML code from which the selected goal is generated.
In our example, the proof of the correctness of the procedure results in the following
four goals as shown in the middle column of Figure 7.2:
1. a normal postcondition,
2. the for-loop (invariant) initialization,
3. the for-loop (invariant) preservation and
4. a normal postcondition.
The first and the last goal are about proving the correctness of postconditions. The
first goal is to prove the postcondition when the loop body is not executed, while the
last goal is to prove the postcondition when the loop body is executed, which requires
invariant-based reasoning.
The second goal is to prove that the loop invariant holds at the start of the execution
of the loop. The third goal is to prove that the loop invariant is preserved by the
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Figure 7.2.: Verification of Example Program
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execution of the loop and must also hold when the loop terminates.
To run through the prove of these generated verification conditions, it was required
to add some lemmas manually (at Why3 level) because the function definitions generated by the translator from the corresponding numeric quantifiers (add) appearing
in the MiniMaple procedure specification were not adequate for this proof:
(* the following two lemmas are about "add" function over integers *)
lemma add_int_right:
forall e: list or_integer_float, j: int.
0 <= j < length e -> forall n: int.
nth j e = Some (Integer n) -> add_int e (j+1) = add_int e j + n
lemma add_int_right2:
forall e: list or_integer_float, j: int.
0 <= j < length e -> forall x: real.
nth j e = Some (Real x) -> add_int e (j+1) = add_int e j
(* the following two lemmas are about "add" function over floats *)
lemma add_real_right:
forall e: list or_integer_float, j: int.
0 <= j < length e -> forall x: real.
nth j e = Some (Real x) -> add_real e (j+1) = add_real e j +. x
lemma add_real_right2:
forall e: list or_integer_float, j: int.
0 <= j < length e -> forall n: int.
nth j e = Some (Integer n) -> add_real e (j+1) = add_real e j

Thus, the above lemmas introduce the facts that the translated addition functions
(add int and add real over lists) correctly handle the integers and reals in the list.
By the introduction of these lemmas, all of the verification conditions could be proved
with the automatic decision procedures Alt-Ergo and Z3. On the other hand, we had
to prove these lemmas manually by induction using the interactive theorem prover
Coq. In the future, we will generate these lemmas automatically as axioms: then the
proof of the aforementioned generated verification conditions is automatic.
The verification of the test package DifferenceDifferential is discussed in Chapter 8.

7.4. Soundness of Translation
In order to show that the verification of the translated Why3ML program implies the
correctness of the original MiniMaple program , we have to prove that the translation
preserves the semantics of the program. In detail, we have to prove the equivalence of
the denotational semantics of MiniMaple programs [95] and the operational semantics
of Why3ML programs [63].
As discussed in Chapter 6, the denotational semantics of a MiniMaple command C
is defined as a relationship between a pre and a post-state:
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[C ](e)(s, s 0 )

such that semantically, in a given type environment e, execution of a command C in
a pre-state s yields to a post-state s 0 .
On the other hand, in [63] a big-step operational semantics of Why3 expression e
is defined by a transition:
<t, e>−→ <t 0 , v >
which states that in a pre-state t, the execution of a Why3 expression e yields a
post-state t 0 and a value v .
Based on these semantices, we have formulated and proved the soundness statements
for the translation of selected constructs of MiniMaple to Why3ML, i.e. command
sequence, conditional command, assignment statement and a while-loop command. In
the following, we sketch the structure and proof strategy for the soundness statement
of a command sequence. For the complete proof of the corresponding soundness
statements, please see Appendix F and [98].

7.4.1. Soundness of Command Sequence
We illustrate the soundness statement for the translation of a command sequence with
the help of the diagram shown in Figure 7.3. Its formal definition is as follows:
∀ Cseq ∈ Command Sequence :
∀ em ∈ Environment, cw ∈ Exprressionw , ew , ew 0 ∈ Environmentw ,
dw , dw 0 ∈ Declw , tw , tw 0 ∈ Theoryw :
wellT yped(em, Cseq) ∧ consistent(em, ew, dw, tw)∧
< cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >=T[Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
wellT yped(cw, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew0 , cw, ew)∧
extendsDecl(dw0 , cw, dw) ∧ extendsT heory(tw0 , cw, tw)∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t0 , cw >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [Cseq ](em)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[Cseq ](em)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)
This statement says that
 if a command sequence Cseq translates to Why3 expression cw such that various
predicates hold for Cseq (e.g. well-typing),
 then various predicates also hold for the translated expression cw (e.g. extension
of the declarations extendsDecl and theory extendsTheory) and
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Figure 7.3.: Illustration of Soundness Statement for Command Sequence
if for arbitrary Why3 states t and t 0 , the execution of the translated expression
cw in state t yields post-state t 0 and value vw ,
 then there are corresponding MiniMaple states s and s 0 such that states s and t
are equal and the execution of a command sequence Cseq in state s yields state
s 0 and
 if, an arbitrary MiniMaple state s is equal to state t; and with a given environment em the execution of Cseq in pre-state s yields post-state s 0 and also dm
is the information of state s 0 ,
 then the post-states s 0 and t 0 are equal and also the values dm and vw are equal
The formulation of other soundness statements is discussed in Appendix G and [98].


Proof of Soundness (Command Sequence)
In this section, we will discuss the proof of the soundness of the command sequence.
The proof of the other selected constructs is discussed in [98]. For further details
on definitions, lemmas and auxiliary functions and predicates used in the following
proofs, please see the corresponding subsections of the Appendix G.
We prove the goal by structural induction on Cseq which is defined by grammar rule
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Cseq ::= C | C; Cseq. Here, we only discuss the interesting case when the command
sequence has the form C ; Cseq.
We instantiate the soundness statement with C ; Cseq to get
∀ em ∈ Environment, cw ∈ Exprressionw , ew , ew 0 ∈ Environmentw ,
dw , dw 0 ∈ Declw , tw , tw 0 ∈ Theoryw :
wellT yped(em, C; Cseq) ∧ consistent(em, ew, dw, tw)∧
< cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >=T[C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
wellT yped(cw, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew0 , cw, ew)∧
extendsDecl(dw0 , cw, dw) ∧ extendsT heory(tw0 , cw, tw)∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t0 , cw >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ; Cseq ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ; Cseq ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)
Let em, cw , em, ew 0 , dw , dw 0 , tw , tw 0 , be arbitrary but fixed.
We assume:
wellT yped(em, C; Cseq)

(7.1)

consistent(em, ew, dw, tw)

(7.2)

< cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T [C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )

(7.3)

We show:






wellT yped(cw, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 )
extendsEnv(ew0 , cw, ew)
extendsDecl(dw0 , cw, dw)
extendsT heory(tw0 , cw, tw)
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t0 , cw >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ; Cseq ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ; Cseq ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

We prove these goals with the help of lemmas which in principle guarantee the
absence of internal inconsistencies of typing, environments, theory and global declarations that are used respectively extended by the translation of MiniMaple to Why3ML.
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The proofs of these lemmas are not very complex and can be proved by the principle
of structural induction. In the following, we formulate and describe (informally) these
lemmas:
Lemma L-cseq1
∀ cseq ∈ Command Sequence, em ∈ Environment, e ∈ Expressionw ,
ew , ew 0 ∈ Environmentw , dw , dw 0 ∈ Declw , tw , tw 0 ∈ Theoryw :
wellTyped (em, cseq) ∧ <e, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T[cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒ wellTyped (e, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 )
This lemma says that if a MiniMaple command sequence (cseq) is well typed then the
translated Why3 expression (e) is also well typed in the corresponding environment
and declarations.
Lemma L-cseq2
∀ em ∈ Environment, C ∈ Command , Cseq ∈ Command Sequence,
ew , ew 0 , ew 00 ∈ Environmentw , e1, e2 ∈ Expressionw , dw , dw 0 , dw 00 ∈ Declw ,
tw , tw 0 , tw 00 ∈ Theoryw :
wellTyped (em, C ; Cseq) ∧ (e1; e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 ) = T [C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
[ extendsEnv (ew 00 , e1, ew )∧extendsEnv (ew 0 , e2, ew 00 )
⇒ extendsEnv (ew 0 , e1; e2, ew ) ] ∧
[ extendsDecl (dw 00 , e1, dw )∧extendsDecl (dw 0 , e2, dw 00 )
⇒ extendsDecl (dw 0 , e1; e2, dw ) ] ∧
[ extendsTheory(tw 00 , e1, tw )∧extendsTheory(tw 0 , e2, tw 00 )
⇒ extendsTheory(tw 0 , e1; e2, tw ) ]
This lemma says the fact that if Why3 expressions (e1 and e2 are the translations of
MiniMaple command sequences (C and Cseq respectively), then the finally generated
Why3 environment, global and theory declarations (ew 0 , dw 0 and tw 0 ) extends the
corresponding intermediate Why3 environment, global and theory declarations (ew 00 ,
dw 00 and tw 00 ).
Lemma L-cseq3
∀ em, em 0 ∈ Environment, C ∈ Command , Cseq ∈ Command Sequence :
wellTyped (em, C ; Cseq)
⇒ wellTyped (em, C ) ∧ em 0 = Env (em, C ) ∧ wellTyped (em 0 , Cseq)
This lemma is about the well typing of a command sequence Cseq in an intermediate
type environment em 0 .
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Lemma L-cseq4
∀ em, em 0 ∈ Environment, C ∈ Command , Cseq ∈ Command Sequence,
ew , ew 0 , ew 00 ∈ Environmentw , e1, e2 ∈ Expressionw , dw , dw 0 , dw 00 ∈ Declw ,
tw , tw 0 , tw 00 ∈ Theoryw :
< e1, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 >= T[C ](em, ew , dw , tw ) ∧ em 0 = Env (em, C )∧
< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T[Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 ) ∧ consistent(em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒ consistent(em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )
This lemma is about the consistency of an intermediate type environment em 0 w.r.t.
intermediate Why3 environment, global and theory declarations (ew 00 , dw 00 and tw 00 ).
Lemma L-cseq5
∀ s ∈ State, t ∈ Statew : s = constructs(t) ⇒ equals(s, t)
This lemma says that if we construct a MiniMaple state (s) from a Why3 state (t),
then the two states are equal.
Lemma L-cseq6
∀ v ∈ V aluew, v 0 ∈ Inf oData : v 0 = constructs(v) ⇒ equals(v 0 , v)
This lemma is about the equivalence of state values, i.e. if we construct a MiniMaple
value (v 0 ) from a Why3 value (v ), then the two values are equal.
In the following, we prove each of the five goals (a − e) above.
Goal (a)
This goal is about the well-typing of the translated Why3 expression cw . To prove,
this goal, we instantiate lemma (L-cseq1) with cseq as C ; Cseq, em as em, e as cw ,
ew as ew , ew 0 as ew 0 , dw as dw , dw 0 as dw 0 , tw as tw , tw 0 as tw 0 and get
wellTyped (em, C ; Cseq)∧ < cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >=T[C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒ wellTyped (cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 )
This goal follows from the above formula with assumptions (7.1) and (7.3).
Goals (b,c,d)
The goals (b), (c) and (d) are similar. So for simplicity, we only show here the proof
of the sub-goal (b). The proof of this sub-goal (b) requires the expansions of some
definitions and some more sub-goals to be proved; because semantically, the execution
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of the command sequence C ; Cseq produces an intermediate environment e 00 by the
execution of C and then Cseq is executed in environment e 00 .
To prove this goal, we proceed as follows: By the definition of the translation
function (D2) of T[C ; Cseq ], there are e1, e2, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 for which
< cw , ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T [C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )

(7.4)

cw = e1; e2

(7.5)

< e1, ew 00 , dw 000 , tw 00 >= T [C ](em, ew , dw , tw )

(7.6)

em 0 = Env (em, C )

(7.7)

< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T [Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )

(7.8)

where

Here e1; e2 is a syntactic sugar for the Why3 semantic construct let = e1 in e2.
We instantiate lemma (L-cseq3) with em as em, em 0 as em 0 , C as C and Cseq as
Cseq from which the following holds
wellTyped (em, C )

(7.9)

em 0 = Env (em, C )

(7.10)

wellTyped (em 0 , Cseq)

(7.11)

In order to show that this intermediate environment e 00 preserves the properties, we
instantiate the soundness statement for C with em as em, cw as e1, ew as ew , ew 0
as ew 00 , dw as dw , dw 0 as dw 00 , tw as tw , tw 0 as tw 00 to get
wellT yped(em, C) ∧ consistent(em, ew, dw, tw)∧
< e1, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 >=T[C ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
wellT yped(e, ew00 , dw00 , tw00 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew00 , e, ew)∧
extendsDecl(dw00 , e, dw) ∧ extendsT heory(tw00 , e, tw)∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew , :< t0 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(A)

From (A) and assumptions (7.9), (7.2) and (7.6), it follows that
extendsEnv (ew 00 , e1, ew )

(7.12)
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the intermediate environment preserves extension.
Now, we show that environment e 0 extends an intermediate environment e 00 , we
proceed as follows: We instantiate lemma (L-cseq4) with em as em, em 0 as em 0 , C as
C , Cseq as Cseq, ew as ew , ew 0 as ew 0 , e1 as e1, e2 as e2, dw as dw , dw 0 as dw 0 , tw
as tw , tw 0 as tw 0 , ew 00 as ew 00 , dw 00 as dw 00 , tw 00 as tw 00 to get
< e1, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 >= T[C ](em, ew , dw , tw ) ∧ em 0 = Env (em, C )∧
< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T[Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 ) ∧ consistent(em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒ consistent(em 0 , dw 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )
(B)
From (B) with assumptions (7.6), (7.7), (7.8) and (7.2), it follows that
consistent(em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )

(7.13)

We instantiate the induction assumption for Cseq with em as em 0 , cw as e2, ew as
ew 00 , ew 0 as ew 0 , dw as dw 00 , dw 0 as dw 0 , tw as tw 00 , tw 0 as tw 0 to get
wellT yped(em0 , Cseq) ∧ consistent(em0 , ew00 , dw00 , tw00 )∧
< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >=T[Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )
⇒
wellT yped(e, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew0 , e, ew00 )∧
extendsDecl(dw0 , e, dw00 ) ∧ extendsT heory(tw0 , e, tw00 )∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew , :< t0 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [Cseq ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[Cseq ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(C)

From (C) with assumptions (7.11), (7.13) and (7.8), it follows that
extendsEnv (ew 0 , e2, ew 00 )

(7.14)

From (7.5), we can re-write the goal (b) as
extendsEnv (ew 0 , e1; e2, ew )
In order to prove this goal, we instantiate lemma (L-cseq2) with em as em, C as
C , Cseq as Cseq, ew as ew , ew 0 as ew 0 , ew 00 as ew 00 , e1 as e1, e2 as e2, dw as dw ,
dw 0 as dw 0 , dw 00 as dw 00 , tw as tw , tw 0 as tw 0 , tw 00 as tw 00 to get
wellTyped (em, C ; Cseq)∧ < e1; e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T[C ; Cseq ](em, ew , dw , tw )
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⇒
[extendsEnv (ew 00 , e1, ew )∧extendsEnv (ew 0 , e2, ew 00 )
⇒ extendsEnv (ew 0 , e1; e2, ew ) ] ∧
00
[extendsDecl (dw , e1, dw )∧extendsDecl (dw 0 , e2, dw 00 )
⇒ extendsDecl (dw 0 , e1; e2, dw ) ] ∧
00
[extendsTheory(tw , e1, tw )∧extendsTheory(tw 0 , e2, tw 00 ) ⇒
extendsTheory(tw 0 , e1; e2, tw ) ]

(D)

The goal (b) follows from (D) and assumptions (7.1), (7.4), (7.5), (7.12) and (7.14).
Goal (e)
To prove, this goal, we proceed as follow:
Let t, t 0 , cw , vw be arbitrary but fixed.
We assume:
< t, cw >−→< t 0 , vw >

(7.15)

From (7.15), (7.5), and the semantics of Why3 (i.e. e1; e2 is a syntactic sugar for
let = e1 in e2), we know
cw = let = e1 in e2

(7.16)

From Why3 semantics (com-s) [63] and Appendix G, we get
< t, let = e1 in e2 >−→< t 0 , vw >

(7.17)

< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , vw 0 >

(7.18)

for some t 00 , where vw 0 is not an exception
< t 00 , e2 >−→< t 0 , vw >

(7.19)

for some t 00 .
We show:
∃ s, s 0 ∈ State : equals(s, t)∧ [C ; Cseq ](em)(s, s 0 )

(e.a)

∀ s, s0 ∈ State, dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧ [C ; Cseq ](em)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s 0 , t 0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw )
(e.b)
In the following, we prove these two sub-goals (e.a) and (e.b) of goal (e).
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Sub-Goal (e.a)
To prove this goal, we define
s := constructs(t)

(7.20)

We split the original goal (e.a) and show the following sub-goals:
equals(s, t)
[C ;

Cseq ](em)(s, s 0 )

(e.a.1)
(e.a.2)

Now, in the following we prove the two further sub-goals (e.a.1) and (e.a.2).
Sub-Goal (e.a.1)
We instantiate lemma (L-cseq5) with s as s and t as t to get
s = constructs(t) ⇒ equals(s, t)

(E)

The sub-goal (e.a.1) follows from (E) with assumption (7.20).
Sub-Goal (e.a.2)
We instantiate the soundness statement for C with em as em, cw as e1, ew as ew ,
ew 0 as ew 00 , dw as dw , dw 0 as dw 00 , tw as tw , tw 0 as tw 00 to get
wellT yped(em, C) ∧ consistent(em, ew, dw, tw)∧
< e1, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 >=T[C ](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
wellT yped(e, ew00 , dw00 , tw00 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew00 , e, ew)∧
extendsDecl(dw00 , e, dw) ∧ extendsT heory(tw00 , e, tw)∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew , :< t0 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)
From (F) with assumptions (7.9), (7.2), (7.6), we get
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∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t0 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(F.1)

We instantiate the above formula (F.1) with t as t and t 0 as t 00 , vw as vw 0 to get
∀t, t00 ∈ Statew , vw0 ∈ V aluew :< t0 , e >−→< t00 , vw0 >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [C ](e)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[C ](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t00 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw0 )

(F.2)

From (F.2) with assumption (7.18), we know
∃ s, s 0 ∈ State : equals(s, t)∧ [C ](em)(s, s 0 )

(F.3)

By instantiating (F.3) with s as s, s 0 as s 00 , we know that there is s, s 00 s.t.
[C ](em)(s, s 00 )

(7.21)

We instantiate the induction assumption for Cseq with em as em 0 , cw as e2, ew as
ew 00 , ew 0 as ew 0 , dw as dw 00 , dw 0 as dw 0 , tw as tw 00 , tw 0 as tw 0 to get
wellT yped(em0 , Cseq) ∧ consistent(em0 , ew00 , dw00 , tw00 )∧
< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >=T[Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )
⇒
wellT yped(e, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew0 , e, ew00 )∧
extendsDecl(dw0 , e, dw00 ) ∧ extendsT heory(tw0 , e, tw00 )∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew , :< t0 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [Cseq ](em0 )(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[Cseq ](em0 )(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(G)

From (G) with assumptions (7.11), (7.13) and (7.8), it follows that
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t, e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
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∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [Cseq ](em0 )(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[Cseq ](em0 )(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t00 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw0 )

(G.1)

We instantiate the formula (G.1) with t as t 00 , t 0 as t 0 , vw as vw to get
∀t00 , t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t00 , e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [Cseq ](em0 )(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t00 )∧
[C ](em0 )(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw0 )

(G.2)

From (G.2) and assumption (7.19), we get
∃ s, s 0 ∈ State : equals(s, t 00 )∧ [Cseq ](em 0 )(s, s 0 )

(G.3)

By instantiating (G.3) with s as s 00 , s 0 as s 0 , we know that there is s 00 , s 0 s.t.
[Cseq ](em

0

)(s 00 , s 0 )

(7.22)

This sub-goal (e.a.2), which is a definition of the semantics of the command sequence
C ; Cseq follows from the assumptions (7.21), (7.22) and (7.7).
Hence sub-goals (e.a.1) and (e.a.2) are proved thus the sub-goal (e.a) is proved.
Sub-Goal (e.b)
This goal is the heart of this proof; as we need to show here the semantic equivalence
of the corresponding MiniMaple and Why3 states and values.
Let s, s 0 , dm be arbitrary but fixed.
We assume:
equals(s, t)

(7.23)
0

(7.24)

dm = inf oData(s )

(7.25)

s 0 := constructs(t 0 )

(7.26)

vw := constructs(dm)

(7.27)

[C ;

Cseq ](em)(s, s )
0

We define:

We split the original goal (e.b) and show the following sub-goals:
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equals(s 0 , t 0 )

(e.b.1)

equals(dm, vw )

(e.b.2)

In the following, we prove the two further sub-goals (e.b.1) and (e.b.2).
Sub-Goal (e.b.1)
We instantiate lemma (L-cseq5) with s as s 0 and t as t 0 to get
s 0 = constructs(t 0 ) ⇒ equals(s 0 , t 0 )

(H)

This sub-goal follows from (H) with assumption (7.26).
Sub-Goal (e.b.2)
We instantiate lemma (L-cseq6) with v as vw , v 0 as dm to get
vw = constructs(dm) ⇒ equals(dm, vw )

(I)

This sub-goal follows from (I) with assumption (7.27).

7.4.2. Soundness of While-loop
The soundness statement for command C is similar to the soundness statement of
command sequence Cseq as formulated in Section 7.4.1. Thus the goal for the soundness statement of a while-loop command is:
∀ E ∈ Expression, Cseq ∈ Command Sequence :
∀ em ∈ Environment, e1, e2 ∈ Exprressionw , ew , ew 0 ∈ Environmentw ,
dw , dw 0 ∈ Declw , tw , tw 0 ∈ Theoryw :
wellT yped(em, while E do Cseq end) mathit∧consistent(em, ew , dw , tw )∧
< while e1 do e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T[while e1 do e2](em, ew , dw , tw )
⇒
wellT yped(while e1 do e, ew0 , dw0 , tw0 ) ∧ extendsEnv(ew0 , while e1 do e2, ew )∧
extendsDecl(dw0 , while e1 do e, dw) ∧ extendsT heory(tw0 , while e1 do e2, tw )∧
∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew , :< t, while e1 do e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [while E do Cseq end](em)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[while E do Cseq end](em)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)
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The proof of the soundness statement of a while-loop command is not straight
forward because the semantics of a Why3 while-loop [63] is defined by a corresponding
complex exception handling mechanism of Why3:
while e1 do e2 ≡
try
loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit
with Exit → void end

(SE)

The semantics above involves various other Why3 constructs, e.g. loop and conditional
which makes the reasoning complex as the reasoning requires lot of applications respectively unfolding of semantics rules of the other Why3 constructs.
In order to make the proof respectively reasoning simpler, we have derived the following two new rules for the semantics of while-loop (from the above defined semantics
of Why3 while-loop):
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , false >
< t, while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >

(R.1)

< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , true >
< t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void >
< t 000 , while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >

(R.2)

< t, while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >
These rules operate directly on the level of while-loop (without expansion/unfolding).
Based on these rules, we prove the soundness of typical while-loops by the principle
of rule induction [158]. We will subsequently prove the soundness of rules (R.1) and
(R.2) with the help of the following lemma.
Lemma (L-a1)
If there exists a derivation
< t 000 , try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
then there also exists a corresponding derivation
< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , Exit c >
Proof
We assume:
< t 000 , try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
(7.28)
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We show:
< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , Exit c >
In fact, we show here that the goal-derivation from assumption (7.28) is possible by
only one semantic rule such that it does not change the respective semantics.
We suppose a derivation (7.28), which is a try-catch construct. There are three
semantic rules for Why3 try-catch construct; in the following, we apply case analysis
on each of these three rules:
Case 1:
The first rule is try-1:
< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , E c >
< t 00 , e2[x ← c] >−→< t 0 , vw >
< t, try e1 with E x → e2 end >−→< t 0 , vw >
We instantiate rule try-1 with t as t 000 , t 0 as t 0 , t 00 as t 00 , e1 as loop if e1 then
e2 else raise Exit , e2 as void , E as Exit, vw as void and x as ; from which the
following
< t 0 , void >−→< t 0 , void >

(7.29)

< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , Exit c >
(7.30)
holds. The goal follows from assumption (7.30).
Case 2:
The second rule is try-2:

< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , vw >

where vw is not an exception

< t, try e1 with E x → e2 end >−→< t 0 , vw >
This rule cannot be applied to derive the goal from supposition (7.28). We prove
this by induction on the number of iterations. Suppose n ∈ N is the number of loop
iterations:
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Induction Basis
We instantiate rule try-2 with t as t 000 , t 0 as t 0 , e1 as loop if e1 then e2 else raise
Exit , e2 as void , E as Exit, vw as void and x as ; from which the following
< t, e1 >−→< tn , void >

(7.31)

< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
(7.32)
holds. Thus no derivation is found as neither (7.31) nor (7.32) is the goal.
Induction Step
Here, we assume that by the application of rule try-2 the required derivation is not
possible for iteration n and prove that also the goal cannot be derived for loop iteration
n + 1.
To prove, we instantiate rule try-2 with t as t 000 , t 0 as tn , e1 as loop if e1 then
e2 else raise Exit , e2 as void , E as Exit, vw as void and x as ; from which the
following
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , void >

(7.33)

< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< tn , void >
(7.34)
holds. Thus again no derivation is found as neither (7.33) nor (7.34) is the goal.
Case 3:
The third rule is try-3:
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , E 0 c >

E <> E 0

< t, try e1 with E x → e2 end >−→< t 0 , E 0 c >
The structure of this rule does not allow its application to derive the required goal.
Because the consequence of the transition of this rule (<t 0 , E 0 c>) has an exception
value (E 0 c), while the corresponding consequence of the transition of our assumption
(7.28) (<t 0 , void >) has a non-exception value (void ). 
In the following, we show that the aforementioned two new semantic rules (R.1)
and (R.2) follow from the basic rule calculus, i.e. adding these rules does not change
the semantics of Why3ML.
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Derivation of Rule (R.1)
In order to derive rule (R.1), first we get the following derivation based on the application of various semantics rules of Why3, e.g. try-1, loop-e. For the definition of
these semantics rules, please see Appendix G.
< t 0 , >−→< t 0 , c > where c =
(const)
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , false > < t 0 , raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >(raise)
< t, if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >(cond -f )
< t, loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >(loop-e)
< t 0 , void >−→< t 0 , void >(const)
< t 0 , void [ ← c] >−→< t 0 , void >(rewriting)
(try-1)
< t, try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
This derivation is only possible, if the following (d 1) holds:
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , false >

(d 1)

< t, try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
From (SE), we can rewrite (d1) as:

< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , false >
< t, while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >

which is the required rule (R.1).

Derivation of Rule (R.2)
The derivation of rule (R.2) is similar to the derivation of (R.1). By the application
of various semantics rules, we get the following derivation:
< t 0 , e1 >−→< t 00 , true >

< t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void >

< t, if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 000 , void >(cond -t)
< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >
< t, loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >(loop-n)
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< t 0 , void >−→< t 0 , void >(const)
< t 0 , void [ ← c] >−→< t 0 , void >(rewriting)
(try-1)
< t, try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
This derivation is only possible, when the following (d 2) holds:
< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , true > < t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void >
< t 000 , loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit >−→< t 0 , Exit c >
< t, try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
Based on lemma L-a1, we can derive the following derivation (d3) from derivation
(d2) above.
< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , true > < t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void >
< t 000 , try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
< t, try loop if e1 then e2 else raise Exit with Exit → void end >−→< t 0 , void >
From (SE), we can rewrite (d3) as:
< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , true >
< t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void >
< t 000 , while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >
< t, while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void >
which is the required rule (R.2).
Proof of Soundness (While-loop)
In this section, we sketch the structure and strategy for the proof of soundness of
while-loops. For the complete proof, please see Appendix G.
In the following, we discuss the proof of goal (SE) as formulated in Section 7.4.2.
Let em, e1, e2, ew , ew 0 , dw , dw 0 , tw , tw 0 , dm and vw be arbitrary but fixed.
We assume:
wellTyped (em, while E do Cseq end)
(7.35)
consistent(em, ew , dw , tw )

(7.36)

< while e1 do e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T [while E do Cseq end](em, ew , dw , tw )
(7.37)
By expanding the definition of (7.37), we know
< e1, ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 >= T [E ](em, ew , dw , tw )
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em 0 = Env (em, E )

(7.39)

< e2, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 >= T [Cseq ](em 0 , ew 00 , dw 00 , tw 00 )

(7.40)

We show:
 wellT yped(while e do e, ew 0 , dw 0 , tw 0 )
 extendsEnv(ew 0 , while e do e, ew)
 extendsDecl(dw 0 , while e do e, dw)
 extendsT heory(tw 0 , while e do e, tw)
 ∀t, t0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ V aluew :< t0 , while e do e >−→< t0 , vw >
⇒
∃s, s0 ∈ Statem :equals(s, t)∧ [while E do Cseqend](em)(s, s0 )∧
∀s, s0 ∈ Statem , dm ∈ Inf oData : equals(s, t)∧
[while E do Cseq end](e)(s, s0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s0 , t0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

The goals (a), (b), (c), (d) above are comparatively simple and can be proved based
on the strategy similar to the corresponding goals of the proof for the command sequence as discussed in Section 7.4.1. In the following, we only sketch the configurations
required for the proof of the crucial goal (e).
We prove the goal (e) by rule induction [158] on the operational semantics of whileloop which is defined above by the two derivation rules (R.1) and (R.2). By the
principle of rule induction, the goal (e) for a property P can be re-formulated as:
∀ t, t 0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ Valuew :< t, while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , vw > ⇒ P (t, t 0 , vw ) (e’)
where
P (t, t 0 , vw )⇔
[∃ s, s 0 ∈ State : equals(s, t)∧ [while E do Cseq end](em)(s, s 0 )]∧
[∀s, s 0 ∈ State, dm ∈ Inf oData :
equals(s 0 , t 0 )∧ [while E do Cseq end](em)(s, s 0 ) ∧ dm = inf oData(s0 )
⇒ equals(s 0 , t 0 ) ∧ equals(dm, vw )]
(D-p)
where E , Cseq and em are fixed as defined above.
To show goal (e’), based on the principle of rule induction it suffices to show the
following sub-goals for while-loop for the corresponding derivation rules (R.1) and
(R.2) respectively:
∀ t, t 0 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ Valuew , e1 ∈ Expressionw :
< t, e1 >−→< t 0 , false >⇒ P (t, t 0 , vw )

(e.a)
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∀ t, t 0 , t 00 , t 000 ∈ Statew , vw ∈ Valuew , e1, e2 ∈ Expressionw :
< t, e1 >−→< t 00 , true > ∧ < t 00 , e2 >−→< t 000 , void > ∧
< t 000 , while e1 do e2 >−→< t 0 , void > ∧P (t 000 , t 0 , void )
⇒ P (t, t 0 , vw )

(e.b)

With all of the above settings, now the proof of goal (e’) gets simpler. The sub-goals
(e.a) and (e.b) can be proved now with the help of the derivation rules (R.1) and (R.2)
and the corresponding definition (D-p). For the complete proof of the soundness of
while-loops and related definitions, please see [98] and Appendix G.
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In this chapter we discuss the application of our verification framework to the Maple
package DifferenceDifferential. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.1 gives an overview of the package while Section 8.2 describes the application of
our type system to it. In Section 8.3 we sketch the formal specification of the package,
in particular, the abstract data type based specification of it’s high level procedures.
Finally, in Section 8.4 we first demonstrate the verification of an abstract specification
example and then discuss the verification of DifferenceDifferential.

8.1. The Package “DifferenceDifferential”
The Maple package DifferenceDifferential [42] was developed by Christian Dönch to
compute difference-differential dimension polynomials in two variables; the computation is based on the concept of relative Gröbner bases which employs the method of
Franz Winkler and Meng Zhou as discussed in [162].
The implementation of the method is based on the definition of a difference differential operator (which we call ’ddo’): a ’ddo’ s ∈ K [∆, Σ]E depends on a differential
field K , a set of derivatives ∆, a set of automorphisms Σ and the generators E of the
operator respectively field. A ’ddo’ can be modeled as a list of tuples each of which is
a difference-differential term represented by a quadruple <c, d , s, e>, where
 c is an element of K ,
 d is a list of integers whose elements have non negative values and whose size
equals the size of the derivative set ∆,
 s is a list of integers whose size equals the size of the automorphism set Σ and
 e is an element in E .
The package requires ∆, Σ, E and list of differential operators as parameters. Additionally, the computation takes optional values such as names of the variables, symbols for automorphism and derivatives; if not given, these parameters get default
values. The package implements the method in a stepwise fashion which first computes the relative Gröbner bases and then, based on this bases, computes the resulting
difference-differential dimension polynomials. For further details of the algorithm and
other related mathematical notions and properties, please see [162]. Moreover, the
applications of such polynomials can be derived from Einstein [6] notion of a systems’
strength as introduced in his theory of relativity.
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The package Difference-Differential contains both low-level and high-level procedures. The sixteen low-level procedures are standalone, while the eighteen high-level
procedures call the low-level procedures. The low-level procedures implement the basic
operations on difference-differential dimension operators, e.g. “gleicheterme” (comparing two difference-differential dimension terms), “sigmamax” (computing a differencedifferential dimension term with given constraints), “ddsub” and “ddprod” (computing the difference and product of given difference-differential operators); the highlevel procedures implement abstract mathematical notions of the algorithm, e.g. “SP”
(computing s-polynomials for the given difference-differential operators) and “relGB”
(computing relative Gröbner bases).

8.2. Type Checking the Package
The application of the type checker to the Maple package DifferenceDifferential required some pre-processing which included:
1. adding type annotations to the package and
2. translating those parts of the package which were not supported in MiniMaple
into corresponding logically equivalent MiniMaple constructs.
Type annotating the package was a challenging task because type information and
comments were missing. Therefore, based on discussions with author of the package,
we first identified the intentions of various parts/procedures of the package. Then,
based on the intentions, we incrementally added type annotations:
 we first annotated the procedure headers, i.e. parameters and their respective
return types;
 we then annotated the local (identifier) declarations of the corresponding procedures;
 finally we annotated the other expressions used in the procedures. These expressions included variables which were directly used but not declared (locally
or globally).
In general, the appropriate procedure headers (parameters and return types) were
(manually) inferred from the corresponding procedure applications. Similarly, type
annotations of the local variable declarations were inferred from the use of these
variables.
In particular, most of the expressions representing mathematical objects were modeled as nested lists by the author of the package. We tried to annotate the parameters
of the package with appropriate types; e.g. we annotated the differential polynomial
expression with the list type
list([Or(integer, symbol), list(integer), list(integer), symbol])
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where each tuple in the list represents a term of the differential polynomial (see Section 8.3).
In general, MiniMaple supported most of the expressions appearing in the package.
We translated the few unsupported expressions manually to semantically equivalent
MiniMaple constructs. Such an unsupported expression is the Maple expression NULL
which can be used to delete an element of the list. In the following example, the third
element of the list l is assigned a NULL value and which removes this element from l .
> l:=[12,43,321,54,4];
l := [12, 43, 321, 54, 4]
> l:=subsop(3=NULL, l);
l := [12, 43, 54, 4]

This construction can be translated into the following equivalent form which reconstructs l from the elements before and after the third element; and which is supported
by MiniMaple:
> l:=[12,43,321,54,4];
l := [12, 43, 321, 54, 4]
> l:=[op(1..2, l), op(4..nops(l),l)];
l := [12, 43, 54, 4]

The translation of nested lists that involve NULL expressions was more complicated
and involved our auxiliary procedure which deletes a required element.
After the addition of type annotations and the translation of unsupported expressions, the type checker was applied by executing the command:
java fmrisc/typechecker/MiniMapleTypeChecker -typecheck DDDP76.m

While no crucial errors were found by the type checker, some bad code parts were
identified that could cause problems. These code parts were
 declarations of variables that were not used and correspondingly could not be
type-checked
 duplicate declarations of the same variables by global and local constructs.
After fixing these errors, the program could be correctly type-checked.

8.3. Specifying the Package
In this section, we discuss the formal specification of the package DifferenceDifferential.
In particular, we demonstrate the expressiveness of our specification language by for-
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Figure 8.1.: Overview of Specification of the Package DifferenceDifferential

mally specifying different mathematical concepts that were used in the package.
Both high-level and low-level procedures of the package have concrete-data type
based implementation, however,
 low-level procedures have concrete-data type based specifications while
 the high-level procedures have abstract-data type based specifications,
see Figure 8.1.
The high-level procedures specify and implement some abstract computer algebraic
concepts. As an example, we have chosen the high-level procedure SP to demonstrate
the results on our specification language. This procedure computes the s-polynomial
of two difference-differential polynomials with the help of two low-level procedures,
ddsub and ddprod which compute the difference and product of differential polynomials, respectively. As an application of our specification language, we have formally
specified all low-level procedures and approx. 70% of the high-level procedures. In
the following subsections, we discuss these specifications in more detail.

8.3.1. Concrete Data Type-based Specifications
As a starting point, based on a concrete data type, we formally specify the main mathematical notion used in the package, namely the concept of a “difference-differential
operator/polynomial (ddo)”. Then we specify the low-level procedures ddsub and
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ddprod based on the (concrete data type) specification of ’ddo’.
Concretely, we declare a type ’ddo’ and its related types as follows:
‘type/ddo‘:=list(ddo_term);
‘type/ddo_term‘:=[Or(integer,symbol),list(integer),
list(integer),symbol];
‘type/ddo_data‘:=[integer, integer, list(symbol)];
Here the type ddo_data represents the corresponding constraint elements of the ’ddo’,
i.e. ∆, Σ and E respectively. Now, we formally specify the aforementioned mathematical properties of a ’ddo’ as follows:
define(isddo(a:: ddo, d:: ddo_data)::boolean,
isddo(a:: ddo, d:: ddo_data) =
forall(n:: integer, 1 <= n and n <= nops(a) implies
isddo_term(d, a[n])
);
define(isddo_term(d:: ddo_data, t:: ddo_term)::boolean,
isddo_term(d:: ddo_data, t:: ddo_term) =
inField(t[1], d) = true and
forall(j:: integer, 1<=j and j <= nops(t[2]) implies
0 <= t[2][j]) and
nops(t[2]) = d[1] and nops(t[3]) = d[2] and
exists(n::integer,1<=n and n <= nops(d[3]) and t[4]=d[3][n])
);
define(inField(s:: Or(integer, symbol), d:: addo_data)::boolean);
define(sub_ddo(a:: ddo, b:: ddo, d:: ddo_data, m:: integer)::ddo, ...);
define(mul_ddo(a:: [symbol,list(integer),list(integer)],
b:: ddo, d:: ddo_data, m:: integer)::ddo, ...);
In detail, the specification function isddo says that an object a of type ’ddo’ is a
well-formed ’ddo’, if each element of a is a differential term as specified by the corresponding predicate isddo_term. The function isddo_term is a logical conjunction of
four formulas where each formula specifies the corresponding mathematical property
of each element of the term, respectively.
Based on this specification of ’ddo’, we sketch the (concrete data type based) specification of the low-level procedure ddsub which computes the difference of the two
given difference-differential operators:
ddsub := proc(c:: ddo, b::ddo)::ddo;
(*@
requires isddo(c, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) = true and
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isddo(b, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) = true;
global EMPTY;
ensures isddo(RESULT, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) and
RESULT = sub_ddo(c, b, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators], 0);
@*)
...
end proc;
The specification states
 as a pre-condition, that both of the procedure arguments c and b are well-formed
’ddo’s
 that the body of the procedure does not modify any global variable and
 as a post-condition, that the result of the procedure is a well-formed ’ddo’ whose
value is defined by the application of the specification function sub_ddo.
Here, anzdelta, anzsigma and generators are global variables which form the
addo_data as discussed above.
Similarly, the corresponding procedure ddprod that computes the differential product is specified as follows:
ddprod := proc (u::ddo, v::ddo)::ddo;
(*@
requires isddo(v, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) = true and
isddo(u, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) = true;
global EMPTY;
ensures isddo(RESULT, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]) and
RESULT = mul_ddo(u, v, [anzdelta, anzsigma, generators]);
@*)
...
end proc;
The specification of the procedure ddprod is the same as explained above for the
procedure ddsub. However, the value of the result of the procedure ddprod is defined
by the application of the specification function mul_ddo.

8.3.2. Abstract Data Type-based Specifications
To specify the high-level procedure SP , we first formally specify the notion of an abstract ’ddo’ with the help of an abstract data type; the support of abstract data types
is a key feature of our formal specification language. The specification of procedures
operating on concrete representations of the abstract data type follows the strategy
pioneered by Tony Hoare [81] which is based on an “abstraction function” that maps
the concrete data type into the corresponding abstract data type.
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Figure 8.2.: Formulation for Abstract Specification and Verification
In more detail, if there is an abstract object A which has an underlying implementation based on a concrete object C , then our formulation for the specification of such
an object consists of the following elements (see Figure 8.2):
1. an abstract data type A (the model type),
2. a concrete data type C (the representation type),
3. an abstraction function abstract : C → A.
Subsequently, the contract of a method operating on a concrete object x ∈ C is then
specified in terms of its abstract counterpart abstract(x ) ∈ A (i.e. the specification
refers to x only in the form abstract(x )). In the following, we specify step-wise the
notion of a ’ddo’ based on this strategy.
Model
To model ’ddo’, we first declare an abstract ’ddo’ (which we call ’addo’) and its
corresponding constructors as follows:
(* addo type declarations *)
‘type/addo‘;
(* addo constructors *)
define(create_addo()::addo);
define(add_term_addo(d:: addo_data, a:: addo, t:: ddo_term)::addo);
The first constructor create_addo returns an empty ’addo’ while the second constructor add_term_addo adds a new term t to the given ’addo’ a such that the term
t respects the data d. In fact, here we abstract away the concrete data type ’list’
(representing a ’ddo’) to ’addo’. Therefore, the two constructors have one-to-one correspondence to the list constructors, i.e. to empty and cons. Then we specify the
other properties of abstract ’ddo’.
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(* addo operations/properties *)
define(isAddo(a:: addo)::boolean,
isAddo(a:: addo) =
forall(n:: integer, 1 <= n and n <= length_addo(a) implies
isAddo_term(get_addo_data(a), get_addo_term(a))
);
define(isAddo_term(d:: addo_data, t:: ddo_term)::boolean,
isAddo_term(d:: addo_data, t:: ddo_term) =
inField(t[1], d) = true and
forall(j:: integer, 1<=j and j <= nops(t[2]) implies
0 <= t[2][j]) and
nops(t[2]) = d[1] and nops(t[3]) = d[2] and
exists(n::integer,1<=n and n <= nops(d[3]) and t[4]=d[3][n])
);
define(length_addo(a:: addo)::integer);
define(get_addo_data(a:: addo)::addo_data);
define(get_addo_term(a:: addo)::ddo_term);
define(remove_term_addo(a:: addo)::addo);
define(is_empty_addo(a:: addo)::boolean,
is_empty_addo(a:: addo) = ’if’(a = create_addo(),true,false));
define(equals_addo(a:: addo, b:: addo)::boolean, ...);
define(equals_addo_term(t1:: ddo_term, t2:: ddo_term)::boolean, ...);
define(sub_addo(a:: addo, b:: addo):: addo);
define(mul_addo(a:: addo, b:: addo):: addo);
...
One of the main properties of interest for ’addo’ is specified by predicate isAddo which
says that an ’addo’ a is an abstract ’ddo’, if each of its terms is an abstract differential
term as specified by predicate isAddo_term.
Representation
The underlying representation as an implementation of ’addo’ is a concrete type
addo_rep:
‘type/addo_rep‘:=list(ddo_term);
In fact, this type is identical to the type ’ddo’ declared before.
Abstraction
Based on the previously defined concrete representation type, we define the abstraction
of concrete type addo_rep to an abstract type addo by the function to_abstract_addo.
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In addition to representation m, the function also requires a parameter d which is used
to specify various constraints on the corresponding abstract ’ddo’ respectively terms.
define(to_abstract_ddo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep)::addo,
to_abstract_addo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep) =
’if’(nops(m) = 0,
create_addo(),
add_addo_term(d, [op(1..nops(m)-1, m)], m[nops(m)]) )
);
In detail, the function says that for a given ’ddo’ m
 if the length of m is zero, then create an empty ’addo’ by the corresponding
constructor create_addo() , otherwise
 construct an ’addo’ by the constructor add_addo_term which adds the last element of list m as an ’addo’ term to the remaining list.
In the following, we sketch the formal specification of the high-level procedure SP
based on the above specification (model type and abstraction function) of an abstract
’ddo’.
Procedure Specification
The procedure SP computes the s-polynomial of two given ’ddo’s (s and t) and other
auxiliary arguments. The procedure has arguments
 z ∈ Z, z ≥ 0
 s, t ∈ K [∆, Σ]E
 v ∈ [∆, Σ]E
 s1, t1 ∈ [∆, Σ]
and returns a ’ddo’.
Based on above description, we specify the procedure with the help of the abstract
data type as sketched below:
SP := proc (z::integer, s::ddo, t::ddo,
v::[list(integer), list(integer), list(symbol)],
s1::[list(integer),list(integer)],
t1::[list(integer),list(integer)])::ddo;
(*@
requires
1 <= z and z <= power(2, anzsigma) and
isAddo(to_abstract_addo([anzdelta,anzsigma,generators],s))=true and
isAddo(to_abstract_addo([anzdelta,anzsigma,generators],t))=true and
...
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global EMPTY;
ensures
LET ad=to_abstract_addo([anzdelta,anzsigma,generators],RESULT) IN
isAddo(ad) = true and
ad=sPol(z,
to_abstract_addo([anzdelta, anzsigma, generators], s),
to_abstract_addo([anzdelta, anzsigma, generators], t),
v , s1, t1);
@*)
...
...
c1 := ddprod(d1, f);
c2 := ddprod(d2, g);
sp := ddsub(c1, c2);
return sp;
end proc;
In detail, the specification is structured as follows:
 In the pre-condition, we first construct abstract ’ddo’s by the application of
function to_abstract_ddo to the actual arguments of the procedure s and t:
we then apply the predicate isAddo to the constructed abstract ’ddo’ in order
to specify the mathematical constraints on an abstract ’ddo’. Corresponding
constraints are also specified on the other other auxiliary arguments of the procedure.
 Similarly, in the post-condition, we first construct an abstract ’ddo’ from the
RESULT of the procedure and then test the abstract ’ddo’ if it respects the predicate isAddo. Furthermore, this RESULT equals the value of the s-polynomial
defined with the help of the specification function sPol.
In the following, we discuss the verification of the implementation of SP (which calls
the low-level procedures ddsub and ddprod ) with respect to this specification.

8.4. Verifying the Package
In this section, we discuss the verification of selected procedures of the package
DifferenceDifferential. In Subsection 8.4.1, we describe the verification of low-level
procedures of the package. In Subsection 8.4.2, we describe the verification of an abstract data type based example program (written in Why3ML) from which we have
derived strategies for the appropriate verification of high-level procedures. Finally, in
Subsection 8.4.3, we use this strategy to verify the high-level procedure SP .
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8.4.1. Verification of Low-level Procedures
We have verified all the sixteen low-level procedures of DifferenceDifferential which
includes approx. 80% automatic and 20% interactive proofs. The automatic proofs
were performed using the SMT (satisfiability modulo theories [140]) solvers Z3 [51],
CVC3 [43] and Alt-Ergo [45] while the interactive proofs were performed with the
help of the proving assistant Coq [20]. Most of the proofs could be performed automatically because the low-level procedures of the package DifferenceDifferential have
both specifications and implementations based on concrete-data types as discussed in
Section 8.3.
The verification of the procedures also involved the definition and verification of
loop invariants and termination terms (aka variants) in addition to the procedure
specifications (pre- and post-conditions). One of the challenges of the verification of
low-level procedures was the adequacy of the definition of loop invariants and corresponding termination terms. Here, the definitions of loop invariants and termination
terms were refined incrementally to make them directly amenable for verification after
translating them into corresponding Why3ML constructs.
In the following we sketch the MiniMaple specification of a simple loop from the
low-level procedure ddsub which is the result of quite a few refinements.
...
l := nops(f);
...
while (i0 < nops(g)) do
(*@
invariant ( forall(j::integer, i0 < j and j < nops(g) implies
g[j] = OLD(g[j])) ) and
( forall(k::integer, 0 <= k and k < i0 implies
g[k] = OLD(-g[k])) ) and
( forall(j0::integer, 0 <= j0 and j0 < l implies
f[j0] = OLD(f[j0])) ) and
( forall(k0::integer, k0 >= l and k0 < nops(f) implies
f[k0] = OLD(-g[k0 - nops(g)])) ) and
( nops(f) = l + i0 and nops(g) = nops(OLD(g)) ) and
...;
decreases ( nops(g) - i0 );
@*)
...
g[i0][1] := -g[i0][1];
f := [nops(f), g[i0]];
...
i0 := i0 + 1;
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end do;
The loop invariant is specified with an invariant construct. In principle, the
invariant specifies the relationship between the elements of the two lists f and g. Furthermore, the invariant describes some additional constraints about the corresponding
elements of the lists. The termination term of the loop is specified with the corresponding decreases construct; it denotes a nonnegative value which is decreased after
each loop iteration.
However, the proofs of the verification conditions (including procedure and loop
specifications) of the low-level procedures required some lemmas to be added manually
because the definitions of some specification functions generated by the translator
were not adequate. For instance, as discussed in Section 8.3.1, the specification of
the procedure ddsub involves a specification function sub ddo which computes the
difference of the ’ddo’s. However, the function sub ddo which is generated by the
translator (for the corresponding specification function ddsub) is not directly amenable
for verification. Therefore, to make the definition of the translated function sub ddo
adequate for proving, we manually introduced the lemmas:
(* the following two lemmas are about "sub_ddo" function *)
lemma ddo_sub0:
forall b: list ddo_term, c: list ddo_term, d: ddo_data, j: int, k: int.
0 <= j < length c /\ 0 <= k < length b ->
equals_ddo_term (nth j c) (nth k b) (d) ->
sub_ddo b c d (k+1) = sub_ddo b c d k
lemma ddo_sub1:
forall b: list ddo_term, c: list ddo_term, d: ddo_data, j: int, k: int.
0 <= j < length c /\ 0 <= k < length b ->
forall s: symbol, s1: symbol, s2: symbol.
not (equals_ddo_term (nth j c) (nth k b) (d)) ->
sub_ddo b c d (k+1) =
sub_ddo b c d k ++ Cons (sub_ddo_term (nth j c) (nth k b) (d)) Nil

The above lemmas state the facts that the specification function sub ddo (over lists
of ’ddo’ terms) correctly computes the result. These lemmas were proved manually
using the interactive prover Coq based on the strategy of structural induction. In
future, we plan to generate lemmas of this kind automatically.

8.4.2. Verification of High-level Procedures
The verification of the high-level procedures of DifferenceDifferential included eight
proofs, which were all interactive. However, as discussed in Section 8.3, we have
devised a logical formulation for the verification of abstract data type based high-level
procedures. The challenge here was to prove the correctness of procedures, which
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on the one hand have an implementation based on concrete data types (e.g. the
difference-differential operator is implemented as a list of its terms as tuples)
and
 on the other hand are specified by abstract data types (e.g. the differencedifferential operator is specified by an abstract data type “addo” with corresponding operations and mathematical properties).
In this section, we discuss the appropriate strategy for the verification of this kind
of procedures based on the example of a typical“stack”; we have used this example to
experiment with strategies to derive successful proofs.
As discussed in Section 8.3.2 a concrete representation type C can be specified
with the help of an abstract type A (the model type) and an abstraction function
abstract : C → A.
Our formulation for the verification of a procedure that is specified in terms of A
and operating on objects of type C consists of:
1. a concretization-relationship between C and A defined as “concrete ⊆ C × A”,
2. an invariant predicate “invariant ⊆ C ” and
3. a lemma
∀ c : C , a : A, invariant(c) ⇒ (a = abstract(c) ⇔ concrete(a, c)).
The concretization relation and the associated lemma make knowledge about the
derivation of a concrete representation from an abstract model directly available in
the proof such that the reasoning gets simpler.
To demonstrate the adequacy of our formulation with respect to the underlying
tools used in our verification framework (Why3 and the supported back-end provers),
we specify in the following the abstract data type “stack” and verify its mutable array
based implementation.
Model
A stack of integer values is modeled as an algebraic type as follows:
type stack = Create | Push (stack) (int)
The two constructors correspond to
1. the construction of an empty stack and
2. the construction of a stack by pushing a given integer (element) to the given
stack respectively.
The other typical operations of the stack are defined by pattern matching respectively
structural induction as follows:
function is_empty_stack (s: stack) : bool=
match s with
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| Create -> True
| Push s1 e -> False
end
function top (s: stack) : int=
match s with
| Create -> 0
| Push s1 e -> e
end
function pop (s: stack) : stack=
match s with
| Create -> s
| Push s1 e -> s1
end
function length_stack (s: stack) : int=
match s with
| Create -> 0
| Push s1 e -> 1 + length_stack (s1)
end
Representation
An abstract stack can be represented by a tuple of two elements as follows:
type stack_rep = {| mutable size: int; data: mutable array int |}
The first element size represents the number of elements in the stack and the second
element data represents the actual stack elements as a mutable array of integers. Here,
the mutable array was later used in an imperative code part of the implementation
of the stack function push_array.
Abstraction
The function to_abstract_stack defines the mapping of a stack-representation of
type stack_rep to a corresponding abstract type stack as follows:
function to_abstract_stack (r: stack_rep) : stack
axiom to_abstract_stack0:
forall r: stack_rep. r.size = 0 -> to_abstract_stack (r) = Create
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axiom to_abstract_stack1:
forall r: stack_rep, r1: stack_rep.
let r1 = {| size=r.size-1; data=r.data |} in
r.size > 0 ->
to_abstract_stack(r) = Push(to_abstract_stack (r1))(r.data[r.size-1])
In detail, the two axioms say that
1. if the size of the stack representation r is zero, then the abstraction of r is an
empty stack and
2. if the size of the stack-representation r is greater than zero, then the abstraction
of r is the result of the application of the push operation to a stack r1 (derived
from r by removing the last element).
In the following, we discuss the corresponding formulation for the verification of the
implementation specified above.

Concretization Relation
The concretization relationship specifies the other direction of the abstraction function.
We thus specify the relation of the stack-representation r to an abstract stack s as
defined below:

predicate concrete_stack (s: stack) (r: stack_rep)=
match s with
| Create -> r.size = 0
| Push s1 e ->
r.size > 0 /\ r.size < r.data.length ->
r.data[r.size-1] = e /\
exists a1: array int. r.data.length = a1.length /\
s1 = to_abstract_stack ({|size=r.size-1; data=a1 |}) /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j < r.size-1 -> r.data[j] = a1[j]
end

The relation concrete_stack says that
 if abstract stack s is empty, then the size of the stack representation r is zero
 if the abstract stack is non-empty, i.e. of form Push s1 e and if the size of r is
greater than zero and less than the length of the stack representation, then the
element e is the last element of the stack representation.
The formulation is based on an array a1 whose abstraction is equal to the stack s1.
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Figure 8.3.: Verification of a Stack Example
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Invariant
There can be various such combinations of the elements (size and data) of the stackrepresentation from which we cannot construct a legal abstract stack. To avoid such
instances of the stack-representation we define the following invariant:
predicate invariant_stack (r: stack_rep) = 0 <= r.size <= r.data.length
which prevents illegal stack representations.
Specified Stack Implementation
In the following, we give the complete Why3ML code for the stack example presumed
in the previous subsections:
(* stack model (abstract type stack and its operations) *)
module StackModel
use
use
use
use
use

export
export
export
export
export

int.Int
list.List
bool.Bool
module ref.Ref
module array.Array

type stack = Create | Push (stack) (int)
function length_stack (s: stack) : int=
match s with
| Create -> 0
| Push s1 e -> 1 + length_stack (s1)
end
function is_empty_stack (s: stack) : bool=
match s with
| Create -> True
| Push s1 e -> False
end
function top (s: stack) : int=
match s with
| Create -> 0
| Push s1 e -> e
end
function pop (s: stack) : stack=
match s with
| Create -> s
| Push s1 e -> s1
end
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function pop0 (s: stack) : int=
match s with
| Create -> 0
| Push s1 e -> e
end
function get_stack (s: stack) (i: int) : int
axiom get_stack0: forall s: stack, i: int. i = 0 -> get_stack (s) (i) = top (s)
axiom get_stack1: forall s: stack, i: int.
i > 0 -> get_stack (s) (i) = get_stack (pop (s)) (i-1)
end
(* stack representation (mapping, concretization and invariant) *)
module StackRep
use import module StackModel
use export module arith.Int32
type stack_rep = {| mutable size: int; data: array int |}
function to_abstract_stack (r: stack_rep) : stack
axiom to_abstract_stack0: forall r: stack_rep.
r.size = 0 -> to_abstract_stack (r) = Create
axiom to_abstract_stack1:
forall r: stack_rep, r1: stack_rep.
let r1 = {| size=r.size-1; data=r.data |} in
r.size > 0 ->
to_abstract_stack (r) = Push (to_abstract_stack (r1)) (r.data[r.size-1])
predicate concrete_stack (s: stack) (r: stack_rep)=
match s with
| Create -> r.size = 0
| Push s1 e -> r.size > 0 /\ r.size < r.data.length -> r.data[r.size-1] = e /\
exists a1: array int. r.data.length = a1.length /\
s1 = to_abstract_stack ({|size=r.size-1; data=a1 |}) /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j < r.size-1 -> r.data[j] = a1[j]
end
predicate invariant_stack (r: stack_rep)=
0 <= r.size <= r.data.length
lemma abstract_concrete:
forall r: stack_rep, s: stack.
invariant_stack (r) -> ( s = to_abstract_stack (r) <-> concrete_stack (s) (r))
end
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(* stack implementation (with abstract specifications) *)
module StackImpl
use import module StackModel
use import module StackRep
let top_array (r: stack_rep) : int=
{ let s = to_abstract_stack (r) in is_empty_stack (s) = False /\ invariant_stack (r) }
r.data[r.size-1]
{ let s = to_abstract_stack (r) in result = top (s) /\ invariant_stack (r) }
let pop_array (r: stack_rep) : stack_rep=
{let s = to_abstract_stack (r) in is_empty_stack (s) = False /\ invariant_stack (r)}
let a1 = r.data in
a1[r.size-1] <- 0;
{| size=r.size-1; data=a1 |}
{let s = to_abstract_stack (r) in
to_abstract_stack (result) = pop (s) /\ invariant_stack (result) }
let is_empty (r: stack_rep) : bool=
{ invariant_stack (r) }
r.size = 0
{ let s = to_abstract_stack (r) in result = is_empty_stack (s) /\ invariant_stack (r) }
let create_empty (i: int) : stack_rep=
{i > 0}
{| size=0; data=make i 0 |}
{ let s = to_abstract_stack (result) in
is_empty_stack (s) = True /\ invariant_stack (result) }
val resize (r: stack_rep) :
{ invariant_stack(r) } unit
{ invariant_stack(r) /\ (old r).size = r.size /\
(old r).data.length * 2 + 1 = r.data.length /\
forall j: int. 0 <= j < (old r).size -> r.data[j] = (old r).data[j] /\
forall k: int. (old r).size <= k < r.data.length -> r.data[k] = 0 }
let push_array (r: stack_rep) (e: int) =
{ invariant_stack (r) }
if r.size = r.data.length then
begin
resize(r)
end;
r.data[r.size] <- e;
r.size <- r.size+1
{ invariant_stack(r) /\
let s = to_abstract_stack (old r) in
let s1 = to_abstract_stack (r) in
s1 = Push s e }
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end

The example above contains three modules where
1. module StackModel specifies the stack model,
2. module StackRep specifies the stack representation, abstraction, concretization
relation and invariant and
3. module StackImpl contains the actual stack implementation (based on representation) annotated with abstract specifications.
In the following, we discuss the verification of the above example.
Verification
Figure 8.3 shows a screen shot of the Why3-GUI for the verification of the stack
example. In fact, the verification conditions generated by Why3 are proved with the
help of the following lemma which is part of our logical formulation for verification:
lemma abstract_concrete:
forall r: stack_rep, s: stack.
invariant_stack (r) ->
( s = to_abstract_stack (r) <-> concrete_stack (s) (r) )
This lemma makes the knowledge of stack representation r and abstract stack s directly available for use in proving; it was proved in Coq by structural induction on
stack s.
With the introduction of the lemma, the proofs of most of the implementation functions were fully automatic. Only the proof of the implementation function push_array
was partially interactive, because the push operation needs to resize the stackrepresentation array. Here, the interactive proof was a mix of case analysis, induction
on the size of the stack and some other tactics of Coq.

8.4.3. Verification of the High-level Procedure “SP”
We approached the goal of verification of the high-level procedure SP based on our
experiment with the verification of the stack example discussed in the previous section. The verification of the implementation of the procedure requires to define a
concretization relation and an invariant as discussed in the following.
Concretization Relation
The concretization function specifies the relation between an abstract ’ddo’ a and its
corresponding concrete representation m as defined below:
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Figure 8.4.: Verification of DifferenceDifferential
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define(concrete_addo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep, a:: addo)::boolean,
concrete_addo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep, a:: addo) =
’if’(nops(m) > 0 ,
nops(m) > 0 implies
exists(a1:: list(ddo_term), t:: ddo_term,
a = add_addo_term(d,to_abstract_addo(d, a1),t) and
t = m[nops(m)] and nops(a1) = nops(m) - 1 and
forall(i:: integer, 1 <= i and i <= nops(m)-1
implies a1[i] = m[i])
)
, a = create_addo() )
);
In detail, the concretization relation says that if the concrete representation of ’ddo’ m
is non-empty, then the abstract ’ddo’ a is constructed with the help of a corresponding
constructor add_addo_term by adding some term t to some abstract ’ddo’ (that is
based on some concrete representation a1). Here, the term t is the last element of the
concrete ’ddo’ m and the elements of a1 are the same as of m such that the last element
of m is missing in a1. Furthermore, if the concrete representation m is empty, then the
given abstract ’ddo’ a is equal to the corresponding constructor create_addo.
Invariant
Now, we define the invariant for the concrete representation of the ’ddo’ that ensures
the legal construction of abstract ’ddo’ for a given concrete representation.
define(invariant_addo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep)::boolean,
invariant_addo(d:: addo_data, m:: addo_rep) =
’if’(d[1] >= 0 and
nops(d[3]) > 0 and nops(m) >= 0 and
isddo(m, d) = true, true, false)
);
In principle, the function specifies some constraint on add_data which is used to specify the difference-differential dimension terms of the given representation add_rep of a
’ddo’. The function returns true only if the first element of the data is a positive integer and the list of generators is not empty as per the definition of ’ddo’. Furthermore,
the given m is a well-formed ’ddo’ and hence respects isddo.
Verification
To prove the verification conditions generated by Why3 for the procedure SP , we
introduced the following lemmas:
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lemma abstract_concrete:
forall a: addo, m: addo_rep, d: addo_data.
invariant_addo(d) (m) ->
a = to_abstract_addo(d) (m) <-> concrete_addo (d) (m) (a)
lemma isddo_isaddo0:
forall d: addo_data, m: addo_rep, a: addo.
a = to_abstract_addo (d) (m) ->
isddo (m) (d) = isAddo (to_abstract_addo (d) (m))
The first lemma is the part of our verification strategy which says that for any abstract
’ddo’ a, underlying concrete representation m and constraint data d, if the invariant
holds for the concrete ’ddo’ m, then a is the abstraction of the concrete ’ddo’ if and
only if the concretization relation between m and a holds. The second lemma is introduced to remove the redundancy of the proof of various verification conditions which
include similar goals. The lemma essentially says that if we abstract any concrete
representation m to a then the definition of the concrete ’ddo’ predicate isddo is equal
to the definition of the abstract ’ddo’ predicate isAddo. In fact, as mentioned above
the procedure SP includes the call to two other procedures which have concrete data
type specifications of ’ddo’. Both of the lemmas were proved in Coq by the principle
of structural induction on the list m and the corresponding constructor of an abstract
’ddo’ a.
With the introduction of the lemmas, most of the proofs of the verification conditions were automatic. However, the proofs of some conditions that involved loopinvariants and procedure calls were also interactive. The interactive proofs were
mainly based on the structural induction along-with other Coq tactics, e.g. destruction of definition of abstract ’ddo’, case analysis and the expansion of the lemma.
The task of verification here was simpler as compared to the verification of our stackexample because the constructors of abstract ’ddo’ correspond to the constructors of
the underlying representation (i.e. list). The verification of the high-level procedures
in general and of SP in particular is presented by a screenshot of the Why3-GUI in
Figure 8.4.
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In this chapter, we first review the design and development of our verification framework for the specification and verification of computer algebra software; then we sketch
the lessons learned followed by a discussion on possible future extensions.
In this thesis, we have first formalized the syntax and semantics of MiniMaple and
its specification language. We have then developed the type systems for MiniMaple
and its specification language. We have elaborated the translation of a MiniMaple
program into a Why3ML program, and have proved the soundness of the translation
based on the denotational semantics of MiniMaple and the operational semantics of
Why3ML. Finally, we have applied our framework to verify the main parts of the
non-trivial Maple package DifferenceDifferential. The verification of the high-level
procedures of the package was performed with the help of a strategy for specifying
and verifying such procedures which on one hand have concrete data type based
implementations and on the other hand have specifications based on abstract data
types.
During the entire course of the design and development of this framework, we have
gained fundamental knowledge in the various issues of designing and formalizing programming and specification languages in general and computer algebra languages in
particular. We have learned to formalize the type system for MiniMaple and its specification language based on the specific notations of type systems. The subsequent
definition and formalization of the formal semantics of MiniMaple and its specification
language gave us a deep insight to understand the behavioral principles of these languages and how to apply a variety of mathematical formalisms and notions to model
the corresponding semantics. Also we have gained the capabilities to use the intermediate verification tool Why3 and some of the automated and interactive theorem
provers (e.g. Z3 and Coq) that it supports as back-ends. We have used the general
principles (tactics and proof strategies) of automated theorem proving and also have
gained experienced with a handy approach for the specification and verification of
high-level procedures by modeling mathematical notions with the help of abstract
data types. During the application of the framework to the package we have realized
the importance of formal annotations (types and specifications) and informal ones
(comments) of programs in order to understand the correct behavior of the programs;
this becomes extremely important when sometime later a refactoring of the program
is required. The non-trivial proof for the soundness of the translation has enriched
our experience in proving by practicing a variety of proof strategies, e.g. rule-based
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induction.
As a next step, based on our strategy for the specification and verification of abstract
data type based specifications, we may complete the specification and verification of
all the high-level procedures of the package DifferenceDifferential. Furthermore, we
may extend our verification framework in various directions:
 The syntax of MiniMaple (and its specification language) can be extended to
support more expressions of Maple that are used for general purpose computing.
 We may use the specification language for MiniMaple programs to generate
executable assertions that are embedded in such programs and can check the
validity of pre/post conditions at runtime.
 As an alternative to Why3 (developed by LRI, France), we may use Boogie [13]
(developed by Microsoft, USA) as an intermediate verification framework. Boogie also supports as back-ends various automated theorem provers (i.e. Simplify [53] and Z3) and interactive ones (i.e. Isabelle/HOL [124]). Moreover,
the framework is also used by various front-end tools for some programming
languages, e.g. C# and C [22].
 The results of our verification framework can be also applied to other computer
algebra systems, in particular Mathematica. Mathematica shares with Maple
many concepts such as the basic kinds of runtime objects; thus the type system of
MiniMaple in principle can also be applied to Mathematica. However, the task
of verification of Mathematica programs is more complex as the programming
language is rule-based; here we would need to investigate the exhaustiveness
of rules and possible contradictions among rules. In principle, we could then
translate a Mathematica program into an equivalent procedural program such
that our verification tool can be applied.
Furthermore, the application of our framework to verify other Maple packages developed at our institute will further demonstrate the expressiveness and limitations of
our framework and will also show directions for future extension.
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A. Syntax of MiniMaple
In this appendix we give the formal abstract syntax (language grammar) of MiniMaple.
Prog ∈ Program
Cseq ∈ Command Sequence
C ∈ Command
Elif ∈ ElseIf
Catch ∈ Catch
Eseq ∈ Expression Sequence
E ∈ Expression
S ∈ Sequence
R ∈ Recurrence
Pseq ∈ Parameter Sequence
P ∈ Parameter
M ∈ Modifiers
Iseq ∈ Identifier Sequence
I ∈ Identifier
Itseq ∈ Identifier Typed Sequence
It ∈ Identifier Typed
Bop ∈ Boolean Operators
Uop ∈ Unary Operators
Esop ∈ Especial Operators
Tseq ∈ Type Sequence
T ∈ Type
N ∈ Numeral
Prog ::= Cseq
Cseq ::= EMPTY | (C; | E;)Cseq
C ::= if E then Cseq Elif end if ; | if E then Cseq Elif else Cseq end if ;
| while E do Cseq end do;
| for I in E do Cseq end do;
| for I in E while E do Cseq end do;
| for I from E by E to E do Cseq end do;
| for I from E by E to E while E do Cseq end do;
| return E; | return; | error; | error I,Eseq;
| try Cseq Catch end; | try Cseq Catch finally Cseq end;
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| I,Iseq := E,Eseq; | E(Eseq); | ‘type/I‘ := T; | print(e);
Elif ::= EMPTY | elif E then Cseq;Elif
Catch ::= EMPTY | catch “I” :Cseq, Catch
Eseq ::= EMPTY | E,Eseq
E ::= I | N | module() S;R end module;
| proc(Pseq) S;R end proc;| proc(Pseq)::T; S;R end proc;
| E1 Bop E2 | Uop E | Esop | E1 and E2 | E1 or E2 | E(Eseq)
| I1:-I2 | E,E,Eseq | type( I,T ) | E1 = E2 | E1 <> E2
S ::= EMPTY | local It,Itseq;S | global I,Iseq;S | uses I,Iseq;S
| export It,Itseq;S
R ::= Cseq | Cseq;E
Pseq ::= EMPTY | P,Pseq
P ::= I | I :: M
M ::= seq( T ) | T
Iseq :: = EMPTY | I, Iseq
I ::= any valid Maple name
Itseq :: = EMPTY | It, Itseq
It ::= I | I :: T | I := E | I::T:=E
Bop ::= + | − | / | ∗ | mod |<|>|≤|≥
Uop ::= not | − | +
Esop ::= op( E1, E2 ) | op( E ) | op( E..E, E ) | nops( E )
| subsop( E1=E2, E3 ) | subs( I=E1, E2 ) | “ E “ | [ Eseq ]
| I[ Eseq ] | seq(E, I = E..E ) | seq(E, I in E) | eval( I,1 )
Tseq ::= EMPTY | T,Tseq
T ::= integer | boolean | string | float | rational | anything | { T }
| list( T ) | [ Tseq ] | procedure[ T ]( Tseq )
| I( Tseq ) | Or( Tseq ) | symbol | void | uneval | I
N ::= a sequence of decimal digits
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for MiniMaple
In this appendix we give the formal abstract syntax (language grammar) of a specification language for MiniMaple.
decl ∈ Declaration
proc-spec ∈ Procedure Specification
loop-spec ∈ Loop Specification
asrt ∈ Assertion
rules ∈ Rules
excep-clause ∈ Exception Clause
eseq ∈ Specification Expression Sequence
spec-expr ∈ Specification Expression
binding ∈ Binding
Itseq ∈ Identifier Typed Sequence
It ∈ Identifier Typed
Iseq ∈ Identifier Sequence
I ∈ Identifier
Bop ∈ Binary Operator
Uop ∈ Unary Operator
it-op ∈ Iteration Operator
esop ∈ Especial Operator
sel-op ∈ Selection Operator
Tseq ∈ Type Sequence
T ∈ Type
N ∈ Numeral
decl ::= EMPTY | (define(I(Itseq)::T,rules);
| ‘type/I‘;
| ‘type/I‘:=T;
| assume(spec-expr); ) decl
proc-spec ::= requires spec-expr; global Iseq; ensures spec-expr; excep-clause
loop-spec := invariant spec-expr; decreases spec-expr;
asrt := ASSERT(spec-expr, (EMPTY | “I“));
rules ::= EMPTY | I(Itseq) = spec-expr, rules
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excep-clause ::= EMPTY | exceptions ”I” spec-expr; excep-clause
eseq ::= EMPTY | spec-expr, eseq
spec-expr ::= I ( eseq ) | type(spec-expr,T)
| spec-expr and spec-expr | spec-expr or spec-expr
| spec-expr equivalent spec-expr | spec-expr implies spec-expr
| forall(Itseq, spec-expr) | exists(Itseq, spec-expr)
| (spec-expr) | spec-expr Bop spec-expr | Uop spec-expr | esop
| it-op(spec-expr, binding, (EMPTY | spec-expr))
| true | false | LET Iseq=eseq IN spec-expr | RESULT
| ‘if‘(spec-expr1, spec-expr2, spec-expr3) | I | I1:-I2 | OLD I | N
| spec-expr1 = spec-expr2 | spec-expr1 <> spec-expr2
binding ::= I = spec-expr1...spec-expr2 | I in spec-expr
Itseq ::= EMPTY | It, Itseq
It ::= I::T
Iseq :: = EMPTY | I, Iseq
I ::= any valid Maple name
Bop ::= + | − | / | ∗ | mod |<|>|≤|≥|=|<>
Uop ::= not | − | +
it-op ::= add | mul | max | min | seq
esop ::= op( spec-expr1, spec-expr2 ) | op( spec-expr )
| op( spec-expr..spec-expr, spec-expr ) | nops( spec-expr )
| subsop( spec-expr1=spec-expr2, spec-expr3 )
| subs( I=spec-expr1, spec-expr2 ) | “ spec-expr “
| I sel-op | [ eseq ] | { eseq } | I(eseq) | eval( I,1 )
sel-op ::= EMPTY | [ eseq ] sel-op
Tseq ::= EMPTY | T,Tseq
T ::= integer | boolean | string | float | rational | anything | { T }
| list( T ) | [ Tseq ] | procedure[ T ]( Tseq )
| I( Tseq ) | Or( Tseq ) | symbol | void | unevaluated | I
N ::= a sequence of decimal digits
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In this appendix we give the logical rules to derive the typing judgments. We also give
the auxiliary functions and predicates that are used in the rules. The contents of the
following sections are not shown in this printout but in the supplementary electronic
version of this thesis.

C.1. Logical Rules
In this section, we list the logical rules for each phrase/alternative of syntactic domain,
which are used to derive typing judgments. The rules state the conditions under which
the syntactic phrases are well typed.

C.2. Auxiliary Functions
In this section we define the auxiliary functions used in logical rules to derive typing
judgments. The auxiliary functions are defined over type environments and the syntactic domains “type”, “identifier”, “typed identifier”, “parameter” and “expression”.
Some additional utility functions are defined over return flag and the sequences of
various syntactic domains.

C.3. Auxiliary Predicates
In this section we give the auxiliary predicates used in logical rules to derive typing
judgments. The auxiliary predicates are defined over type environments and the
syntactic domains “type”, “identifier”, “typed identifier” and “parameter”.
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D. Formal Semantics of MiniMaple
In this appendix, we give the formalization and definitions of the denotational semantics of MiniMaple. The contents of the following sections are not shown in this
printout but in the supplementary electronic version of this thesis.

D.1. Semantic Algebras
In this section, we formalize the semantic domains of values and their corresponding
operations.

D.2. Signatures of Valuation Functions
In this section, we give the signatures of the valuation functions for the semantics of
each MiniMaple syntactic domain.

D.3. Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
In this section, we define auxiliary functions and predicates that are later used in the
definition of the semantic functions.

D.4. Semantics
In this section, we give the definition of the valuation functions for MiniMaple syntactic domains.
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E. Formal Semantics of the Specification
Language for MiniMaple
In this appendix, we give the formalization and definitions of the denotational semantics of the core formula language and the annotations of the specification language for
MiniMaple. The contents of the following sections are not shown in this printout but
in the supplementary electronic version of this thesis.

E.1. Semantic Algebras
In this section, we formalize the semantic domains of values and their corresponding
operations.

E.2. Signatures of Valuation Functions of Formula Language
In this section, we give the signatures of the valuation functions for the semantics of
the syntactic domains of the formula language.

E.3. Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
In this section, we declare and define the auxiliary functions and predicates that are
later used in the semantic functions definitions.

E.4. Semantics of Formula Language
In this section, we define the semantic functions of the formula language of the specification language.
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E.5. Signatures of Valuation Functions for Specification
Annotations
In this section, we give the signatures of the valuation functions for the semantics of
the syntactic domains of the elements of the specification language.

E.6. Semantics of Specification Annotations
In this section, we define the semantic functions of the elements of the specification
language.
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F. Translation of MiniMaple into
Why3ML
In this appendix, we give the formalization and definitions of the translation of MiniMaple and its specification language into Why3ML constructs. The contents of the
following sections are not shown in this printout but in the supplementary electronic
version of this thesis.

F.1. Semantic Algebras
In this section, we formalize the semantic domains of MiniMaple and Why3ML and
also declare/define their corresponding operations.

F.2. Signatures of Translation Functions
In this section, we give the signatures of translation functions for the syntactic domains
of MiniMaple and its specification language.

F.3. Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
In this section, we declare/define the auxiliary functions and predicates which are
later used in the definition of the translation functions.

F.4. Definition of Translation Functions
In this section, we define the translation functions.
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G. Proof of the Soundness of the
Translation
In this appendix, we formulate the proof-settings and then discuss the proof of the
soundness of the translation for selected constructs of MiniMaple. The contents of the
following sections are not shown in this printout but in the supplementary electronic
version of this thesis.

G.1. Semantic Algebras
In this section, we formalize the semantic domains of values of MiniMaple and Why3ML
and also define their corresponding operations.

G.2. Auxiliary Functions and Predicates
In this section, we declare/define the auxiliary functions and predicates which are
used in the proof.

G.3. Soundness Statements
In this section, we formulate the soundness statements for the syntactic domains of
command sequences, commands, expressions and identifiers of MiniMaple.

G.4. Proof
In this section, we give the proof of the soundness of command sequences, assignment,
conditional and while-loop commands respectively.

G.5. Lemmas
In this section, we formulate and discuss the lemmas used in the proof.
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G. Proof of the Soundness of the Translation

G.6. Definitions
In this section, we give the various definitions of the Why3ML and MiniMaple constructs.

G.7. Why3 Semantics
In this section, we formalize the definitions of Why3ML operational semantics as given
in [63] in order to make this document standalone.

G.8. Derivations
In this section, we give the derivation rules for the operational semantics of Why3
while-loop. These derivations are already used in the proof of the soundness of whileloop command.
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